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Blended Light a Universal Stimu- 
lant, Restorer and Purifier. 
i;v.M ai:ka 111.1: i \iu:i;imkxts. 
Some liiU'on years ago General Augus- 
ts I’leasonton ot' I’enusylvania, save, or 
a eight he saw that the etleets of sunshine 
am! light on nature—on the development 
all forms of vegetable mil! animal life 
were only great when they reached their 
■set through a Glue medium. This blue 
medium divinely interposed between the 
and the snri’aec of the earth was the 
atmosphere that “clothes the mountain in 
azure hue." Since the bine sky days 
aiv the times when life is at its best, said 
■ philosophic member of the I’leasonton 
■ oniiy. with a good omen in his name, 
uiiv not make an artificial blue sky vvher- 
we w i'h to secure animal and vegeta- 
e growth I And he did it. He put blue 
i'S .a his grapery, and in live months 
■t the gi 'Wth of two years. He put 
me glass >vor Lis calf pen, and the ani- 
leached maturity in six months, lie 
■ 
a ray 1 light through blue glass on 
n ad of deaiened mule hi the stable, 
tie nude, like tiie woman in the story, 
aid lroui her father at ISntany Hay.” 
may he remembered how full tne coun- 
■v eas of this topic at the time; how 
people thought there was a little er- 
,a the easi and that it was not really 
a ,s," that did so much for vitality, 
: “bale gras> and how others indulged 
pfii o-ophie extravagances on the yel- 
n ot light ray the red or heat ray and 
blue m aclinic ray. lint the exeite- 
.e‘nt seemed to die away, and people fell 
the habit of raising their chickens 
ui'l pig- ai d early lettuce and grapes in 
:e same old way a- if no one had whis- 
pered to them the revelation of blue glass. 
Such a humanitt 
I tut Dow conics the intelligence Unit 
lias caught at tin* idea and applied 
not to the beets and lettuce etc., but to 
treatment ot human maladies, more 
'peeialiy the maladies of the nervous 
stem, those departures from health that 
i\ lie siipp.,-ei! to be consequent upon 
!>- i.i :ii.i/ed soi‘iel\ and under sunless 
Yer. great success is claimed for 
t: e.u in it of the insane by this method, 
us subjei t in all ii~ interesting 
A New York Herald 
t. : is rc eiitiy visited (leneral l’lea- 
■ i:i niiitry seat and the following is 
: what the Herald man writes. (tf 
experiment the i ieneral gave 
’•! .iper. was iinished in March. ; 
ii' dimensions were SI feet long, 
■ w de. l'i feet high at the ridge, 
di dde pitched roof. It stands, ns 
■a se. at the foot of a terraced garden. 
the direction "i northeast by cast to 
;. west, (hi three sides you 
■ the border twelve feet wide. < >11 
ini! northeast h\ east, the border 
■ ive feet wide, being a walk of the 
i] del:. i lie borders inside and outside 
e excavated toil depth of three feet 
ire lies, and were tilled with the usual 
.tiitiiv matter, carefully prepared for 
.wing vines. 1 he first question to he 
*d was the proportion of blue or violet 
iss to |,e used on tiie roof. At a venture 
ulopted every eighth row of glass on the 
I to lie blue or violet glass, so that the 
nil. in ii' daily course, should casta beam 
I \ iolel light on every leaf in the grap- 
t ‘uttings of vines, each one year 
ot the thickness of a pipe stem, and 
a' close to the pots containing them. 
\t re planted in the borders inside and 
.de ot the grapery in the early part of 
\orii, lb'll. boon after being planted 
growth i the vines began. The rapid- 
w ith which they grew soon attracted 
attention ot all who saw thorn. In a 
■ weeks the walls and inside of the root 
"iv closely covered with the most, luxur- 
is growth ot foliage and wood. J'lie 
dsinnu who sold me the vines was lost 
amazement when he saw them. He 
-latcil that he had never seen anything 
similar in an experience id forty years 
tie measured some of the \ hies and found 
mem forty-five feet in length—an inch in 
diameter at one foot from the ground 
Ih u i' thi‘growiii ot lii’c months. \ me? 
1' tie* -.uni- varieties, of like age ami size, 
i■iieil at the same time, with the best 
he rare ami attemlanee, were at this 
mi. period pun\ )ilants, live feet long, 
■in i- \ increased at all in diameter. In 
rptetnhei' of the next Year (lsdg) 1 had 
tiie~e vines l.gOO jionuds ot grapes, in 
'■ 1 had about two tons.” 
The writer ~aw these tines, and Iron) 
development of the wood, should 
r. n r have believed them to be fifty than 
iteen v ears old. A patent was granted 
(Jpnera l’leasonton for this invention 
.•! the leaves of the vines measured, as 
nri laities, taken to Washington and j>iio- 
.graphed bv order ot l’rofessor Urainerd 
tie- Tatent Ullles The extraordinary 
•suits attained induced General Habeoek 
tsk the General to allow him to adopt 
... method in the conservatories at the 
House 'Thinking, possibly, there 
mid not he too much ot a good thing (a 
udgnient probably reversed bv this time 
hi- mind, especially with legat'd to 
-hiskey). Genera! Habeoek appears to 
tve used nothing but blue glass, with a 
t typified by tlie color of the medium 
i his own present prospects in science, 
a polities, nothing should be taken for 
anted, not even a third term. So far 
r the grapes grown by General i’leasun- 
t m. 
t in- number ot instances of successful 
-alt- from the use of mixed light is 
:rge. The (ieneral said : 
A lady of my acquaintance, residing in 
e tv, inlonneii me that having some 
■ v choice and rare dowering plants in 
pots in her sitting room, which were droop- 
g and manilestiug signs of disease, slie 
'hrew over them a blue gauze veil, such 
i- holies wear, and exposed them to the 
.slight, u hen she was highly gratified 
discover that in a very short lime thev 
ere full.v restored to health and vigor, 
v gentleman iu West I'hihulelphia, having 
targe lemon tree, which he prized higii- 
piaeed it in his hall near to me ve.sti- 
i.!e door, the side lights of which were 
f glass of different colors, blue and vio- 
et predominating; the sunlight passing 
irough these side lights fell upon a por- 
"ti ot the branches of this lemon tree; 
eat vigor was imparted therein' In the 
dality of these branches, which were 
tided with very fine lemons, while the 
■tber branches of the tree that did not 
received the light from those blue and 
violet panes of glass were small, feeble 
and apparently unhealthy, and were vvith- 
■ ul fruit.'’ 
\ arious experiments upon different kinds 
f plants were detailed to the writer by 
the General. The result was in all eases 
uniformly successful. Should the intlueuee 
i the mixed light in producing these re- 
sults not he overestimated it is easy to 
-ee what a great revolution this discovery 
likely to effect in the present methods 
f forcing early fruits and vegetables. 
IIU: BtKXUEI) LIGHT IN A l'IGGEIIY. 
Cencral Pleasonton was so struck by 
the marked results attained with this 
blended light in the case id' plants that 
lie next determined to try it upon an- 
nuals ; convinced that, 'if efficacious 
here, the discovery would be of untold 
importance to the human race. 1*is first 
experiment was in the autumn of lSG'J. 
At that time he built a piggery. The 
'eipiel is in his own words:—"1 introduced 
into the roof and three sides of it violet- 
eolored and white glass in equal propor- 
tions—half of each kind. Separating a 
recent litter of Chester county pigs into 
two parties, I placed three sows and one 
barrow pig in the ordinary pen, and three 
"ther sows and one other barrow j'ig in 
the pen under the violet glass. The pigs 
were all about two months old. The 
weight of the pigs was as follows, viz : — 
I nder the violet glass—No. 1, sow, 42 
lbs,; No. 2, a harrow pig, 45 1-2 lbs.; No. 
", a sow, UK lbs.; No. 4, a sow, 42 lbs.; 
their aggregate weight. Ui7 1-2 lbs. The 
weight of the others in the common pen 
was as follows, viz:—No. 1, a sow, 50 
lbs.; No. 2, a sow, 4d lbs.; No. .‘i, a barrow 
pig, 5o lbs.; No. 4, a sow, 4(i lbs.; their 
:lKgregate weight 20li Ihs. It will be ob- 
served that each of the pigs under the 
violet glass was lighter in weight than the 
lightest of those under the sunlight alone 
In the common pen. The two sets of pigs 
were treated exactly alike, fed with the 
same kinds of food at equal intervals, and 
with equal quantities by measure at each 
meal, and were attended hy tlie same man. 
They were put in the pens on the bd day 
of November, and kept there until 
the dth day of March, 1*70, when they 
were weighed again. By some misconcep- 
tion of my orders the separate weight of 
each pig was not had. t he aggregate 
weight ot tin; three sows under the violet 
liglil on the oil of November was 122 lbs.; 
on the 4th of March. 1870, it was 620 lbs. ; 
increase, :5'J8 lbs. The aggregate weight 
ol the three sows in tin: old pen on the 
fid of November, Isoi), was 144 lbs. and 
on the 4t!i of March. 1870, it was 660: 
inctease, h8ii, or 12 lbs. less than those 
under the violet glass had gained. The 
comparatively sttiali increase in weight of 
ttie pigs under the violet glass over tneir 
porcine friends under the white glass, is 
accounted for by the feebleness of the 
actinic or chemical rays of the blue sky at 
that time; but the time of the experiment 
was selected for that very reason, 1 he 
animals were not fed to produce fat or 
increase of size, but simply to ascertain, 
if practicable, whether by the ordinary 
mode of feeding oil farms usual in this 
country the development of stock could 
lie hastened by exposing them in pens to 
the combined influence ot sunlight am! the 
transmitted rays of the blue sky." 
Digestion in the Horse. 
I he horse's stomach has a capacity ot 
only about sixteen quarts, while that of 
the ox has 26b; in the intestines this pro- 
portion is reversed, the horse having a 
capacity of I'.lU quarts, against liiu of the 
ox. The ox and most other animals have 
a gall-bladder for the retention ol a part 
of the bile secreted in the intervals of di- 
gestion ; the horse has none and the bile 
tlows directly into the intestine as last as 
secreted. This construction ot the diges- 
tive apparatus indicates that the horse was 
formed to eat slowly and digest continu- 
ally bulky and innutritions food. When 
fed on hay it passes very rapidly through 
iik '-uunacu mm me intestine. 1 no nurse 
can eat but about five pounds of hay in an 
hour, which is charged during mastication 
with four times its weight of saliva. Now. 
the stomach, to digest well, will contain 
but about ten quarts, and when the animal 
cals one-third of his daily ration, or seven 
pounds, in one and one-half hours, he has 
swallowed, at least two stomachs full of 
lnu and saliva—one of these having passed 
into the intestine. Observation lias shown 
that the food is passed to the intestine by 
the stomach in the order in which it is re- 
ceived. If we feed a horse six quarts of 
oats it will just about till his stomath, 
and if. a- soon as he finishes this, we feed 
him the above ration of seven pounds of 
11 a v. he will eat suilieient in three-quarters 
ol an hour to have forced the oats entirely 
out ol his stomach into the intestine. As 
it is the otliee of the stomach to digest the 
nitrogenous parts of tlie food, and as a 
sioinachfu] of oats contains four or live 
times as much of these as the same amount 
<if hay, it is certain that either the stomach 
must secrete the gastric juice live times as 
last, which is hardly possible, or it must 
retain this food live times as long. By 
teedingthe oats first it can only be retained 
long enough for the proper digestion ol 
hay, consequently it seems logical, when 
feeding a concentrated food like oats with 
a bulky one like hay, to feed the latter 
first Country (ientleiuan. 
Root Priming, 
1)1-. Hull, the well-known poruologist of 
Alton, 111., -poke as follows at the annual 
meeting o! die American Pomological So- 
ciety : 
■ 1 liavi- -i rn great revolutions in fruit- 
growing, having been a resident of Illi- 
nois twenty-nine years. At first it was 
declared that no cultivated fruits could be 
grown in the middle and northern parts of 
the State. Hut 1 was determined to grow 
the finest fruit or none, and 1 have suc- 
ceeded. i commenced root-pruning as an 
experiment to produce limits on rapid- 
growing trees that did not bear, not ex- 
pecting it would do to continue it any 
length oi time; but to my surprise the 
trees that were severely root-pruned not 
only bore tbe most : ml best fruits, but 
they continued Lite most healthy, and stood 
the severe winter the best. From this fact 
1 studied out tiie needs of the tree, and 
have found out that all trees and plants 
store up each year a certain amount of 
food for a specific purpose alone. Now 
we can direct the forces of any tree that 
it will store up food for fruit production, 
instead of wood production, if we wish, 
and not injure the tree thereby. Some 
trees on favorable soil will do this, while 
oilier varieties and other soils tend to 
wood growth production ; in such cases 
they are so taxed to force the sap to the 
ends ol the long roots that they have not 
time after making root growth to return 
the sap to the buds and form fruit buds, 
in such eases, if the root primer lie used 
in July, the roots are shortened, the sap 
linds it.i way to the ends of the roots, 
completes the root growth, the tree then 
forms limit buds and ripens up all growth 
before winter sets in, and is thus enabled 
to stand the winter uninjured, and you get 
a crop of fruit Irom every tree that you 
wish. I have never known this to fail 
when tried in July, and trees of any age 
may be forced to bear fruit if desired; but 
a judicious system of thinning out all 
sprouts and diseased branches is equally 
necessary. 15y this system, blight in a 
great measure is prevented, and trees are 
kept healthy. 
Why Trees Die. 
A practical tree-planter sax s, “1 once 
called at the store of a merchant xvho had 
a couple of days previous obtained some 
trees from the nursery. There stood the 
trees with bare roots exposed to a dry 
wind. When ::sked why his trees were 
net in the ground he replied that it had 
not been eonvenient to plant then), so he 
had put them in a nice cool place where 
the fresh wind could hare a chance at 
them, and ended with the complacent in- 
quiry as to whether it was not the best 
that lie could have done with them. He 
had no idea how the wind was evaporat- 
ing the moisture from the exposed roots, 
and how soon they would become utterly 
worthless. Jdst in this same thoughtless 
manner many a customer from the nurse- 
ry exposes his trees to a dry wind or the 
sun, and then if they fail to grow he 
blames the nurseryman l'or it. Let the 
purchasers of trees remember that the 
roots belong in the ground, and must be 
kept fresh until they are planted." 
The Way the Chinese ilo it. 
As an illustration of the manner in which 
this people are rapidly usurping the trades, it 
may he mentioned that a member of the firm of 
Tong Wo, an intelligent Chinese merchant and 
a prominent member of the Yung Wo Company 
informed our reporter hut a few days ago that 
the company had twelve thousand coolies under 
its charge, live thousand of which number were 
engaged in cigar-making, three thousand are 
boot, shoe and slipper makers, two thousand 
shirt and clothing makers, and the remaining 
two thousand are composed of laundrymen, 
domestics, fishermen, vegetable peddlers, Ac, 
A good story is told of a man who resided here 
a few years ago. and xvho had never studied 
political economy, lie opened an establish- 
ment for the manufacture of bird cages, and af- 
ter a while did a thriving business. Soon af- 
ter a smart-looking Chinaman eame along and 
solicited employment, offering his services ior 
fifty cents per day less money than that paid to 
the white man then in ins employ. The cage- 
maker and political economist jumped at the 
offer, and discharged the white man, satisfying 
whatever scruples of conscience he might have 
fov making the Chinaman dance around and 
make things fly. When the meek-eyed Celes- 
tial had mastered the mysteries of the trade, he 
astonished his employer by demanding a salary 
equal to that received by his predecessor, the 
white man. The demand was denied with 
some show of indignation, and the cage-maker 
showed his contempt for Chinese labor by kick- 
ing him out of the shop. Within a week after- 
ward un establishment similar to his own was 
opened on the opposite side of the street by his 
discharged coolie, and bird-cages were 'sold 
very cheap. The cage-maker became a bank- 
rupt, as did several cigar-makers who tried the 
same experiment and met the same fate. [San 
Francisco Call. 
Fate. 
Tilt* sky is clouded, tilt* rocks lire bare, 
The sp'ruv of the tempest is white ill air; 
The winds are out with the wnvos at play— 
And i shall not tempt the sea to-day. 
The trail is narrow, the wood is dim. 
The panther clings to the archiim limb; 
And the lion’s whelps are abroad at pluy- 
And I shall not join in the chase to-day. 
But the ship sailed aat'eiy over the sea, 
And the hunters came from the chase In glee 
And the town that was built upon a rock 
Was swallowed up in the earthquake shock. 
[Bret IIarte. 
_
"Ye Pay Tithe of Mint." 
•■Please, sir, if it is only a cent 
It was a plaintive, childish voice that ut- 
tered these words. The person addressed, 
a burly,yet luxuriously dressed man,check- 
ed his rapid pace, and turning to look for 
the speaker, beheld a little girl, poorly 
clad, who stood under the street lamp, with 
thin, wan face, and unnaturally largo eyes, 
telling one of those tales ot orphaned and 
beggared childhood, the prey of starvation 
and fever, such as make modern cities 
(iomorrahs. 
The night was shutting in, with a driz- 
zling rain, that froze as it fell. The long 
street, usually so crowded at this hour, 
was now almost deserted. Most of the re- 
tail stores were already closed, as if to 
keep open were useless on such an eve- 
ning, and thp clerks, here and there, were 
putting up the shutters of the others. 
Something in the tone of the suppliant’s 
voice struck him as strangely familiar, and 
checked the footsteps of the man. The 
child immediately sprang forward, with 
one hand drawing a summer shawl around 
her thinly clad figure, while she eagerly 
extended the other, and looked imploring- 
ly up. 
“Oh ! sir," she said, “I've had nothing 
to eat since morning, if 1 go home with- 
out anything I’ll be whipped; and not get 
supper, either. Please, sir, please.” 
Uut the momentary curiosity, or pity, or 
other motive whatever it was, that had in- 
duced the man to stop, had now left him ; 
he rudely pushed back the child, as if her 
rags made her an outcast to humanity say- 
ing angrily. 
“(let away with your lies, you whining 
little hypocrite, do to the guardians of the 
poor ; they'll take care of you ; they're paid 
for it.” 
lint. with ;i strange pertinacity, the 
child followed him. She had literally eat- 
en nothing, as she said, that day, and was 
desperate with hunger and with cold. 
“I’loaso, sir, i don't know where to find 
the people you tell me ol; but give me 
something, only this once; only thisonce.” 
Her teeth chattered, and her voice shook 
with cold ; any man of ordinary feeling 
would have laid pity; but Mr. Morrison 
held certain principles, on which he prided 
himself, respecting poverty. Nobody, he 
said, starves in a free country like this, 
unless by their own fault. He had begun 
life a poor boy himself and knew all about 
it. “Besides he didn’t believe." ho would 
continue, “in this modern cant about the 
poor having a right to he supported.” 
Whoever couldn’t work ought to want. 
The case of children was no exception, for 
even if they starved, it was only the sin of 
the father being visited on the descend- 
ants, since people too poor to support off- 
springs committed a crime in marrying. 
At tlie worst, beggars had no claims on 
him, for the State undertook to support 
the poor, and taxed him and other proper- 
ty-holders for the purpose; and if he gave 
alms in the street, he only paid twice 
over, besides encouraging vagrancy.” Ah! 
he paid “tithe of mint, auise and cummin, 
but omitted t he weightier matters of the 
law, judgment, mercy and faith.” He tore 
himself rudely from the child’s grasp, say- 
ing, with cruel inflexibility: 
"Let go, let go; don’t stop me ; 1 know 
all about your tricks.” And as lie hurried 
away, he muttered to himself, “the police 
oughtn't to let a man be annoyed in this 
manner; besides, what a life they are al- 
lowing that chilil to grow up to.” 
i he girl retreated to her old position, 
letting her hands fall listlessly by her side, 
so that the wind blew apart her wet 
shawl and revealed how scantily she was 
dressed. A thin, torn frock, clinging close 
to her figure, showed that her under- 
clothes were altogether too few; and her 
feet were stuck into shoes, that alter being 
often patched, still gaped to the cold and 
wet. 
For not always had this patient suffer- 
ing child been such as she was now She 
remembered when, far back, she had a 
comfortable home, and a mother who fon- 
dled her; when lullabies sang her to sleep, 
and soothing words reassured her if she 
woke frightened from a dream. Not that 
life had ever been as joyous to her as to 
other children. That loved mother was 
always sad. and often in tears, and so a 
shadow had fallen on the daughter in her 
very Infancy. Iler young mind could not 
entirely understand it even yet, hut as she 
never knew a father, like other children 
did, she often thought now vaguely that 
her mother must have been a widow. 
While that dear parent lived she had 
never known a want. They had not en- 
joyed splendor; but they had possessed 
comfort, and their mutual affection sup- 
plied even deficiencies. Hut at last the 
mother died. 
Then she recollected a sad, sad day, a 
day she should never forget if she lived to 
be as old as the withered crone who some- 
times whipped her; when she saw her 
mother stiff and cold in a cofiin ; and when 
strange men carried the ugly tiling away, 
with her mother fastened in it, and the 
crone shook her, and heat her at last, be- 
cause she went into such a passion of tears 
at the sight. 
Alter this all was a blank comparative- 
ly. She remembered nothing since but 
cold, mid hunger, and ill-usage. Nothing 
but being driven out to beg, and punished 
if she was unsuccessful. Nothing but sleep- 
ing in one corner of a damp cellar, where 
she was woke often by rats running over 
her, but where as often she could not sleep 
at all lor cold, llow long she had lived 
this life, or what tie united her with the 
outcasts who kept her, she was ignorant. 
Yes! there was one subject else that 
often occupied her. Lying awake, in the 
long, lonely nights, she recalled that 
motherly face which, even in its saddest 
mood, always looked lovingly on her's 
and remembered how lroru those dear lips 
had come strange words about a beauti- 
ful country, where good children went 
after death ; and where, somehow, in some 
vague way, she had a conviction that her 
parent now awaited her. 
She had a shadowy idea also that it was 
here the angels lived, and that her mother 
now was one, though none the less her 
mother; and sometimes, in dreams, she 
saw that remembered face, radiant with 
light, smiling on her; and oh ! how blest 
she was. But these thiugs were rare, and 
seemed to grow rarer. She never now 
heard of heaven or angels, or the Good 
Shepherd. She never saw any one kneel 
in prayer. But her ears, day and night, 
were tilled with curses, and with words of 
which she knew not the meaning, except 
that it was something horrible. This life 
was fast benumbing her, she felt that; but 
she was too young to know why, and so 
the sadness and loneliness and despair at 
her heart increased; and life grew more 
and more a blank, with only cold and hun- 
ger left, hunger and cold. 
‘•Hillo, there! Gome, be moving.” 
She looked up and recognized a watch- 
man, who, in shaggy overcoat, and with 
badge on hat, was goinf to his post. The 
child had learned already to dread the law 
and its ollieers; for they had always harsh 
words, and only harsh words for her; and 
starting, she hurriedly moved away. 
“I say.” said the watchman, raising his 
voice that she might hear, “don't let me 
catch you here again to-night, or it'll be 
worse for you.” 
His harsh voice quickened her pace to a 
run, and she fled onward through the tem- 
pest, almost breathless, turning a corner 
here, and another there, till, finally, glan- 
eing over her shoulder, and not seeing 
him, she ventured to slacken her speed. 
She found that she had left the business 
portion c.f the city, and was now in a 
street occupied entirely by dwellings. The 
windows of the houses were all closed 
tightly, however, and as not a person was 
abroad, everything looked inexpressibly 
lonely and desolate. '1 he child thought of 
her cold cellar for a moment, almost with 
relief. But the recollection of the terri- 
ble punishment she had received on the 
iast occasion she returned empty-handed, 
nerved her to continue out in the faint 
hope that she might yet meet some chari- 
table person. At the worst, she thought 
it was better walking about, even in the 
storm, than returning totiiat angry crone, 
especially if, now and then, she could only 
come across an open window or two, and 
see the reflection of the tire shining nubb- 
ly inside. 
One appeared in view even now. It was 
here, half a block ahead, where the light 
streamed quite across the street, in two 
broad, warm, cheeiful strips from the 
parlor windows. She hurried her pace, 
and soon stood at the house. The sleet 
was rattling against the panes, and coat- 
ing the brick front with ice; the wind 
roared madly as it twisted and bent the 
ornamental trees on the pavement; all 
without was cold, wet, forbidding. Ail, 
dlil we say ? No, for that pale, shivering 
orphan girl forgot her hunger, forgot the 
tempest, when she saw' that genial light, 
and heard the merry, childish laughter 
within. It was a house to which some 
young cousins had come, from another 
city, to spend a fortnight with the little 
boy who belonged there; and every even- 
ing for a week past they had been hav ing 
such grand times, as they would every 
evening for a week to come. Oh I how 
that houseless one without envied those 
little ones. How site stood on tiptoe to 
try to peep within 
Several times she went away, dreading 
lest some person should come out and de- 
tect her, so deep had the sense of degrada- 
tion sunk Into her soul, that it almost 
seemed wrong to he watching rich and re- 
spectable people in this way, stealing their 
crumbs of tire-light and merriment, and 
drinking the over-llow of their exuberant 
happiness. Hut she returned as often. The 
house had a spell for her she could not re- 
sist, It appeared to her as if she had, 
somehow, a right to share in its comfort 
and joy ; as if she was being defrauded by 
this exclusion from it; or, at worst, as if 
there was such a superfluity of all tilings. 
It made her happy, also, for the moment, 
when she came in sight again of that bright 
warm window, and hear the merry laugh- 
ter of little boys and girls, mixed occasion- 
ally with the Sweet tones of woman and 
the full, hearty voice of manhood. Once 
or twice the sound of the latter seemed fa- 
miliar to her. Was it the voice that had 
so cruelly refused her two hours ago? Oh 
no ! it could not be that; It was only a 
strange coincidence; from no such cold 
and callous heart could come laughter 
like this. 
The last time she was driven away, her 
fears of detection proved true, for a color- 
ed servant coming to close the shutters, 
caught a glimpse of her running oil'. Af- 
ter a while, however, she returned again, 
and although all was now dark and deso- 
late, she could as little leave as before; 
nay 1 the dread of being discovered being 
now removed, she felt a certain pleasure 
in her security that almost compensated 
for the absence of the lighted windows 
and the gay merriment. She sat down on 
the steps, at lirst with a little nervousness; 
but this gradually wore oil'; and ascend- 
ing step by step, at successive intervals, 
at last she nestled close to the very door. 
It was strange, but a sensation of warmth 
seemed still to go out from the house, and 
fold the child in its arms, till, as she press- 
ed against the door, she began to feel as 
she used to, in the old, dear days, when 
folded to her mother’s bosom 
The night advanced. In their little beds 
lovingly encircling each other with their 
arms, slumbered the children within ; and 
in the next chamber lay a fair sweet lady, 
and by her side her sleeping lord. Ah ! 
had site known all his history, would she 
lie there so peacefully ? Strange that no 
day dreams disturbed his rest. Had he 
forgotten the tale of pretended love, the 
insidious arguments, and the other treach- 
erous means, which he had employed to 
win the trust of one who, if living, had a 
prior right in the eye of God, to that place 
at his side ? Hid the grave never open, 
that liis victim might come, and standing 
at the foot of his bed, gaze on him, with 
sad reproachful eyes, till his hair bristled 
with horror and his blood froze ? Was no 
sepulchral voice heard, at dread midnight, 
asking where was his lirst-born P Oh ! 
while society forgives the traitor, and con- 
demns the betrayed unheard, men will 
sleep unbroken slumbers, though the cold 
graves hold their victims, and though their 
abandoned offspring lie starving at their 
doors. 
Once that houseless little one stirred and 
hall' awoke, it was when a watchman 
went slowly by, on the other side, drowsi- 
ly crying the hour. Hut his faint steps 
had scarcely died down the long street, 
when she slumbered again. The rain still 
continued, freezing >is it fell; but cold nor 
hunger, nor wet affected her now. She 
dreamed, and in that dream saw things, 
to which all she had fancied of happiness 
was nothing. There was warm sunshine, 
and delicious fruit, and beautiful grass 
where children were playing, children 
who did not tty from her, or frown when 
she drew near, but smilingly asked her to 
join their sports. There also came iter 
mother, more kind, more beautiful than 
ever. She sprang to meet her with a cry 
and was folded to her bosom. 
Oil! blessed ureani, must she awake 
from it ? Awake to cold, and hunger, and 
friendless again ? No, thanks be to God ! 
for all is not a dream. Jt has become a 
reality at last. Another lamb has been 
added to the heavenly Hock; and the or- 
phan rejected by her earthly father, sleeps 
in the arms of Jesus. 
At daybreak, the servant who came to 
open the door started dack in affright; for 
nestled close to it, on the sill outside, lay 
a pale child in a winding sheet of ice. 
Terrified, he summoned his master, who, 
at the unusual occurrence, hastened to 
rise. 
“It's some poor child,-' said the old col- 
ored coachman, as he tenderly bore in the 
corpse, “dat's got nobody to take care of 
it. l’oor thing, see how thin she's dress- 
ed ; ami her arms looks as if she'd been a- 
most starved.” 
The merchant was gazing with eager 
eyes, lie had recognized the beggar 
child of the preceding evening, and his 
compressed lips showed that he felt some- 
thing like remorse. 
but a sharper pang was reserved for 
him. Suddenly the gray headed negro 
said : 
“What's this?” And as he spoke, he 
drew forth from the bosom of the child a 
locket, which had been suspended from 
the neck by a simple string. 
Mr. Morrison, at this exclamation, lean- 
ed forward, but at the sight of the lock- 
et ho staggered back as if he saw a spec- 
ter. 
The old coachman sprang to assist his 
master, saying “Lor Almighty, sir, what's 
the matter ? Are you sick ? Your not 
used to this kind o' thing.” 
Mr, Morrison with a strong effort rallied 
and holding out his hand said : 
“Give me that locket, it may afford 
some trace to the child’s parents.” 
For he had recognized a gift of his own 
in that trinket. With it. like a flash of 
lightning came the consciousness of what 
it was that had so powerfully attracted 
him, the evening before, in the voice and 
look of the child. He knew that his first 
born lay before him. And for once in his 
life he believed in the fearful words: 
“Vengeance Is mine, 1 will repay, saith 
the Lord.” 
lie took the locket, with trembling hands 
and hurrying from the room, shut himself 
up for hours. What passed within those 
locked doors no human eyes saw. When 
he reappeared he was as calm as usual, 
but the old coachman who alone had seen 
j his emotion, fancied that there were trac- ! es on his countenance of a mighty strug- 
gle gone through, and his suspicions grew 
to certainties when an undertaker wa3 
sent for, a handsome coflin ordered, and 
this cast-away child, shipwrecked at ttie 
door of the rich man, was interred in tire 
family burial lot. 
The world wondered and praised the 
act. No one had thought that Mr. Morri- 
son would ever for mere compassion, do 
so humane a deed. Many regretted they 
iiad misjudged him. Others, when they 
next met him, pressed his hand more 
warmly than had been their custom. Alas ! 
Alas 1 
There are some men so naturally callous 
of heart, or so self-righteous in convention- 
al morality, that "they will not believe, 
though one rose from the dead." 
lie is still the rich and respectable Mr 
Morrison, scrupulously paying "tithe of 
mint.” 
lint there is a God in heaven There 
will bo a Judgment Day ! 
Jerome Bonaparte* Widow. 
! Baltimore Cor. oi the Washington Chronicle. 1 
Mme. Bonaparte, the sister-in-law of the First 
Napoleon and widow of Jerome Bonaparte, is I 
still living in Baltimore at a very advanced age. 
A little loss than a century ago her father, Mr. 
Patterson, was a wealthy, and distinguished 
citizen here, and about seventy-live years ago 
his daughter, the subject of this sketch, gay, 
brilliant, imperious, and a noted beauty, made 
a ready conquest of the heart and hand of the j French Emperor’s brother, Jerome, who was 
then sojourning here. AVith high hope and the 
boldest ambition, tin* young bride set sail for 
France with her royal consort in a ship present- 
ed by her father. But the American bride was 
promptly disowned by the Emperor. On reach- 
ing French waters they were met by a ship 
commanded by a Frcnc.li naval officer,'who pre- 
sented a royal order to Jerome to report at once 
to tin* Emperor, unaccompanied by his compan- 
ion, the young American lady, who was not to 
be recognized as his wife. Jerome, fearing to 
disobey, took leave of his wife and boarded the 
French ship. The captain of the American ves- j 
sc 1 was then commanded to follow. But Mme. j Bonaparte, fearing to place herself within tin* | 
power of Napoleon, commanded the captain of ; 
in-r vessel to sail for England, which order was 
executed by a successful ruse, and she made 
good her escape. “So, sir," said the Emperor 
coldly on meeting his brother, “you have pre- 
sumed to dishonor your blood by an alliance 
with a backwoods milk-maid. You mu»l. at 
once consent to honor my commands, or be for- 
ever disowned.” The desertion of his wife by 
Jerome and his subsequent royal alliance at his ! 
brother’s command are well’ known. Subse- 
quently the Emperor somewhat relented, and 
tor a time Mme. Bonaparte received an allow- 
ance from him of $10,000 per annum, which she j 
has by judicious investment so multiplied that 
she is now worth something over $1,000,000. 
But the Emperor would never consent to meet 
her and she had never seen him. Notwithstand- 
! ing his ungracious treatment she has ever been 
an ardent admirer of his character. She con- 
sider.' him the greatest man the worid has ever 
seen and his name the most honorable; and for 
this reason and no other sin* has never relin- 
quished it. To-day she is Mme. Bonaparte and 
her marriage has always been sustained bv the 
Catholic Church. She had one child, a son, now 
deceased, but she has two grandsons still liv- 
ing. The elder, who was the. pride of her old 
age. and on whom she had set great hopes, was 
a gallant and spirited fellow and an otlieer in 
the French army. The madame supplied him 
abundantly with money to entertain as became 
one of his blood. Although the French authori- 
ties would not permit him to hear his rightful 
name of Bonaparte her patron had set her 
hopes on his forming a noble alliance. But 
when the young officer married against lier 
wishes she transferred h r favor to his younger 
brother, who is to-day a modest yet honored i member of the Baltimore, legal fraternity. 
mil i’; r< ;uni; am uname 10 Trace me 
course »>t Mine. Bonaparte chronologically, 
though I have heard it from her own lips. She 
has spent altogether, about twenty years at the 
various capitals of Europe, though'her princi- 
pal resort lias been (_i< neva, and she has min- 
gled freely with the best society of the Old 
World. >110 is something more than the result 
of rare opportunities for culture and social in- 
i tereourse. On meeting her one become instant- 
ly conscious that lie is in the presence of a su- 
perior intelligence and a royal soul. Hut she is 
very old—more than ninety. She seems like the 
spirit of a past age risen from the graves of the 
Napoleons and Wellingtons and Byrons to utter 
over again the sayings of the wits and stars of 
that early period. She is still witty, epigram- 
matic, full of incidents and memories, and of 
the wise sayings of the notable persons whom 
she had known. 11 time and space would per- 
mit, I should like to report some incidents con- 
cerning Voltaire’, Lamartine, (iuiccioli and a 
score of others, which she remembers as if they 
i occurred yesterday. Mine, de iStael she refused 
to meet, and when 1 expressed surprise, she 
said: “Oil, De Stael was accustomed to pro- 
nounce judgment on every one she met, and 
there was no appeal from her decision. If a 
person newly introduced did not strike De 
Stall’s fancy, or invent some remarkable witti- 
cism out of hand, her death sentence was in- 
stantly pronounced.” Mine. Bonaparte lives in 
! a very modest and retired manner, and occupies 
herself childly in reading her favorite authors 
and in writing a journal and autobiography 
which are not t«» he published until after her 
death. She i> disinclined to converse on relig- 
ious matters but says that her religious opin- 
ions are fully expressed in her writings. How- 
ever. one may infer from her high appreciation 
of Voltaire’s work that her religious views are 
not unlike his. 
“Tenting To-Day.“ 
And now the showman, unlike the stealthy 
Arab, publicly unfolds his tent and noisily 
moves away for the campaign of the Centennial 
year. The season of 1*75 was not fraught with 
an abundance ot ducats for the circus, and but 
very few managers had anything to add to their 
bank-accounts from the profits of the tenting- 
term. When we consider the heavy outlay 
necessary to lay out a route and place a well- 
appointed circus and menagerie upon the road; 
when we ruin ur eyes over the figure of the ex- 
penses for a single day, and when wc look at 
the risks they run, we wonder that men can be 
I found willing to enter into such enterprises, 
and jeopardize the capital it has taken them so 
many years to accumulate. To begin with, 
there are tin expenses necessary to move the 
concern before a stand can be. made ; then there 
| are several hundreds of men. women, children ! and animals who must he fed, whether the! 
show is in operation or not; and then there is 
the cost of printing-—and this be it remembered, ! 
is no small amount, for the illustrated-many- I 
sheeter, with its grand combination of colors j 
and ornamentation, and other bills of all sizes ! 
and of every variety, help to swell up the print- j 
iug-account to almost fabulous sums. By the 
end of April or the beginning of May, when the 
tenting season opens, the circus-proprietor has 
expended a small fortune, and reached “the j 
bottom facts,” as our Brooklyn friend would | 
say. Should the opening day prove to be uu- I 
propitious, should storms arise, the sorrows of 
Werther are as nothing compared with those of 
the circus-manager, for the canvas presents a 
desolate appearance, ana me ucKet-wagon is m 
a slougli of despond and mud, while the treas- 
ury-box on which all his hopes are centred, con- 
tains scarcely sufficient to pay for horse-feed. 
‘•In such a moment we but ask that you'll re- 
member him.” What the centeunial'yenr lias 
in store for the circus is one of those problems 
which time alone can solve; it may loosen the 
purse-strings of the rural population, or it may 
draw them together the tighter; the circus 
must take the chances, and the side-showman 
and the candy-butcher must sink or swim, ac- 
cording to the undeveloped resources of "the 
country.” When crops promise well, and hay- 
seed is abundant; when potatoes come up smil- 
ing with eyes open; when the blacksmith and 
the wheelwright receive a little legal-tender in- 
stead of pork for their labor, then indeed is the 
heart of the showman made glad, for he will 
rake them all in when his grand concatenation 
and improved congregation of marvels shall 
pass through the town. 
Well, the circus is about to take to the road; 
the preparations have all been made; the per- 
formers are on hand; the ring-stock lias been 
practiced; the tons of show-printing have been 
sent on ahead; and the boys require but the 
word from their commander to begin active 
operations. Some will travel West, some East, 
some Canadaward, and others will pitch tents 
wherever they will do the most good. Let us 
ask, in behalf of the thousands of men, women 
and children to whom the circus gives employ- 
ment, that proper protection be accorded them 
by the legally constituted authorities of the 
cities and towns they propose to visit; for the 
circus-manager has rights which should be re- 
spected, and he asks for nothing more than 
justice. It is frequently the case that gangs of 
roughs look upon the circus as fair game for 
their assaults, and the mearest shadow of com- 
plaint is made the excuse for an indiscriminate 
attack upon the entire establishment. Now 
and then, driven to the wall, and with their 
lives in danger, the circus people, unable to 
secure protection from those whose duty it is 
to prevent riot and disorder, feel compelled to 
defend themselves, and an “unpleasantness” 
ensues not always in the interest of the roughs. 
Our circus friends endeavor to avoid conflicts, 
and we hope they will be aided in their peace- 
ful mission. 
The Glass Eye. 
A KEM1XISCEXCE OF BOHEMIA. 
You knew Ilenry Cladd of course. 
Everybody familiar with our current liter- 
ature must have heard of this prince of 
Bohemians. lie was gayest of good fellows 
twenty years ago, and could tell a story 
with such inimitable grace and verve that 
the people of whom lie talked seem to 
live and walk in animated procession be- 
fore one’s eyes. 
He had been sipping a glass of old Sau- 
terne one night, and, still holding tire pale 
green goblet in his fingers and looking at 
it dreamily, he said : 
“When 1 was a young fellow 1 was 
thrilling!}’ ambitions, anil one of my pet 
dreams was to become acquainted with a 
large number of famous people. Some- 
times I took my ideas of fame from the 
parties’ own representations, and so, be- 
tween ignorance and bombast, 1 soon be- 
came a little mixed. 
“1 remember when i was introduced to 
Albert Brisbane, lie was an original, was 
Fris; eccentric, but not malicious; rich, 
but peculiar to the last degree, He was 
at that time very much interested in Fouri- 
er’s works, and wanted someone to trans- 
late them for him. 1 was proud of my 
thorough knowledge of the French lan- 
guage, which 1 had been at much pains to 
acquire, and glad of a chance to show ofl 
my proficiency. So 1 told him I would go 
to work at once, and together we grew 
quite enthusiastic over the immense 
amount of good we were to do. the ben- 
efit to humanity, and ultimately the wealth 
and fame that were to accrue to our indi- 
vidual selves from our great labor. 
"Meanwhile 1 had nothing to live on, 
and he ottered me the merest pittance, 
regular starvation wages, to he paid every 
week, while 1 was to work from sixteen 
to twenty hours per day if he s willed. 
I was too proud to complain or even to 
make any suggestion, for a time: but 
when 1 found how much was to he done 
and how long it would take me, 1 told 
Mr. Frisbane that I needed more money, 
lie pleaded poverty, promised me large 
percentages of our unlimited future profits, 
and encouraged me to go on. 
“So 1 went on, hungry but hopeful, until 
one day Frisbane came to my room to in- 
form me that he was called to \\ ustiing- 
ton, and would not be back until the fol- 
lowing Monday. Instantly I made up my 
mind to a holiday, and, soon as he was 
well out of sight, 1 started for il 1 met 
Swinton on Broadway. His fair, girlish 
face had no line of care or sorrow then: 
but, looking at me with the funniest ex- 
pression in his brown eyes, iie said, in a 
tone at once gay and quizzical: 
‘What is it, (Jladd .' You look pale as 
a ghost; but 1 fancy, by your jerky step, 
you are on the straight road somewhere.’ 
“In a few words 1 told him all—what 1 
had been doing, what I intended to do. 
He laughed a merry heartsome laugh, and 
when 1 invited him to accompany me, he 
said : 
■[ would in a minute, old fellow, ii 1 
could get away ; but at present 1 am play- 
ing Ixon for The Times, and there is no 
use in trying to dodge that wheel, no 
bye-bye, and remember all day that I am 
enjoying your fun.’ 
"L strode on down lo the ferry and over 
to the handsome, almost palatial resilience 
of my employer. 1 had been there enough 
to know the ropes, so I inarched boldly to 
the front door, rang the bell, and inquired 
for Mrs. Frisbane. \\ hen she appeared 1 
told her that Mr. F. had left important 
papers for me to copy, and that 1 was to 
work in the library. She said ’Very well,’ 
and waited upon me at once to the large, 
elegant apartment, fairly lined with hooks 
ana scaueieu vvun puiuonos. lu-rp, v.uu- 
Ibrtable easy-chairs, and low, cosy lounge-; 
seemed whispering to each otlu r of the 
infinite rest the)’ iield. 1 quickly hinted 
that 1 would have lunch served in the 
library, and it canto in very soon—a idee 
bit of broiled chicken, a couple of hot 
biscuits, and a cup of coffee. 1 knew 
where bung the key that opened a heavy 
little cabinet set full of slender-necked 
bottles that prisoned the finest old wines. 
1 locked the door, helped myself, and felt 
unmistakably happy. As my appetite was 
satisfied and my spirits rose, I put my feet 
on a gorgeous inlaid table, threw my head 
back, and commenced trolling a gav song 
‘■-Suddenly, on the marble chimnev- 
shelf opposite me, J saw a strange sight, 
ft was Frisbane’s glass eye, staring straight 
at me. Ilad lie left it by accident, and 
gone to Washington without it ? Had he 
replaced it by a new one? Ur had he 
discarded all artillcial vanities forever? 
Useless questions, and no one to answer 
them; but there lay the silent, horrible 
thing—never winning, never blinking, 
staring straight at me, as if il took special 
cognizance of every wild, erratic act of 
mine. Worse! It .seemed to lie impas- 
sively studying the mysterious workings 
of my mental machinery, and reading 
either the general status of my intellectu- 
ality, or the individual idea uppermost 
there With a strong eftort 1 shook myself 
free from the spell that was oppressing 
me, turned my back upon my tormentor, 
and tried to laugh, 1 raised the slender 
wine-cup to my lips and took a deep 
draught. As the delicious liquid went 
down my throat 1 felt a strange sensation, 
as though the wine congealed and slipped 
a golden, glowing icicle on its way, in ut- 
ter mockery of its own warmth and iife. 
“Instantly 1 knew what that meant. 
The cold glare of the glass eye had pene- 
trated that wonderful chamber at the base 
of the brain, known to contain a grayish 
medulla (L am quite positive it is a medul- 
la or a medullary), where the ‘will pow- 
er’ is supposed to reside, and it was thus 
affecting my entire individuality. 1 turned 
around. Calm and unflinching as the eye 
of the Sphinx, that steady glare met my 
faltering gaze. I could neither smile nor 
jest — that eye was too much for me. 
Moving cautiously, w ith ave.ted head I 
reached one hand out behind me, took 
the smooth, shining sentinel firmly hut 
delicately between my thumb and linger, 
and, going to a desk in the farther cor- 
ner of the room, 1 unlocked a drawer 
which had long ago been deputed to my 
especial work, and of which I always car- 
ried the key. With the greatest care 1 
deposited the cold, glaring nuisance deep 
among my papers, and closed and locked 
the drawer with decided vim. Then back 
1 went to my merry feasting; 1 grasped 
the bottle’s neck in sell-gratulating glee; 
I drank gayly, and was even essaying an- 
other song, when a strange, sickly chill 
seemed to quench my pulses and stop my 
heart’s beating. 1 looked around. 
“Surely that basilisk eye cornu not reach 
me now ; and yet, slow ly and surely, 1 be- 
came possessed of a consciousness that in 
that very drawer were some papers 1 had 
written describing Frisbane’s peculiarities, 
and expressing in decidedly plain terms 
in}' opinion of him. It must bo that the 
eye was reading these. And here a psy- 
chological problem presented itself. Could 
that eye, not having any brain near by to 
which it could transfer its impressions, 
treasure them up for future reference ? 
Doubtless. If so, and if Mr. F. should 
wear the thing again, the transferring 
process would go on as soon as commu- 
nication with the brain was established, 
and thus my most secret and rebellious 
thoughts be made plain to my employer. 
This would never do. 
“I was past reasoning or planning, but 
one idea had taken sole and absolute pos- 
session of every mental faculty. Some- 
how that seeing machine must bo con- 
quered. Could I (L tried to question 
calmly) — could I carefully replace or 
send away every evidence of my barme- 
cide feast, and go about my work as 
though nothing had happened ? Could 1 
put the eye back, and defy it to do its 
worst? The experiment was worth try- 
ing. Bravely I unlocked the drawer and 
drew out the shining enemy. I would 
just take one look at it, to be sure that it 
; was perfectly subdued, and 1 was victor, 
j I looked. It lay wrong side up in my 
hand. 1 turned it over. 
“Steadily, unwaveringly triumphant it 
gave back my cowardly gaze, it did not 
seem to leer or grin—1 suppose glass eyes 
1 never do—but it met me firmly on my 
own ground, and what it might do next I 
had no means of knowing. 1 shrank and 
shivered, but—‘ft would never do to give 
it up so.’ With one last, spasmodic effort 
I dashed the crystal abomination down 
upon the marble hearth, and placed my 
heel upon it. Then I whirled around, 
darted out of the house with a mad, exul- 
tant horror in mv heart, and at the door I 
met a boy with a telegram. 
“He asked ii'that was Mr. Frisbane’s 
house, ai d said he wanted to see Mrs. 
Frisbane. I saw him ring the bell that 
would summon a servant, and 1 know Mrs 
f would not lie long in making her ap- 
pearance. With the calmness of despair 1 
returned to the library, drank off that cup 
of coffee (it was cold by this time) at a 
single draught, jammed the cork back in- 
to that empty wine-bottle, and iiid it away 
in a corner behind a book-case, '.hen 
ground those shattered fragments of glass 
to an impalpable powder, gather'd them 
carefully by aid of a thin paper-cutter, 
wrapped them in paper, aud put the w hole 
in my vest-pocket. 
“I had just completed these arrange- 
ments when Mrs. F-entered the room. 
>he was a large wiiuan, with much de- 
cision about her. In one hand she carried 
a small silver box. bhe appeared anx- 
ious and somewhat excited. Sho was evi 
dcntly searching lor something, but 1 was so 
busy with my writing that 1 could not 
give her much attention. Whichever way 
I turned 1 saw the ghost of that glass eye 
gazing at me, but 1 don't think she saw 
it. 
“When Frisbane came home there was 
a merry row in that house. No man ever 
had a fuller catalogue of cuss-words than 
he, and he used them all on that occasion 
Ah ! hoys ! you do not know the true depths 
of transcendental sorrow it you have nev- 
er been haunted by a glass eye.” 
And here the quizzical rogue sighed 
deeply, drained the last drops from his 
beryl-tinted glass, and set it down as care- 
fully as though somewhere under its shin- 
ing rim that shadowy eye was lurking. 
Then he took pull at his pipe, and grew 
cynical and paragraphical, as w:e his 
wont. 
Haw John Prince Johnseu Took Re- 
venge- 
John Prince Johnson had an object in 
getting drunk. John I’riuce Johnson’s 
wife is not more than nine-tenths angel, 
according to his story, and he wanted re- 
venge on her. The other day she said to 
him : 
■•(ret up and dust and go out and earn 
some cash and help me pay the rent and 
buy wood and keep something in the cup- 
board !"' 
That was a nice way for a loving wife 
to talk to a fat husband with a bald post 
on his crown, lie wanted to sit around 
and get his breath lbr the Spring cam- 
paign, but she didn’t seem to care if he 
worked himself to death. He looked at 
j her across uie stove and replie 1; 
“Florinda Jane, I'll make you feel had 
! for those words,'' and he put on his hoots 
i ami went out into the cold world. When 
j his Honor asked the prisoner if he had any 
I excuse for getting drunk. John l’rince 
i Johnson looked pleased, and replied : 
■■ None at all 1 inc me ii\ •' dollars, and 
! she’ll have to pay it out of lie own mon- 
ey.” 
1 'Mint whs his plan t.j secure revenge. 
Hi' Hotter also seemed tickled when lie 
heard it. ami lie made the sentence for 
six months or tiIty dollar' line. When 
John Prince Johnson heard the words, id' 
lees enve out and his teeth chattered, He 
said he liad a lame leg, the asthma, a 
; touch of consumption, and a taste of dys- 
| pepsin: hut, nevertheless he would go I right out and tear up bricks around and 
-trike a job, if the t ourt would let him 
; go, l iie Court wouldn't do it, and Mrs. 
| Johnson, who was in the audience went 
! outdoors, saving : 
j He ma\ howl, and rave, and expire, 
lint right up there is where he'll roost till 
1 his time is out 1" 
I'KL-i.xci: *11 Mino ii\ xiii: StauK. 
j When Charles lteade'.s dramatization of 
I l eunysoti’s Dora" was being enacted in 
| Prairie City, where the choice of actors 
was not great,".Mary Morrrisor,on mak- 
ing her exit to bring on her little Willie 
oi tour years, was shocked to tied a luk- 
! beily boy of at least fourteen who must 
1 
go on, as no other was to be had The 
"Fanner Allan” of the play was no doubt 
equally shocked to see .Mary coming upon 
the stage with a boy nearly as big as her- 
self, What was worse, trio audience be- 
gan to titter. lint Farmer Allan was 
eijual to the emergency; and instead of 
asking, "llow old are you, my little boy ?" 
said, "How old are you, my strapping? 
fellow?” probably hoping that the boy 
would have the good sense to give an age 
more suitable to Ids size. The boy how- 
ever, with painful fidelity to the book, and 
in a sepulchral voice that made the an- 
swer all the more preposterous, said, 
"Four to five, grandpapa.'' "Forty-live 1” 
exclaimed the other, cheelully ; “you look 
it, my boy, you look it." There was a 
laugh at tiie moment, but the play was 
saved from shipwreck. It is told of a fa- 
mous tragedian that at the close of an act 
in which he had been the prominent char- 
acter, a goose's head was thrown upon 
the stage by some one who had a spite 
against him. The tragedian picked it up 
handed it to one of the others to take 
away, and said, with perfect nonchalance, 
1 he gentleman who has thrown his head 
upon tiie stage can get it back at the close 
oi the performance 
lu.-M ann kuki) Scotchmen, a French- 
man whose limited travels had not taught 
iiim that every large city (outside of 
France) has its rough class of inhabitants, 
writes the following complaint to theGlas- 
gow Herald : "A person angry says to-day 
that he was from the the theatre gallary 
spit upon. Very fine. I also was spit 
upon. Not on the dress but into the eye 
strait it came with strong force while I 
look up angry to the gallary. llei’or 1 
come to your country 1 worship the Scot- 
land of my books, my Waverly Novel, 
you know, 1ml know 1 dwell here since 
six months, in all parts, the picture chang- 
es. I now know of the had smell, the oath 
and curse of God’s name, the whisky 
drink and the rudeness. You have much 
money here, but you want what money 
cannot have—heart cultivating that makes 
respect for gentle things. O! to bespit 
in the eye in one half million of peoples 
town. Let me no longer be in this cold 
country, where people push in the street, 
blow the nozo with naked finger, empty 
the dish at the house door, chooze the 
clergy from the lower classes and then go 
with them to death for an ecclesiastical 
theory which none oi them can understand. 
1 go home three days time.” 
Now set out a Centennial tree. Set 
one out. Don’t fail. If you have no tree 
buy one. If you have no money, borrow 
it. It makes no difference what sort of a 
tree. If you have no land, set it out in 
the street. Show your grit. It the police 
interfere- tell them it is a centennial tree 
and if they haul it down shoot ’em on the 
spot. Think of James Hillhouse and his 
elms. Think of G. Washington and his 
choke-cherry tree. Think of Locke and his 
moon oaks. Think of Newton and his 
apple tree. Think ot the phoenix and its 
ash. Think of Milton and his birch. Set 
out a tree, and future generations coming 
homo late at night, and leaning against 
that tree to “git their bearin’s” will rise 
up and call you blessed. [Now York 
Graphic. 
The Good Old Times* 
People talk of these times being bad; of th* 
: :»ge as being degenerate. 
l>o they ever read history? A century ago England, prostrated by tin 
I dissoluteness of the liontoration, was the home 
} ot moral barbarism. It was the l topia of gai- 1 an try. It was the land of cuckoKloui. It was 
Hn* chosen rendezvous of gambling and duel- ling, drunkenness, profanity, obscenity, theft, amt murder. Men were hanged by the score 
lor picking pockets, stealing sheep, cutting down apple-trees. Duelling was common, ami 
young ladies were invited to witness them as a 
pleasant and harmless amusement. Even the 
gentle Dick Steele was drawn and badgered into one, and aecidentallv he killed hi.- man. 
Clergymen fought and served as second*. La- 
dies went with a dagger in the belt, for they 
were liable to be insulted whenever they ap- 
peared alone in the streets. Coaches were at- 
tacked by highwaymen in the streets of Lon- 
don, and their occupants robbed or slaiu. 
Travellers went armed with blunderbusses, 
and some of the less belligerent carried purses 
full of bad money, wherewith to cheat the mer- 
ry highwayman. Horace Walpole, a minister 
of the Government, was boldly stopped and 
robbed in 1752, near Wickenham Pars, in Lon- 
don, and he writes of it: “It is shocking to 
think what a shameless country this has grown 
to be. One is forced to travel, even at noon, m 
if going to battle." 
DRUNKENNESS. 
The vice was almost universal. It was re- 
garded as a gentleman’s tirst accomplishment— 
not merely to drink always and much, but to be 
frequently drunk. The habit so won its way 
by familiarity that even the ladies ceased to re- 
buke or apparently to loathe it. Lady Cooper 
wrote, in 1715, in her diary, “Dined with Mrs. 
Clay ton. Was left bv chairman and servant*— 
all drunk. Could hardly get to the Princess.” 
Ladies and clergymen were often intoxicated 
in public; judges got drunk on circuit; and 
Mackenzie, records that, his host at Castle 
Grant kept two Highlanders whose business it 
wus to Ioo>° tin* cravats of die gentlemen when 
they fell under the table >o that they would ot 
choke to death! 
PROFANITY. 
The habit of hard swearing and loo-.; con\er 
sation was no nearly universal that it seeim to 
have excited little comment, and it is scarcely 
noticed by the essayDt except as an absurd fol- 
ly. Even the be.-t of the novelists, MUs Maria 
Edgeworth and Miss Jane Austin, seldom per 
mit their male characters to speak without an 
oath. S > thickly are fnc oaths scattered in th* 
eighteenth century novel that it serins to u* or 
this milder ago a gross exaggeration of th** 
writer. Even the f**male sex, wrote < aiming 
in I7sb, caught the contagion. 
«. \MBI.INU. 
Mumming a- ipnic as common Ms ui Hiking 
and swearing. Lady Hooper wrote ; “My inis 
tress [the Princess of Wales] and the Duchess 
of Montagu went halves at hazard an l won 
£000.” uu one occasion large sums were lost 
and won to the nobility on a race between two 
maggots crawling across the table. Walpole 
wrote : “Dissipation, without object, pleasun 
or genius, i< the only color of the'tiim*-.” \ 
most all of the ladies of“<jUa!it>‘ gained. 
TIIE CLEfMiV IN CONTEMPT. 
During inis unparalleled reign of debauch* ry 
the clergy were in contempt everywhere, and 
their characters generally matched their repu- 
tations. The chaplain of a great house was 
compelled to leave table before tie* d->ert was 
brought in. Swift s-.\s that in tie- time <n 
“good George II,” “in a great household tie* 
chaplain was the resource of the lady's maid 
whose character had Ixen blown upon, and 
who was forced, therefore, to gi\e up her 
hopes of catching the >i*ward.” T hey w<r<- 
despised by the rich and r* spected by none. 
They drank ale and smoked tobacco with tin 
servants in the kitchen, and married the cast- 
off Abigails of the housekeeper’s room. Mi-- 
K’dgeworth sayy of a buck parson of her tine- : 
“If was tin* common practice of this man t* 
leap from his horse at tin* church door on Sun- 
day after following a pack of hounds, huddle 
on his surplice, and gabble over the -< rviee :it 
the most indecent mockery of religion. D«> 1 
speak with acrimony? I have reason. It wa- 
in4 who first taught my lord to drink.” 
MARRYING .MADE EASY. 
Ill such an age marrying was not diilieult. 
Formalities were dispensed with. The minis- 
ters w ere so poor that they w ere glad to carry 
on a lucrative business by performing illegal 
and clandestine marriages. They stopped per- 
sons in the street and he-might the privilege of 
marrying them, as bootblack- now do to “shin 
’em up.” Tavern-keepers near tin- Fleet kepi 
ministers, like hostlers, as a part of tin* estab- 
lishment. T he Grab Street Journal of January 
In. ITT l, says : “These minister- of wickedne-* 
ply about Ludgate Hill pulling and forcing peo- 
ple to some ale-house or brandy-shop to be mar- 
ried; even on Sunday -topping them as they go 
to church and alino-t teal mg their clothes from 
their backs.” On many houses signs (some ot 
them -till preserved) were hung out.“Marry ing 
done here,” and the clergymen sent out drum- 
mers. or, as they were called, touters through 
the town, a- hotei> now -end drummers to tin- 
depot, crying. “Do voti want a parson? Do 
want pai -■ Will 3 
cheap?1' 
in:, m n 1:1 
The characteristic" ol an :ig<* are = mli.tlin* ; 
in ir> literature, like flies in amber. The now N 
of tlie eighteenth century indicate :i period < ! 
amazing looscne-s, perfidy, ami licentiousness. 
Mrs. Aplira Jiehn wrote tlie lir.-t Lnglish novel 
in its present form, and her hooks are salacious 
beyond description, even as they are vigorous 
and passionate. Personally she was dis>oIute. 
She deserted her husband, went u» a spy in the 
army, and then, being bright and apti\a ting. 
forim d tlie acquaintance of the wits and dir*,*.; 
lute fellows of the realm, and began that career 
as a profligatelittc'Vv.tzur for which she became 
*•» notorious. She turned oil with the greatest 
facility and abandon a meat number of plays, 
novels, poems, letters, •d;erclie>, Ac., disfigured 
by an impurity < f conception and an indecent v 
oi language quite bevoud parallel, even in that 
middle of the licentious renaissance. Dryden 
bestowed upon her writings the highest and 
warmest eulogies, but they are so outrageous 
in tone that they could scarcely be read in this 
age, except in the most abandoned circles, 
j Liven Pope, who was not a prude, said of liei 
“The stage how loosely does A-trea tread 
Who fairly puts uil characters to bed. 
It may have been to her book that fieorge 
Coleman uiludes in the prologue to •* Polly 
I Honeycomb 
I “Plot and elopement, pa-don. rape, ei.d raptur 
The total sun. ol > > dear, dear ch 
it is perhaps a little queer that some of tin 
most immoral novels in lie language shou. i 
have been written by women — Mr». Helm, 
Mrs. Manley, and Mrs. Ilavw >od. Mrs. Helm’s 
novels have recently been republish' d in Png- 
laud—for what it is impovsibi <■ to divine, ! >r 
they can no more be ‘•expurgated'’ than ">» 
much usaftetida. Tliey ought to be supprc"-- 
ed, without hesitation, under the common law 
against the dissemination of vile literature. 
Then came Richardson, the pious 1)«.1 n 
Swift. Fielding and Smollett, ail c.v t the 
tii>t outrageously indecent—as indecent as tin* 
women The fact is that in almost all the nov- 
els of the eighteenth century, which must be 
taken as a reflection of tin* age, “Love degen- 
erated into a mere animal passion, aad evcr> 
woman is compelled to guard her chastity. ii. 
indeed, she care-. 1 regard it at all, against a 
man who i*. always the sworn enemy oi 
her virtue.” The language of the characters 
abounds in oaths and vulgarity, and to sweat 
loudlv and drink deeply were tlie common at 
tribuies of fashionable as well as vulgar 1 it.. 
The heroines take part in conversations widely 
no modest woman could have heard without a 
mush. 
Is the world “worse t ban ii iv:i\" < > \vni< al 
preacherr 
Tut: Vowel Flame. l)r. 1 yndairs sen- 
sitive or vowel flame is most curious. Out 
of a particular kind of gas. with a burner 
of peculiar construction, the learned pro- 
fessor produces a lighted jet of ilamc* 
nearly two feet in height, extremely nar- 
row, a id so exquisitely sensitive to sounds 
that it sings, ami nances up ami uown. lit 
response to e\ en tiling that is sung or said, 
with different degrees of sensibility fur 
different vowel sounds. “The slightest 
tap on a distant anvil reduces its height 
to seven inches. W hen a bum'll of keys 
are shaken, the ilame is violently agitated, 
and emits a loud roar. The dropping of 
a sixpence into a hand already containing 
coin, at a distance of t wenty yards, knocks 
the Ilame down. It is not possible to walk 
across the lloor without agitating the 
ilame. The creaking of boots sets it in 
violent commotion. The crumpling or 
tearing of paper, or the rustle of a silk 
dress, does the same. It is startled hy the 
patter of a raindrop. 1 hold a watch near 
the ilame; nobody hears its ticks: hut you 
all see the effect upon the dame; it every 
tick it falls and roars. The winding up ot 
the watch also produces tumult. The 
twittering of a distant sparrow shrieks in 
the dame; the note oi a cricket would do 
the same. A chirrup from a distance of 
thirty yards causes it to fall and roar.” In 
reference to the power of the ilame to re- 
spond to poetry, the lecturer said: “The 
ilame selects from the sounds those to 
which it can respond ; it notices some by 
the slightest nod, to others it bows more 
distinctly, to some its obeisance is very 
profound, while to many sounds it turns 
an entirely deaf ear.” 
Wife—"Ah, husband, do you see this 
beautiful carving? How delicately cut in 
the pure white stone!” 
Husband—“Yes, very pretty.” 
Wife—“Hut, William, you have no taste 
for art—you don't enjoy these things as I 
do. Just notice this slender column of 
immaculate marble, with the touching 
question, so beautifully carved, ‘Do they 
miss me at home ?’ ” 
Husband—“Yes I see; and here is her 
name ou the foot stone—‘G. A. H.’ Yes, 
they miss her, if that was her name.” 
And there came silence. 
tonerui. 
The Senate Wednesday April 20th called 
for information concerning the Alabama 
claims and the Treasury agents, the latter 
inquiry going so far as to ask whether such 
agents have taken orders from anybody 
besides the Secretary of the Treasury, and 
if so, why. Silver, education and the Jap- 
anese indemnity fund were discussed with- 
out action. The House listened to a per- 
sonal explanation from the chairman of 
the committee on the l-'reedmen’s bank, 
and voted to investigate a charge of lob- 
bying brought against the clerk. The 
conference committee on llie deficiency 
bill reported, and some progress was 
made on the legislative appropriations. 
In tlie Senate, Thursday, the corres- 
pondence between the civil service com- 
mittee, and the heads of the several de- 
partments was submitted, and a bill to 
encourage and promote telegraphic com- 
munication between Asia and the Pacific 
coast was referred to the committee on 
commerce. In the House the legislative 
appropriation bill was taken up in com- 
mute of the whole. Mr. Whitehouse of 
New York offered an amendment prohib- 
iting any employe of the government giv- 
ing to or receiving from any other persons 
directly or indirectly, any money or thing 
of value for political purposes, and Mr. 
Frye oi Maine offered an amendment pro- 
viding that no member of Congress shall 
recommend an appointment to, or contin- 
uance in office or removal thereirom, any 
clerk in any of the departments, unless the 
head thereof shall first apply for his ad- 
vice in writing. The committee adopted 
Mr. White-house's ameudment, but reject- 
ed Mr. Frye's J7 to 97. 
in tlie Senate Friday the impeachment 
trial was continued, and Belknap’s coun- 
sel made further attemps to evade or post- 
pone the trial. In tlie House notice was 
received of the discharge of Kilbourne, 
tlie recusant witness, and upon a point oi 
order raised by Mr. Seolye, tlie section of 
the Legislative Appropriation bill, by 
which the Indian Bureau was transferred 
to the War Department, was stricken out, 
after which tlie bill passed. Mr. Xarbox 
ol .Massachusetts ottered a resolution m 
the ilou-e of Representatives proposing 
an investigation by the Judiciary Com- 
mittee of tlie purchase of Little Hock and 
Arkansas Railroad bonds by the Union 
Pacific Railroad Company. 'J'he resolu- 
tion makes no reference to Mr. Blaine, 
but of course the investigation would 
bring out all the facts concerning the 
transaction. The resolution went to the 
Clerk’s desk, but the Clerk had only read 
the words ••bonds of the Union Pacific 
Railroad Company,” when one of Mr. 
Blaine's friends, llurlburt of Illinois, ob- 
jected to its consideration. As the resolu- 
tion could only be passed by a unanimous 
consent it was not read. 
The House judiciary, in its investigation 
into the present and past record of United 
States Attorney Wells, of the District of 
Columbia, is understood to have struck 
upon some interesting information. Mr. 
Prime, an internal revenue official of Bal- 
timore, has testified that during Mr. Wells’ 
administration of the office of United States 
Attorney at Richmond, he (Wells) dis- 
missed a si.it against a large distillery 
which had been seized for violation of 
the law, and for which he had been coun- 
sel prior to his appointment. Mr. Prime 
was instrumental in the seizure, and tes- 
tifies that the case was a perfectly clear 
one. and that the govenmeut lost §80,000 
by the action of Wells He submitted to 
the committee copies of file records which 
he had obtained from Richmond. 
Saturday April 20th the Senate was not 
in session. In the House a resolution was 
adopted discharging the military commit- 
tee from the further consideration of the 
charges against ex-clerk Boughton. 
The contested election report of Lemoine 
vs. Farwell of Illinois, was taken up and 
Mr. Harris argued in favor of Lemoine. 
Mr. Brown spoke in support of the mi- 
nority report in favor of the sitting mem- 
ber, Charles B. Farwell. 
-Mr. alionipson oi Mass., spoke in sup- 
port ui’the views of the majority. 
Mr. Baker spoke in support of the mi- 
nority. The matter went over without 
action. 
Mr. fierce of Mass., presented a memo- 
rial of 1 BOO merchants anti citizens of 
Boston in favor of reciprocal trade with 
Canada. Referred. Adjourned. 
May 1-t in the Senate, the motion to rescind 
the order allowing the opening and close of ar- 
gument to Belknap’s counsel was overruled. 
Tlie four managers will he allowed to address 
the Senate on the question of jurisdiction 
fhursday. Mr. Boutwell introduced a bill au- 
thorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to re- 
new tlie issue of fractional currency providing 
ttie total amount outstanding at any one time 
did not exceed §50,000,000. la the House a 
hill was introduced lor organizing tlie territory 
ol Oklahoma. A resolution directing the sev- 
eral committees to conduct their investigation 
with open doors was rejected 120 to 105. not 
the requi-iie two-thirds. All tlie republicans 
and some of the democrats voted in favor of it. 
Another resolution requiring the investigations 
to be open unless the public interest required 
secrecy, and also to allow the accused to ap- 
pear and defend himself, was adopted. An 
amendment to tlie post olliee bill to repeal the 
legislation of last session in regard to third 
class matter, was adopted. A motion to re- 
peal so much of the resumption act as author- 
izes tlie redemption and cancellation of U. S. 
notes and tlie sale of bunds for that purpose, 
was rejected by a vote of 115 to 111—not two- 
lliirds m the affirmative. A resolution in- 
still,-ling committees making investigation to 
complete their work and report so far as pos- 
sible before the 10th of June was lost by a vote 
of S4 yeas to 120 nays. The committee to iu- 
vestigate the New Orleans frauds was an- 
nounced. 
In llie Senate Tuesday Mr. Allison, from the 
Committee on Indian Affairs, reported favor- 
ably on the House bill appropriating §50,000 
for subsistence supplies for tlie Apache In- 
dian- in ... and for the removal of the Iu- 
uians of the Cucrichua agency to the Sail Car- 
los agency. Passed. 
Mr. Sargent ot Cal., moved to strike out the 
fir-t section of llie bill which provides for a re- 
turn of the fund to Japan after deducting tlie 
i 21.000 to pay the oliieers and crews of the 
Wyoming and Jamestown. Pending discus- 
sion Mr. Merrimou moved to proceed with the 
Kxeeutive business, and tlie chair laid before 
the Senate a message from the President, en- 
closing the report of the Centennial Commis- 
sioners and inviting the two Houses of Con- 
gress to be present at tlie opening ceremonies 
on the 10th inst. it was ordered to be printed 
and lies on I lie table. 
In the House the Appropriation Committee 
decided to press tlie Post-ottice appropriation 
bill in tile House to the exclusion of ail other 
measures. Considerable discus-ion ensued as 
to whether tlie Geneva Award hill and the 
Hawaiian treaty should be taken up, but the 
committee dually decided as above. 
Mr. Tarbox offered a resolution of inquiry into the Union Pacific Railroad Company’s 
possession of the Little Rock and Fort Smith 
Railroad bonds. Adopted. 
Mr. Payne of Ohio, from tlie Committee on 
Ranking and Currency, reported a hill author- 
izing tlie Secretary of the Treasury, under 
such limits and regulations as will beat secure 
a just and fair distribution of silver coin 
throughout tlie country, to issue silver coin, 
now in tlie Treasury, to an amount not ex- 
ceeding §10,000.01X1 in exchange for an equal 
amount of legal tender notes, and providing 
that the notes so received and exchanged shall 
be reissued only to the retirement and destruc- 
tion of a like sum of fractional currency re- ceived in the Treasury in payment of dues to the United States, and that such fractional cur- 
rency when so substituted shall be destroyed and held as a part of tlie sinking fund, as pro- vided in the act of the 17th of April, 1S70. 
At 5 o’clock tlie House adjourned without 
action on the resolution. 
Drunken ess and Disturbance. Mary 
Iviley gave a matinee yesterday afternoon 
at her residence on New Federal street. 
Mary has given similar entertainments be- 
fore and always with distinguished success 
though the bill for broken furniture has 
rendered them rather expensive. Yester- 
day she outdid her previous efforts, and 
when officers Morse and Laughton inter- 
fered she was very indignant and fought 
them tooth and nail. Near the corner of 
l’earl and Congress streets on her way to 
the station, she shocked the meeting goers 
by her abandon iu the use of both sets of 
limbs, giving a performance which had 
twice the indecency of the can-can and 
not half its grace. Finally one officer 
seized her by the shoulders and the other 
by the feet and bore her to a police station 
where they deposited her upon an iron 
bedstead. Mary’s language was not al- 
ways chaste and there were indications 
that she had been drinking. [Portland 
Press May 1st. 
Dr. J. D. Montgomery, indicted at the March term 
of the Supreme Judicial Court at ltockiaud, for an 
offence against common decency, was urrested at 
Washington lately and taken to jail at Wiscasset. 
Montgomery is the man who made the charges of 
bribery agaiust County Attorney Staples of Knox 
county. 
That “ode to the Prince of Wales on his return 
from India,” is nearly completed. We learn that a 
London tailor is preparing an “owed by the Prince 
of Wales,” to be presented on the same auspicious 
occasion. 
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The Conventions. 
At this time the wise eyed delegate 
primes himseli' with resolutions for the 
coining meetings at St. Louis and Cincin- 
nati— 
“Resolved to ruin or to rule the State." 
Last week on Wednesday, the Massa- 
chusetts republicans met in convention, 
and the feeling between the Llaine and 
Bristow advocates ran high The ques- 
tion of positive preference was left un- 
settled, and instructions to the delegates 
chosen were “omitted for harmony’s sake” 
it was stated, but the leeble work of this 
convention, so unlike the former action oi 
Massachusetts republicans, has no element 
of independence, of courage, or of princi- 
ple in it. As has been well said, “It means 
only drifting, looking for luck, cunning 
manipulation, and setting the sails to 
catch every wind that is blowing." On 
the same day the California republicans 
came together and expressed a preference 
for the nomiuatiou of Mr. James G. Blaine, 
but left delegates to Cincinnati uninstruct- 
ed. On Thursday the Arkansas republi- 
cans had one of the lively rallies charac- 
teristic of that mild-mannered state. They 
declared Oliver B. Morton to be their first 
choice. They had much trouble with their 
“culled brudren” who complained because 
only four colored men were placed in the 
delegation to Cincinnati, which fact show- 
ed poor appreciation of the bone and 
sinew of the republican party of Arkan- 
sas. 
Kentucky republicans meet to-day; it 
is thought that they will declare lor Bris- 
tow. With thirteen anxious candidates to 
choose from, still the republican party is 
decidedly mixed in its preferences and 
badly needs a name to place on its standard 
for universal following. It could well cry 
out with llyron— 
“I want a hero an uncommon want, 
When every year and month sends forth h new 
Till, after*cloying the gazettes with cant, 
The age discovers lie is not the true one.” 
Mr. Blaine is unbecomingly active in 
trying to convince his party that he is the 
much needed hero, it will make little 
difference whether he is successful or not 
on that point, for the Democratic Con- 
vention to be held at St. Louis June '_L ill 
will name the next President. After the 
battle is over perhaps Mr. Blaine will 
think lie has some spare time in which to 
be "investigated.” The people have got 
tired of supporting men whose characters 
require so mucli careful nursing as do 
those of the republican leaders. 
Blaine cannot claim to hold New Hamp- 
shire; a majority of the Vermont delega- 
tion is for Bristow; and Connecticut will 
present the name of Marshall Jewell, and 
will vote for Bristow on the second ballot, 
if General Hawley's influence is of any ac- 
count. 
The New York democratic convention 
was held last week. Some admirable re- 
solutions were adopted, which concluded 
with an expression of preference for the 
nomination of Samuel J. Tilden to the 
ollice of President of the United States. 
The delegates will co-operate with their 
associates at St. Louis in taking such ac- 
tion as may seem for the best interests of 
the country. Horatio Seymour struck the 
key note in his speech at the New Y'ork 
convention, when he said with all possi- 
ble emphasis, that the great, central, vital 
issue of the coming campaign is whether 
the gigantic evil of corruption, for which 
the republican party' is wholly responsi- 
ble, shall be extirpated from the govern- 
ment by the complete and linal overthrow 
of that party. Reform is the true watch- 
word, to which all other questions must 
be kept subordinate. Unless we can ex- 
pel the virus of corruption which now in- 
fects the entire government, the discus- 
sions over finance and tariff will be all in 
vain. Whoever is nominated at St. Louis 
will, it is now evident, represent that 
idea. 
The Indiana democrats met a week 
ago. and nominated the Hon. James D. 
Williams for Governor—election to take 
place in October. The nominee is an in- 
telligent farmer of spotless character, has 
been a member of the legislature for 
many years, is connected with the state 
board of agriculture, and enjoys a popu- 
larity which is equalled only by that of 
very few men in his state. In 1874 he 
was elected to Congress from his district 
by a majority of over eight thousand. 
The convention paid a compliment to 
Gov. Hendricks, but the delegates to St. 
Louis will cheerfully acquiesce in the de- 
cision of the National Convention, and 
contribute their full share to the triumph 
of the common cause. 
The Georgia and Nebraska democratic 
conventions favored Mr. Tilden. Louisi- 
ana delegates will be guided by a regard 
for the common good. 
-.- 
Little Johnny Davenport the election 
commissioner at New York in 1872, testi- 
fies that there were democratic election 
frauds in New York that year when his 
master, Grant, was re-elected. No doubt. 
So the president ordered money to be paid 
him out of a fund which he could not le- 
gally touch for political wire-pulling. It 
is easy to account for Grant’s pious horror t 
of democratic fraud that year. 
—That genial Irish comedian Barney ! 
Williams is dead. He left an estate of half !j 
a million. 
A Criminal Use of Public Fnnds. 
The amount taken unlawfully from the 
secret service fund, and the fees otherwise 
paid by the general government to secure 
the re-election of Grant in 1872 amounted 
to the startling sum of $110,000. Even 
the president’s quondam tool Ex-Atty. 
Gen. Williams hesitated at first and refus- 
ed to pay $35,000 to the Now York super- 
visor of elections Davenport, on the 
president’s order till he had conferred with 
the president. Davenport came to him 
with a letter from the executive, request- 
ing that the money be paid him. The at- 
torney-general was “surprised” — as he 
wrell might be at the presidential assump- 
tion of the duties of auditor of accounts— 
and declined to do anything until he had 
visited the White House; but when he had 
listened to the president's earnest and en- 
thusiastic explanations of Davenport's ser- 
vices he yielded. There was an appropri- 
ation of $50,000 made by Congress to car- 
ry out the law under which Davenport 
acted; but this money had all been paid 
out for lawful purposes, and there was 
nothing for the attorney-general to do but 
to pay Davenport out of the secret-service 
j fund—which lie had no right to do. He 
says he was “reluctant about paying the | 
money at the time, because he did not 
think such a course was warranted by 
law;” but lie “believes the money was 
well spent.” When the committee at- 
tempted to question the witness concern- 
ing the conversation between the presi- 
dent and himself about the transaction, 
his memory suddenly became defective. 
It is believed that, as law adviser of the 
president, he advised the latter that the 
payment would be in violation of the law; 
but he could not remember about this 
point, though lie easily recalled a great 
many other things more difficult. 
General Grant was a deservedly famous 
soldier, but immediately upon his installa- 
tion as President he began to fritter away 
his reputation. Now, at the close of his 
second term, he is confessedly the worst 
failure as a President that ever disgraced 
the White House. The people with whom 
lie surrounded himself, fresh from the 
back-woods cf the West, unaccustomed 
to Washington life, at once plunged into 
licentiousness, corrupted their women and 
were in turn corrupted by them, until the 
whole gang became thievish and immoral. 
His favorite advisers, chosen by himself, 
have been detected in the grossest of- 
fences. His brother and his brother-in-law 
have confessed their complicity in crimes. 
His whole administration is rotten and 
wicked. Suspicion rests upon his own 
| conduct, and detectives dog his footsteps 
and pry into his financial transactions. If 
this Republic were ungrateful—as Repub- 
lics are said to lie—nothing could save 
Grant from impeachment and removal 
from oiliee. His disregard of law, his 
ignorance of the laws, and his irregulari- 
ties in oiliee. have been lrequent and 11a- 
grant. There is no official vice, from 
nepotism to bribery, which cannot he laid 
! to his charge, with sufficient show of 
proof to justify an investigation. 
li is now a year or more since the Poet 
Laureate of England tried an experiment 
in dramatic writing and published “Queen 
Mary: a Drama-” The winds of criticism 
have since then blown hot and cold upon 
this work, but praise has been more fre- 
quent than blame. Yet those who knew 
Tennyson best and loved his work the 
most saw in this new venture much that 
was below the poet's former standard; 
they declared the poem good only in spots; 
and whether it could be successfully acted 
or not remained until now an open ques- 
tion. Hence it is particularly interesting 
to learn that “Queen Mary” appeared be- 
fore the footlights at the London Lyceum 
Theatre on the 18th ultimo with every ac- 
cessory of magnificent scenery and gor- 
geous costume. A brilliant audience of 
the literary people attended this first rep- 
resentation and the applause was gener- 
ous But the judgment of such an assem- 
blage docs not tell after all the final fate 
of Tennyson's drama; if it pleases also the 
ear of the general public then it may be 
rated a success. 
Mo tears are shed over the prospect of 
the speedy disappearance of the dirty 
scrip which has so long been an abomina- 
tion under the eyes and nostrels of a sufler- 
ing people. It has cost U3 dearly enough 
as is shown by the fact that not more than 
thirty millions in silver coin will be requir- 
ed to redeem the existing outstanding frac- 
tional currency, one-third of the forty-five 
millions being lost and destroyed. The 
process of redemption goes on actively, 
and occasions some inconvenience tempo- 
rarily to the traders who need small change 
with which to do business. So both silver 
and fractional currency command a pre- 
mium just at present, but the lack of 
small notes will soon compel the use of 
coins. 
Yesterday (May 3d,) the Connecticut 
Legislature met; this is to be the last ses- 
sion in the Spring, another election takes 
place in the Autumn. This is probably 
the last meeting in the old State house— 
which was built, we believe, in 1791. 
Hereafter the law-makers of the land of 
steady habits will assemble in the grand 
new white marble capitol which over- 
looks Bushnell Park. Both the Senate 
and House of Representatives are strong- 
ly Democratic this Spring. The main 
point of political interest this session will 
be tiie election of a United States Sena- 
tor—to fill the unexpired term of Senator 
Ferry, whose seat is now occupied by 
ex-Governor and Congressman James E. 
English of Xew Haven. The incumbent 
will doubtless continue to bold his seat. 
Sister Summers attends the Fleet street 
colored Church Brooklyn, and like all 
Christians in that saintly city sho feels 
jealous of her religious privileges. So 
Sister Summers appeared in a police court 
room lately to press a charge against 
Brother Thomas. She declared that she 
was “jammed twice’’ against a door by 
him while trying to shield her pastor from 
injury. Brother Thomas said in his de- 
fense that Sister Summers insisted upon 
keeping the church door open when he 
wanted to shut it. The result was that 
Brother Thomas was found guilty of as- 
sault. How pleasant ’tis to see brethren 
dwell together in unity. 
—The first grand turn-out lately of the 
Xew York Coaching Club is described as 
having been altogether unique. Six four- 
in-hand drags drove up Fifth avenue and 
through the Park, making a rare exhibition 
of fine horses, expert driving and spirited 
sport The coaches were resplendent with 
color and gay with the costumes of the 
ladies who rode in them; the harnesses 
were brilliant with gold and silver, and the 
gentlemen handling the reins proudly di- 
rected their teams past admiring crowds. 
The Emperor on His Travels* 
The Emperor Dorn Pedro 1[ of Brazil, 
lias made a brief visit to California and is 
now cn route for the East and the Cen- 
tennial. It is expected that he will arrive 
at Chicago to-day (May 4th.) Having 
landed on our shores at Brooklyn—thus 
seeing the worst of the country at first— 
it is probable that Dora Pedro wishes to 
compare notes in the wicked city of the 
West. Our imperial visitor still refuses 
to be lionized. He came to see the coun- 
try, not to let the country see him—un- 
less the two observations can go on pleas- 
antly and prolitably together, it will 
long be remembered how lie commenced 
his tour here by snubbing Secretaries Fish, 
Taft and Robeson when they met him in 
New York harbor and offered him an es- 
cort up the bay. The forts and vessels 
saluted the wrong ship while the Emper- 
or and Empress quietly landed, and then 
drove to the Fifth Ave. Hotel in a common 
hack. Dom Pedro has met with several 
accidents since he boarded his ship for 
the United States. At the start there was 
a collision in the Brazilian harbor which 
did not result seriously. The next contre- 
temps occurred in New York City when 
the driver of a Knickerbocker Ice Cart de- 
termined to show Dom Pedro how Ameri- 
cans drive, and so, coolly smashed up the 
imperial carriage and tumbled the Em- 
peror into the mud. It is said that with 
difficulty the driver was restrained from 
running over His Majesty. -T haven't 
killed ail Emperor in more'll a year ! he 
exclaimed, when remonstrated with by 
the police. The next accident was when 
the train going west rail off for a mile or 
so without the Emperor who had stepped 
out to look about. And now the telegraph 
brings the news of an accident on the rail- 
road between Cisco and Summit Stations 
California which caused a delay to His 
Majesty's train of eight hours. Our titled 
visitor is very patient and philosophical 
under all circumstances. 
—The latest conundrum now is—What 
did Senator Morton do with the quarter of 
a million of dollars which was paid him 
in. 1802 from a fund appropriated in 1881 
—“to pay the expenses of transporting 
and delivering amis and munitions of 
war, to the loyal citizens of States ot 
which the inhabitants were in rebellion.” 
Morton was Governor of Indiana at that 
time, but Indiana was never in rebellion. 
Earnum the show-man “Comes up smil- 
ing” every time. Now the mayor of 
Bridgeport lias opened at New York, his 
big Centennial menagerie and double ring 
circus. This show lias cost a million and 
a half of dollars,—so 1*. T. 11. says, and of 
course he never lies. 
— \> lien you get into your noaSi-sMon a 
few of the bright silver coin.' v!w :;'t hoard 
them away, unless you wish t.i prolong 
the hateful reign of King Scrip who has 
held the throne for the last sixteen years. 
There is silver enough in the sub-treasur- 
ies for the whole community. 
—The Queen of England lias at last as- 
sumed her new and imperial title of Em- 
press of India. The government gave her 
this bauble by the sheer force of a majori- 
ty as opposed to a very strong and u ide- 
spread sentiment among the people against 
the measure. 
—Next Wednesday (May 10th) the Cen- 
tennial Exhibition will open with much 
eclat. The readers of the Journal will be 
fully informed, regarding this great and 
interesting event, in tlie letters from the 
Editor who is now in Philadelphia. 
—A feline poet sends to this ofiuv some 
verses entitled "A Cat Concert and illus- 
trated with catagraphs. lie is advised to 
look up the word cataloctie for it applies 
to his effusion. The author ought to bo 
To m my"- h a w k e d. 
—The Massachusetts Eegi -i itu: e brought 
its session to a close April 28th, thereby 
making the shortest session for fifteen 
years. Much was nceomplishe I. 
—Last Sunday the old man Winter came 
back and lingered very reprehensibly in 
the lap of Spring. It ’snow use old man, 
you must abdicate. 
—The Empress Augusta of Germany is 
at Windsor to-day (May -tth) drinking tea 
and talking over village gossip with Queen 
Victoria 
lllWIMMMIMIIIIIIIIII.Ill.. 
The following certificate in a case pending in 
this County, has been received from the Law 
Court, Oscar II. Sampson, et. a!., in Equity, v. 
Hannah Alexander. Kill sustained, with costs. 
Williamson, for complainant. Walla for 
defendant. 
The Cape Aim Advertiser has an account of 
a melee that occurred on board schr. Daniel 
Webster of Salem, while on a fishing cruise to 
the Western Hanks. The schooner recently 
put into Halifax, N. S., where the crew desert- 
ed her. The Captain, Angus Nicholson, of 
Bucksport in this State, claims that he was 
obliged to put in, as his men were in a state of 
mutiny. The crew give a different version of 
the affair, and say that the Captain was a des- 
perado, and they were afraid of their lives. 
After some little difficulty in the early part of 
the voyage, one of the men says— 
“The trip progressed without any open outbreak, 
until the morning of the lath ult.’, when Powers, 
(one of the crew) having breakfasted at the first 
table and returned to his hunk, was accosted by 
the skipper and asked if he had had his breakfast. 
Powers replied that he had, and went on deck with 
his oil clothes, to await the appearance of the rest 
of the crew, to go out to the trawling grounds. 
Nicholson followed Powers on deck and asked him 
if he could spar, to which Powers replied in the 
negative, and said that he did not wish to speak to 
him (the skipper), if he could avoid it, during the 
trip. Thereupon Nicholson struck Powers twice in 
the face, calling him a vile name, and on the second 
blow Powers clenched with his antagonist, threat- 
ening to knife him if he ottered to bite. The two 
were separated, and the skipper went to the cabin, 
with a threat that he would ‘fix’ Powers. The lat- 
ter went below to get his mittens, hut was called on 
deck by the skipper, who had returned from the 
cabin with a revolver in his punts pocket. Powers 
proceeded to lower his dory, and noticing that the 
thole-pins were in, asked the boy to remove them, 
to which the captain objected; but Powers again 
ordered their removal, and they were taken out. 
‘None of your bossing here,’ cried Capt. Nicholson, 
taking out his revolver, but Powers, seeing his dan 
ger, immediately grappled with him, although too 
late to prevent his tiring one shot, which fortunate- 
ly failed to take effect. Chisholm and Patterson, 
(more of the crew) were a lew yards from the ves- 
sel, in one dory, and Durke and Curtain in another, 
at this time, (all returning as soon as they noticed 
the melee) but Yarley, Philbrook. McDonald ami 
Khoss were standing near by, and were all endan- 
gered by the tiring. While the contestants were 
clinched \ ariey seized an opportunity wink* the 
skipper was holding the revolver behind him to 
take out the chambers, still containing six charges ; 
ready for use. Nicholson and Powers fell upon the hatch, and the former took aim and snapped the 
pistol again, but of course without effect. Two of 
the men stepped in to separate the combatants, but J 
Powers bad already got up, and taking a board ! 
threw it at Nicholson, but it fell short. Powers 
then struck the skipper a blow with his list, knock- 
ing him down. After the melee Powers and Varley 
went otf in a dory and returned with their trawls. 
Six of the crew having decided that they would not 
complete the trip, Powers became their spokesman, 
and went to the cabin and informed the skipper that 
they wished to go on shore, as they considered their 
lives in danger as long as they remained in the ves 
sel. Captain Nicholson threw his revolver on the 
cabin floor, and told Powers that he could take the 
revolver or the ammunition, whichever he chose, 
and Powers took tile former and threw it overboard. 
The crew insisted upon being put on shore, either 
at Gloucester or Halifax, but the skipper declined 
to break up the voyage. The men, therefore, re- 
fused to fish, and after lying on tho Banks two days 
longer the anchor was weighed and the vessel start- 
ed for Halifax, the mutineers offering to help in 
weighing the anchor, working the vessel and stand- 
ing watch if desired.” 
It is thought the American Consul will make j 
a thorough investigation into the matter. 
The card of Harrison of Indiana in regard to the | 
Blaine matter occasions much talk in Washington, 
and the opinion is quite freely expressed that the 
whole transaction will have to be investigated; that 
Mr. Blaine’s enemies will keep the subject agitated 
till the officers of the Union Pacific railroad are com- 
pelled to show to whom the $04,000 was paid. Har- 
rison, James F. Wilson of Iowa, and two or three 
other gentlemeh, will have to be examined to get 
at the oottom facts. 
Editorial Letter from New York. | 
New York, May 1st. 
Those who are prone to observe sigus and 
omens regard it as indispensable to commence 
a journey auspiciously. People used to con- 
sult the almanac and other accredited weather 
prophets before setting out, and to be very 
sure that the departure was not taken on Fri- 
day. But we of a later and wiser generation 
seek in the newspapers for the daily prognosti- 
cations of Old Probability, and have learned to 
put faith in him. So when on Wednesday eve- 
ning I read in the Lewiston Evening Journal 
that a storm was threatening, and that caution- 
ary signals were hoisted along the New Eng- 
land coast, it seemed prudent to give up the 
intended trip in the good steamer Cambridge, 
and to put trust in the less poetical but more 
reliable agency of the railroad. There were 
upon the train a half dozen who had availed 
themselves of the option now afforded to Bel- 
fasters. and preferred the rattle and roar of the 
train to a realization of Britain’s boast that 
••her march is o'er the mountain wave”—a sort 
of quickstep very obnoxious to people of sensi- 
tive stomachs. 
When Conductor Mace had taken mental note 
of Ids earfull of moving humanity, and as it 
were sorted them out, as Conductors always 
do, he found that of those moving Bostonward 
there were two bright and witty ladies, hound 
on a visiting and shopping jaunt; the excellent 
Elder Pratt and layman Calderwood, charged 
with representing the church in the Methodist 
General Conference at Baltimore; and a mod- 
est and retiring delegate of Maine at the great 
Exposition in honor of the deeds and memories 
connected with the birth of the nation one hun- 
dred years ago. So these local representatives 
of beauty, piety and patriotism drew together 
in a corner of the car, and lightened the tedium 
ot the journey by chat, story and witticism. 
It is strange how such little gatherings will 
shorten the weary miles of a day’s journey, 
and liow much better by such means you may 
sometimes conic to know your neighbor than 
you ever did at home. The associations, the 
incidents and happenings of travel seem to 
open at once the heart and mind, and to infuse 
into people more of that sociability and kind- 
ness which make up the often uneonsidered 
gospel of daily life. Some people hold that the 
disagreeable angles of life can be worn off only 
by such attrition. 
From Boston to New York the traveller Is 
offered a choice of lour or live route-. He may 
g<> wholly by rail, either by day or night, or 
take a short trip by rail and then a steamer for 
a night's journey, landing at New York in the 
morning. By far the best of these, for comfort 
and enjoyment. is that by rail to Fail River or 
Newport, and thence by the magnificent steam- 
ers Bristol and Providence to New York. Two 
hours railroading from Boston places the trav- 
eller alongside the steamer at Fall River. The 
still waters of the Sound, and the great size of j 
tin* boats, make the passage smooth and com- j 
foldable. For magnificence of finish and per- 
lection of every detail for the enjoyment of pas- j 
sengers, the steamers of this line exceed any-1 
thing of the kind in the world. Tin y may be 
truthfully called limiting palaces. The grand 
saloons, rich with gilding, mirrors, paint-1 
ings and rich carpetings, contain double ranges j 
of state-rooms on each side, that are also two 
tiers in height, the upper reached by broad 
llights of stairs—the whole giving a magnificent 
effect of splendor and comfort. The meals, 
served by a fixed card of rates for whatever is 
ordered, arc as good as at any hotel in the 
country. In the summer an excellent band 
plays every evening upon the upper deck, giv- 
ing a first elri'S instrumental concert in addi- 
tion to all the rest. This must be conceded as 
the very poetry of travel, when all its dreaded 
difficulties are smoothed away, when— 
"Tin* nights shall he filled with music, 
And the cares that infest the d;i> 
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs, 
Aud silently steal away.” 
The men whose forethought and care can per- 
fect such a line of travel certainly deserve the 
thanks and patronage of the public—and they 
get them, Ion. 
Passengers by this rout >houid have resolu- 
tion enough to rise at 5 o'clock, and view the 
scenery of the avenue to the great city, as the 
broad Sound narrows to the winding approach 
past the forts and lovely shores, the islands, 
city institution-, Ii 11 Gate, and the eastern 
water front <d the city. There are a great 
many jokes made about Hell Gate, and the 
present labor tor removing the difficulties of 
getting through it, for the beneiil of New 
Yorkers. Hut the old Dutch settlers called it 
horl-gatt, or whirlpool, and the name in a cor- 
rupted form lias stuck, as old names are prone 
to do. I found that my fellow travellers toward 
the General Conference were among the early 
risers, and that Eider Pratt was surveying the 
famous Iiell Gate, as a place that he had warn- 
ed the unwary against, ami parrying the jokes 
of the moment. It is here that the government 
has been for many years engaged in preparing 
| to render the channel deeper and safer. Shafts 
have been excavated in the underlying rock, 
i with chambers which will be tilled with pow- 
j erful explosives and fired sometime this sum- 
mer. It will be a tremendous upheaval, and 
residents along the shore are beginning to won- 
! der whether the houses over their heads will 
be exactly safe. 
111 the years since it has been my fortune to 
visit this city, its increase has gone on with 
giant strides. It is being continually extended, ; 
improved,beautified and made more attractive. I 
Its commercial growth, and the sagacity and 
; enterprise with which it makes the most of its 
! commanding situation, are something wonder- 
ful. The whole world is made tributary, and 
pours wealth into its Jap. .Still the contrasts | between great wealth and pitiful poverty are 
probably now here so sharp as here. Bold and 
successful men, the possessors of brains aud 
activity to amass great fortunes, find congenial 
places here. And one example of the kind, at- 
tracts tens of thousands, who fret, toil, despair 
and die in obscurity. Here, too, drift the 
lminan wrecks from other places and distant 
climes—the wretched, destitute and despairing 
—to hide their misfortunes in the obscurity of 
a great city, or beg asylum in its charities-— 
sinking at last to graves in the Potter’s Field. 
The sounds of the Great Exposition at Phil- 
adelphia, of which we in Maine have so long 
had far-off echoes grow more pronounced and 
decided as we get within the nearer radius of 
its attractions. New York has taken a great 
and unselfish interest in the occasion from its 
inception, and the city newspapers have been 
full of interest and encouragement. There is 
a feeling that the perfection of the Exhibition 
may be delayed until after the opening day, by 
the tardiness of the American departments; 
but that even with its imperfections it will be 
a most magnificent affair. It is strange that 
exhibitors from across the Atlantic aud from 
the other side of the world are about all ready 
for the opening day on the 10th, while our own 
people are still in the confusion of preparation. 
But \ ankees are accustomed to do a wonder- 
ful deal in a brief lime, and will work day and 
night to be in readiness. The ceremonies of 
the opening day will draw an immense crowd, 
when the President, Congress, the heads of De- 
partments, Emperor of Brazil, the foreign min- 
isters, Centennial officials, and the army and 
navy, will join in the formalities of the occasion. 
J -. will be the great day of the Exhibition. 
1 lie weather here m New York is unseason- 
ably cool and backward. Only in the most fav- 
orably situated of the well kept parks and 
lawns lias the grass grown enough to call for 
clipping and pressing down with the revolving 
mower. The trees are but slightly leaved, al- 
though I noticed in Central l’urk a few loaded 
with white blossoms. It is usual by this time 
to have bad some pro: ■ warm days, as a re- 
minder of wlmt is in store, and often May 
brings something very like a boated term. Let 
us hope that the Northerners who visit the 
Centennial will in this respect be tenderly dealt 
with, and not he two much reminded by the 
thermometer that one hundred years ago the 
Sons of Liberty made it very warm for the ad- 
herents of King George. 
1 shall go down to Philadelphia to-morrow or 
next day, and commence to look over the Cen- 
tennial,'its progress and prospects. Probably 
the readers of the Journal will hear from me 
often and at length. 
The unwonted appearance of silver coin in 
common circulation is a significant event of the 
last week. 1 presented Saturday, at a city 
bank a etieek which called for some fractions of 
a dollar, and the paying teller, instead of hand- 
ing out the accustomed serin, ran his lingers 
through some sinning silver halves and quar- 
ters. and jingled them down on the counter, 
with the undimmed freshness of the mint still 
upon them. It was the first rift in the finan- 
cial clouds of the late unpleasantness—the good 
old days of the past shaking hands with the 
present, in rejoicing over the good bye to shams 
and make-shifts. The question is whether the 
new state of things can he made to continue— 
for it is one thing, to resume coin redemption, 
and another to maintain it. w. it. s. 
Gotham Sketches. No. 1. 
(Written for the.lournal.] 
The greater part of the writers who have 
professed to portray New York life have been 
possessed too fully with the Munchausen spirit 
of exaggeration, and some, even of the metro- 
politan dailies, yield up their columns to the 
extravagant fancy of young reporters who are 
not content to sketch in true hues the. multi- 
form life which is going on under their obser- 
vation. A picture of Gotham is interesting in 
its own colors, and the lights are strong and 
the shadows deep enough, without borrowing 
fanciful tints or darker shades from the paint 
pots of fiction. Hut at this day of universal 
travel, when even the l'ar-distant merchant 
makes his frequent journeys to the metropolis, 
it may seem a work of supererogation to give 
a sketch of New York city ; yet there are many 
travelled and well-read people who entertain 
incorrect notions about this great city of Amer- 
ica. For instauce, a very intelligent friend re- 
cently asked the writer if it was really safe to 
ride on a Second or Third Avenue horse-car at 
night. It was unhesitatingly replied that it 
was perfectly safe for any but drunken men 
and fools, that he no doubt had in tiis mind the 
recollection of “toe car-hook murder” of a year 
or two ago; but that this generalizing from a 
particular ease was entirely incorrect. Tiien 
he mentioned the 
MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES 
which have from time to time been reported, 
and have agitated the public mind. It was an- 
swered that some of the supposed victims are 
doubtless run-uway debtors who seek retire- 
ment, or discontented husbands who long to 
ramble in “fresh fields and pastures new” or 
martyrs to that evil genius the mother-in-law, 
or other unfortunates who seek the oblivion 
which can he best found in a great city. Still 
many there lire who are led astray and foully 
dealt with. Of the visitors to the city who 
meet this awful fate, it is not uncharitable to 
say that the victims themselves run into the 
jaws of tiie lion oftener than they are really 
sought after by the beast himself. A pity it is, 
but it is true, that the stranger in many in- 
stances leaves all bis prudence and principles 
behind him, and goes down to Jeiieo only to 
fall among thieves. The man who in ids own 
village is a respected citizen, comes to New 
York with the secret determination to "see the 
elephant.’’ lie visits the hawdv house, the 
gambling lieli.and tiie drinking saloon, and lie 
may thank bis lucky star if he is bled only at 
the purse, for in that he is certain to lie. New 
York is an 
EPITOME OP Till: CIVILIZED WORLD, 
and lias its rough and dangerous classes as well 
as its vast society of honest and cultured men 
and women. Deep and complicated is this 
most cosmopolitan city in its moral and physi- 
cal aspects. Jlere there is everything to appeal 
to tiie pleasures of the eye, the gratitleation of 
of the senses and the curiosities cf the mind. 
Here, if anywhere, one realizes liis own little- 
ness, how insignificant and unimportant in re- 
ality is this personality of liis—this filial be 
lias habitually thought so much about. He 
sees the great masses of hurrying humanity 
and thinks how slight would be the effect if lie 
were to drop out of flic world. If he is a total 
stranger, he feels more lonely than he would in 
a wilderness. Hut if ho is somewhat acquaint- 
ed lie has a fair chance of meeting his friends 
occasionally on 
BROADWAY, 
for that magnificent struct is a universal thor- 
oughfare. This main artery of the city pre- 
sents at all times a line panorama and shows in 
its many-lined aspects the lights and shadows 
of New York life. Splendid indeed are many 
of the buildings here, but there is a noticable 
lack of uniformity and harmony in their archi- 
tecture. Too often one sees a high shouldered 
eight-storied structure with pretentious marble 
or granite front, but with shabby brick sides, 
looking down on a modest neighbor that has 
only soared heavenward two or three stories. 
Now and then a line church stands wedged in 
among ware houses of mammon as if it were 
jostled as a disagreeable intruder. But changes 
in building on Broadway are endless, and these 
improvements point to a time not distant when 
all will be harmonious, and this will become 
what it is now called by many people "The 
finest business street in the world.” Very in- 
teresting it is in its crowds of busy humanitv, 
moulded in the various types. Almost every 
person we meet could be classified as belonging 
to some type of human nature that we have 
seen before. But now and then we see an ex- 
ceptionally handsome being upon whom we 
gaze with emotions little short of enthusiasm. 
Then we feel that the world is richer for hav- 
ing that individual in it, just as it is for having 
the Venus de Medici and other great works of 
art. Surely beauty is its own excuse for being. 
THE BROADWAY SWELL 
is an easy, gentlemanly figure with a fine check- 
ered suit, nobby cane, new gloves and bouquet 
in bis lapel button-bole, lie enjoys life, fares 
sumptuously every day, and gets genteelly tight 
at bis Club quite regularly. Sometimes he Is 
an intelligent, harmless fellow, but always he 
is selfish. You meet him often on 
FIFTH AVENUE. 
This much vaunted thoroughfare presents miles 
on miles of handsome houses with brown-stone 
fronts predominating; there is considerable va- 
riety in these stone faces to bouses which bold 
the creme de la creme of fashion and of folly, 
as well as the highest types of cultured wealth 
and refinement. Mo noisy and democratic horse- 
cars are here allowed to disturb aristocratic 
ears. Stages are tolerated, but the greatest 
number of vehicles one sees are the elegant and 
generally liveried turn-outs ’’ of the wealthy. 
Fine are the people who ride in them tun. In- 
telligent and fully alive to the poetry of their 
happy position most of them are. Your Fifth 
Avenue swell is not always a “fiat” or a -fool’' 
as according to popular prejudice he is set 
down. The brainless noodles would perhaps 
in any less fortunate circumstances not appear 
half as well as they do here. Their gay, fash- 
ionable and easy life is calculated to bestow a 
polish. Perhaps nowhere is 
DltESS 
so powerful a means as in Mew York city. 
Strangers are mostly judged by their clothes. 
As rough old Thomas Carlyle says, “Man is 
considered as a clothed, anil not as a naked an- 
imal.” The deference to dress is almost uni- 
versal. A friend who has lived here long tells 
us that he finds he is treated with much more 
kind consideration even by the trades-people 
when he wears light kid gloves (the prevailing 
style) than when he goes bare-handed, though 
his other habiliments lie the same that he usu- 
ally dons, and of course they are excellent, 
lint this may be only a fancy. A great major- 
ity of gentlemen in this city go well gloved and 
carry canes every day. T he more knobby the 
walking stick is just now. the more “nobby” it 
is considered. The wealthy ladies dress better 
than anywhere else in the world, and possess 
splendid style, but not as a general rule the 
fresh beauty of country belles. Their fathers 
or husbands own houses, stocks and bonds, 
and so for awhile at least these favored ones 
can 
-“Revel it ua bravely as the best, 
With silken coats ami caps and golden rings. 
With rails, and calls, ami farthingales ami tilings.” 
Many ladies here are said to expend on dress 
alone lifty thousand dollars a year. I'pon this 
sunt they manage to make a very c 'editable 
appearance. If you doubt the statement, go to 
St. Thomas’ (Episcopal) church on Fifth Ave- 
nue some line Sabbath morning and look at the 
fair creatures and hear them scold themselves 
hard out of a prayer-book, and you will be- 
lieve. We asked a married lady acquaintance 
—“What could you do on twelve hundred dol- 
lars a year?” She replietl—“ O almost noth- 
ing; X spent more than that a year on dress 
when I was a girl, and long before I thought of 
getting married.” “Why then what do the 
poor do?” “Buy cheap material of course, and 
probably sew it up in some shape themselves, 
poor creatures!” But these ladies, many of 
them, give also of their abundance to the poor. 
To live as most people would wish to live in 
New York costs greatly. A man with a family 
whose income is only 
A THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR 
has to be contented with one or two rooms for 
himself and dear ones. Often four or live poor 
families club together, hire a house, furnish 
and use the parlor co-operatively. If a visitor 
enquires for Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Jones hap- 
pens to meet him at the door, she shows him 
to the parlor, calls Madame Smith, and then 
retires and keeps shady until the stranger is 
gone, as also does the Robinson family. Prob- 
ably the caller goes away with the impression 
that Mrs. Jones, who let him in, is the maid- 
servant, ami that the comfortable reception- 
room is Mrs. Smith’s own vantage ground. 
The family man with only a thousand dollars a 
year cannot patronize the tailors very largely. 
His philosophy is something like this — "It 
don’t make any difference how a man goes 
clothed in New York, for let him dress ever so 
poorly he will meet many who he thinks look 
worse than bo does; and if Iu- appears in line 
toggery he will bo certain lo see some h How 
who surpasses him in stylish cut.” Which is 
in a measure true.no doubt. So the great 11- 
boring classes here have fewer comforts and 
poorer habiliments by far than they would be 
able, to afford in a small town or city. Still 
they are all wedded strangely to the metropo- 
lis, and it is proverbially hard to get laborers, 
mechanics and serving women to “go into the 
country,” even when flattering inducements 
are ottered. These people delight in an even- 
ing stroll on some of the avenues, or on the 
venerable 
BOWERY. 
A bright and gay aspect this well-known street 
does present at night with its brilliantly lighted 
and attractive stores, its festive beer-gardens 
and its numerous concert-saloons. Many na- 
tionalities are represented, but the German 
predominates. Rents are lower than on Broad- 
way, and one can buy at a reasonable price in 
the Bowery provided lie knows the value of 
his purchase, hut if he is not informed lie is 
liable to get cheated. The very popular At- 
lantic Garden is on this street. It is simply a 
large hall on the lirst floor ami easy of access, 
where a good sized orchestra nightly discourses 
lively music, mid where there are no charges, 
but you are only expected to buy some beer, 
a bretzei or a cigar. V our stolid German sits 
there zi whole evening with his frau over one 
glass of lager — if ho is impecunious — atul 
drinks in the (not alw ays) sweet sounds. 2s\*xt 
but one door is the Paeiiie Garden with a con- 
tinent ot hoots and shoes between. This i- nut 
so deceut a place es t he other. Here gross 
looking “waitergirls” (who have mostly passed 
girlhood; dispense the liquid refreshments a! 
little tables and give tlie visitor the pleasure of 
their company while he is drinking, and make 
future engagements if they are able. This sa- 
loon is a tine place to keep out of. 
HIE GENUINE BOWF.KY liuY 
is too wise a biped to throw away his money 
in the last-named place. This individual i> 
called in our sketch by his geueric name, only 
because he belongs to one great ela-s who have 
points in common, but who do not all have 
their domiciles in the Bowery. History has 
dealt harshly with 1he Bowery Boy. Jle is not 
generally a bruiser, he is oftcner only a “beat.” 
His literary attainments are lew indeed, but his 
knowledge of the* world and of flash life is pro- 
found. With the penchant of an Indian for 
bright colors, he prefers wearing a high color- 
ed neck-tie to clean linen. Yet lie dresses as 
well as he can afford to, but tin* hard time- 
have lately struck him vvofully. The panta- 
loons of the Bowery B .y are >o tight that it is 
a distorting problem how ho ever cots into 
them, they are indeed fearfully and wonderful- 
ly made. Often lie shines forth v\ it 11 a Spit/ dia- 
mond which has nothing to boast of in (juiility. 
but is astonishing in size. A handsome fellow 
he often is, and as he comes of a sturdv stock, 
biit is not himself broken down by too much 
labor, be possesses not seldom a line, graceful 
lorm. Beauty of human shape bears but little 
relation to intellect. The great artist West 
when shown the famous statue of Apollo Bol- 
videre at Home, exclaimed—‘‘Why that is the 
tigure of a young Mohawk brave! I have often 
seen just such glorious forms among the In- 
dians.-’ Young Bowery Sport is the parent ot 
slang, he creates the naughty catch-words ami 
I then they are adopted by the remainder of 
adolescent America. With all his faults we 
i would trust him as readily as we would an 
over-pious bank-clerk, unless he has become a 
“Corner Statue'* in that ease he i*. to be let 
severely alone if you value the safetv of vour 
soul! A*. C. W. 
Supreme Judicial Court. 
Jl'DUE DICKERSON', PRESIDIN' 
in tlie bastardy case of Marcia Campbell \ 
Francis J. Hailey of Monroe, reported in our 
columns lust week, the jury were unable to 
agree. They stood 9 in favor of lie- plaintiff to 
3 against. 
Reuben C. Clark vs. Inhabitants of l.iiieoln- 
viile, to recover damage- feeeive.l on a det.ct- 
ive higltwuy. Plaintiff nonsuit. 
Inhabitant- of -toekton \s inhabitant- <1 
Prospect. An action to recover for supplies 
furnished to one Ebeneazar Farrington. Pill, 
claimed that Farrington was born in Rumnev. 
X. IT, in September, 1799, came to Prosy.. in 
1819, and having his home in Prospect on the 
-1st day of March, 1821. Deft, contended that 
Farrington was born in lsud, and was not of 
age ir, March, 1821, and that Farrington went 
from Prospect to Brooks in 1832, and acquired 
a residence in that town lie having his home at 
Joseph Ellis’ in Brooks, i'lte testimony tended 
to show that Farrington was a single man of a 
roving disposition, working for different per- 
sons iu various towns, taking all his worldly 
effects with him, living in no one town for live 
years. Verdict for pltf., §05.31. 
McLellan for piff. Foglcr for deft. 
Thomas O. Messer vs. Edward Murelt. Re- 
plevin for a cow. Piff. i- a merchant residing 
in Appleton. One Edgecomb was owing Dim 
#19.21 on account, and purchased 820 worth ot 
goods in addition, giving his note and a bill of 
sale of the cow. Afterwards Edgecomb sold 
tlie cow to deft. The bill of -ale was absoluU 
in form and not recorded. Verdict for deft. 
Knowlton for piff. Bli-s for deft. 
Elisha Linseott vs. Geo. \V. ]>yei. apt. i In- 
case originated before a ’t rial Justice, and car- 
ried by appeal to the Supreme Judicial Court. 
Pltf. said he took a job to build a stone founda- 
tion under dell's building for §42, and deft, had 
paid him #25. This action was to recover the 
balance. Deft, claimed that die wall was not 
built Recording to the contract \ erdi.-t for 
piff., #17.00. 
n.i'.'-.ii tii-i jonuson him -u |.;u 
riarriintin for deft. 
Jacob 31. Paul \-. Robert 1 111 > 11. ibis 
action had been tried once bcloiv and the \ it- 
diet set aside by the Law Court. PUT. claimed 
pay for 40 cords of stave timber at 8LoO per 
cord. It appeared that in the winter of 1570, 
one John Sanborn held a bond of a certain lot 
of land which he assigned to pltT.., who advanc- 
ed some money for Sanborn to help him out of 
trouble. 1*111*. said he employed Sanborn to 
haul the stave timber to deft.'s mill. Deft, 
claimed that the assignment was for security 
only, and that he bought the timber <>f >.in- 
born. The testimony \va< vt ry conflicting. 
Verdict for pi If. $231.$S. 
Jewett for pill*. Fogler for deft. 
Mary A. Greer vs. Kli>ha Thomas. Trespass 
for damage done by two hor.se*> in the grain of 
Fill's. There was testimony tending to show 
that|defr. tendered $IC»0 in paym-nt for the dam- 
ages. Verdict for Deft. 
Johnson for 1*111*. Fogler for Deft. 
Kobert W. Brown vs. Simon A. l*:t\>ns. 
A11 action to recover for a personal assault by 
the Deft, upon the PItl*. It appeared that the 
deft, was a highway surveyor in Belfast in ls7."» 
that he discharged Brow n, who was otleinied 
and said it was because he was not a Granger. 
Deft, claimed that PUT. commenced the assault 
upon him and whatever he did wa> in self-de- 
fence. Verdict for deft. 
Boardinan for 1*111. Wallace for D ft. 
David L. Hunter vs. Francis L. Heath and 
others. A land case affecting the title of real 
estate in Burnham now on trial-1 
Hatch A Baker for PUT. MeLel'an A W.-bb, 
for Deft. 
rUVOKCF.S. 
Amos Dow from Milieent F. Dow ; Suvm P. 
Richards from William C. Richards. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Cap.vkk’s IIauror. Quite a ripple of excitement 
occurred at this place on Saturday of last week, in 
the unexpected discharge of all of the government 
workmen in the granite sheds. Those remaining 
will undoubtedly have to go In July unless Congress 
makes an appropriation to carry on the work. Alter 
having had from 900 to 1000 workmen here so long, 
the number lelt seems a mere handful and gives tin- 
place a deserted appearance. This change will be 
keenly felt by our merchants, business men, and 
hotel keepers. Some boarding houses that had from 
forty to fifty boarders, are now almost deserted, and 
will probably have to suspend business. Heretofore 
the men discharged have been foreigners and out of 
town workmen, but this last move leaves a large 
number of our citizens out of employment. The 
discharged men gave a farewell ball on Saturday 
evening, and the utmost good feeling prevailed. 
The new steam-grindstone house is now in operation. 
.The lobster factory at North Haven has com- 
menced business and pay GO cents per hundred weight 
for the fish. * * * 
Generalities. 
The plague in Asiatic Turkey is increasing. 
The Portsmouth, N. H. Artillery has been disband 
ed by the Governor. 
Diphtheria is raging in Pittsfield, and several deaths have occurred. 
Ursula Trask, while temporarily insane, hung her 
self at Noble boro, yesterday. 
Boston is longing for a Park to cost about li\t 
millions of dollars, and is likely to get it. 
Lewis A. Harvey has been appointed postmostei 
itt Fast Dover, Piscatuquis County, Maine. 
The Algerian Insurgcuts seem to have little chanco 
of success in their conflict with the French. 
file hall in which the St. Louis Convention is t*» 
be held has a capacity lor seating 20,0(0 people. 
The Hartford Times calls those exquisites who 
copy Dom Pedro’s style of whiskers Brazilian ••apes.' 
There is danger lest the Bristow movement in 
Boston will be talked to death. Wipe oil'your chin' 
At Briguton, Me. April 20th, Mr. Beard Freeman 
Br ant wu- ti<rov, u from his wagon and Instantly 
killed. 
The Spring style of pantaloons will be so large that 
lio modest man can climb a ladder with a pair ol 
’em on. 
Lewiston has spent about $20,000 in amusement- 
the f>ust w inter, &uvs a gentleman who keeps the ruu 
of the fun. 
The chills still linger in the balmy atmosphere ol 
spring, "tick to your thick flunneis till they begin 
to stick to > ou. 
A telegram from Bre-t of April 2«th, sa\s tb 
French steamer Ones.-ant foundered at sea. 'twenty 
one lives wei e lost. 
Its as good uc "flaking a red mg at a bull to men 
tion the imruo of Bristow to u Blaine editor down 
Fust. Boston Post. 
The recent riots in Barbados are reported to has 
resulted in forty persons killed and wounded, and 
Job prisoners taken. 
1 he revolt in Algeria has been completely subdue 
and the leaders captured and held as hostage* lor the 
good conduct of the tribes. 
The governor has again appointed and the counci: 
confirmed Charles W Walton, of Auburn, tisjusi.c- 
of the Supreme Judicial Court. 
Dr. 11 all says' “all birds are good to eat.” Ten 
one, though, his table hasn’t been graced by a *tui! 
ed turkey-buzzard for a week. 
Abner Record's leather belting factor) at Live 
more Full-, was burned Wednc-day morning, 27th 
Loss $20,000; iufturauce $70,ooo. 
There was a terrible explosion of dualln fit tt. 
German mine, at Newbury Mass., April yvih flu. 
men were injured, one fatally. 
A house and barn belonging to .Samuel Coffran In 
Calais (Milltown.: was totally destroyed by tire Apn. 
-’Mil. Loss $5uo, insured $2oo. 
Thomas W. Piper will doubtle*- be executed Ma» 
26th, lor the murder of Mabel Young, ills latent 
explanation docs not merit belief. 
The Lewiston Driving Park will give a summer 
meeting embracing four days, from August M'l; 
the iMh. Liberal purses will be given. 
A Madrid special -ays the Spanish Congress hn 
rejected the clerical amendment reversing ih< ieli,- 
ous toleration clause of the constitution 
What do we want f foreign rifle t* aius, while w. 
have good supply of tin; home-made article hard 
at work rifling the Treasury in Washington'? 
Albert W. Hodgkin- t Xoblebi r<>, was run ov.i 
by a freight train wl.ii* shackling car- yesterday u 
Wiscasset, and his kg wu- ver> badly injured. 
Judge Danfort h yesterday authorized the receive- 
of the Winthrop >aviugs [tank recently robbed, 
pay the depositors a tir-t dividen 1 ot i'J per cent. 
1 he Seniors of Dartmouth College, suspended f. 
publishing tin objectionable articie in the College p 
pers have signed an apology’ and been restored. 
An Imperial, decree r« «iores suffrage to the peop 
of Al-m'r and Loraiue, who whip electing to retal*. 
tl:c l rcuch liat i -nality are domiciled in tliose provin 
'1 here are i, pit.- rep ..-t- of outrage- upon Anar, 
can citizens on the Kh> Grande. Tlo- late-t advice.-* 
to th« War Departin' at represent aflair» in a belt* 
condition. 
Mukhtar Pa-ha h i- enter* *i N « -a- ;*i triumph atu 
debuting tin- girt' it a-s ot insurgent- at Presjokn 
anti occupying their * ntrenelnuem i. Nioic has be* n 
rt victualled. 
A frog down in f amden, according to the Herald, 
commenced ins lay la-t wo k with a Dottle of Adam 
son’s Cough Bal.-a a, and a piece ol red tfuuu*' 
around his neck. 
Governor Bice of Massachusetts, vetoed the bill o 
legal i/e tin- marriage of .lauu-s Partou m the groumt 
that the act was not within the constitutional power 
of the Legislature. 
The Imperial Court of Discipline, at Potsdam, 
hav-. sentenced < mint \ -U Annin to formal di.-rni- 
sal from the public ter- ice and the pay meat ol costa 
of tlie proceedings. 
The Ninth Congressional District of Mu--. send* 
Hon. (ieorge F. Verry anti lion James K. L-ta 
brook as delegates to the Democratic National » on 
vention at St. Louis. 
The Hartford base ball dub beat the Bostons, .--h: 
uruay, by a score ot to J. • »ther games 'lauuton- 
g*»; Quicksteps 1. Mutuals l‘J; N**vv Haven 7; Gii. 
einnatio; Chieagos 11. 
The value of postage stamps, stamped envelope- 
and postal cards, issued hr the month ending Satui 
tl.iy, was $J,4.>ot4s4 number of postal cards issu. .1 
during the mouth, l>,‘.hii5,C*oo. 
The widow of Pre-ident Polk has been tender, 
the f: -' u-** of a pain. ** ear from her h*.»nie ut Nasi 
ville. lenuessce, t*' Philadelphia, It -tie wishes t 
visit the ( euteunial Lxhibition. 
Our Tom remarks that the spring-time has com*-, 
gentle Annie, and the mdu-triou- housewife arm- 
herself with a bellows full of insect powder and -et 
torth to hunt tiie bounding bed-bug 
Although tin* times are dull, yet there are six pa- 
tent lime kiln- on fire in Thoma-ton, and there hi* 
been shipped to New York ami Boston markets !i». 
spring over ten thousand casks ot lime. 
Mr. William Blaekingtoti fell from ft load ol ha. 
in In iiarn at ( lain ( ..v • within the limit- ot Cam 
Ia>t iliurstl.it and was instantlv killed, th 
fall brealaii-1 hi- neck. He wa- sixty.three year- 
age. 
‘•i mu-t h.f peace ti Ine got to light for it,■’re 
marked an Argonaut of So Grant was deter 
mined to have a contest with Gre* •;* y in New York 
ii he had to pay 5out t the l Dited ytao 
Treasury lor it. 
Mme. Nilsson is staving at Borne, where her hu? 
baud, now convalescent, has been -<-M by the facu 
ty for the complete re-establishment of his health 
-he is expected iu London for the opening of tm 
season at Drury Lane. 
The New Y'ork Herald ays I ho defeat ol Blair. 
in Massachusetts means that the favorite son 
New J'.ngland will not carry ins own section. ID 
,i poor prophet in a Presidential -• n*e who is v. itG 
out honor la his own lan i. 
1’he silver currency which vv.* >u« beginning Xu 
handle once m«-r* G intrin-icallv valuable, but it G 
only worth si c< nt~ on si dollui >u g dd. It i- clean 
but it is not what it pretends i*> be uny more than 
the paper which it di-places. 
The approved style of unnoun.- ing v? oitlings wrougi. 
a very significant combination n: Georgia exehaug-- 
>f a recent dati Mi liari I in p was in iri 
to Miss ettie Ka 
feet was In side 1 "Crump Kalio* k 
III** fog .-igiisil on Manana-Claud has been sepura 
ted from Monliegan D,':ta Light .Mali >n and mad. 
a separate station. I- rank < Adams lately appoint 
ed first -i-tunt at M'mi.egan ha- b«« u trauslerreo 
andpromoted t*> princip al kr p« r at Mammas island 
secretary Bristow seems to have made a mistak. 
in limiting the bid- on tin new .. p* r cent, gold bond- to J««ts of not h as than one-half a million ol 
■ i-'liar-. \V It-’ not give the common people a chain* 
in ail he sc government loan-, a- they Join Tram. 
By Telegraph. 
London, May 2. The British Govvrmn* m 
base mforimd the American legation It wii. 
release Winslow to-morrow, Wednesday, ami 
two other prisoners—Gray of New York ami 
Brent ot I.oui-ville—wlm-c extradition is also 
claimed, will he released when lliuir t* run ex- 
pire. 
\v\i: Will! Till KIM. or 1* VllOMKY". 
London. May 2. the morning papers pul- 
!ish the iollowiiig: 1 lie King of Dahomey’* r« 
ported miration t<> < ommodore liewell t 
eoine to Oboniey and re. « i\* the payment o! 
the line imposed upon him for maltreating a 
British suhjeet. in powder and bullets, appear- 
to have been aeeepted. Orders have been i^iv 
on for the assembling of a llect at Whydan t 
take active proceedings if the line he not forth- 
coming. An opportunity however will he gi\ 
en the king to change his present attitude ami 
hostiililics will be pustpom d until June or lat- 
er. 
The Shipment of deals from S’. .John, N. It., 
to th'- l Hin d Kingdom since the 1st of January 
has been nearly 2d.oh0.noo, against 12,5oo,ob»i 
last \ ear. 
A despatch from lie-aria Delimit in says the 
Turks lost and the insurgents 120 men 
during the I days lighting, preceding the reli.d 
of N iesie. 
New York, April Mo. a Mexican special says 
(h n. Diag occupied Tarnago unopposed. War- 
rango will join him at Mir tortile March on 
Motiterri. A battle may he expected at Pu-.» 
1 )eLos Mu it «>s. 
Ki i*i sin iM. May 1. The boiler of a steam 
ferryboat plying betwceiuhis place and Bingen 
on the left bank of the llhine. exploded y ester- 
dav. It is believed that thirty persons were 
killed. 
H.w in a, April lift. Intelligence from Sagu.i 
1c Grande slates that on the morning of April 
25th a train from Los Cruces was attacked b\ 
two hnndred insurgents at Ciefuentes Station. 
Ten soldiers and one officer* who were on 
board, made a heroic defence, but were com- 
pelled to succumb. The engineer, conductor 
and many passengers were wounded. The in- 
surgents burned the cars. This occurrence 
took place between two stations strongly gar- 
risoned, and hut a short distance from each 
other, blit no help was sent, llie insurgents 
have burned the < iuadaloupe estate, and the 
negroes and mulattoes have plundered the San 
Jorge estate, within two miles of the village of 
Sagua le Grande. In the jurisdiction of Colon 
the insurgents have lately burned the estates of 
Kuena Ventura. Santa Misuna. Sail Juan Reg- 
ina and San Francisco. 
Masonic Matters, 
lN»KTL.vXD,May 2. The Masonic Grand Lodge 
of Maine, met, here this morning, Grand Master 
Albert Moore presiding. 
The Grand Lodge elected as Grand Master 
Albert Moore, of North Anson; Deputy Grand 
Master, Edward P. Burnham, Saco; Senior 
Grand Warden. Charles I. Collamore, Bangor; 
Junior Grand Warden, A. M. Wetherbee, War- 
ren; Grand Secretary, Ira Berry, Portland. 
The Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons 
met this evening and elected Henry L. Paine, Portland, Grand High Priest; A. B. Mars ton, 
Bangor, Deputy Grand High Priest; Joseph 
M. Hayes, Bath, Graud King; Frank P. Faulk- 
ner, Turner,|Grand Scribe ;|Ira Berry, Portland, 
Grand Secretary. 
Newt* of the City and County. 
Pandclion greens are now in order. 
W;.. >. Poor i' confined to hi- hou.-e b\ iliue-s. 
When asked 10 mc.-t him by gas light alone, .-he 
aid -lie w aso’t a gasmeeier. 
i.’ Norton has reoo\rr -.i -ullicieiitlv from his 
to he about the streets. 
to milk verniers have come down to summer 
:• and now oiler that fluid at „-i\ cents per quart. 
(*• •'•!> lately regi-ter at the American House 
’> city -!*•.'*. .} ; arri\ al Good enough, Mr. 
H i/elrine Pi.-kford ha- white washed their ice 
w*-, this preserv s the outside covering and adds 
a:. > to their good appearance. 
hen .. is killed outright bv this furious 
Mini li-T-t -racing in the public streets, some 
.i. -r will I- done, but probably not before. 
y !'n 111 *• *f t his ehy has been called to Pucks. 
take -tereoscopic views for panoramic pur 
e ! the -nniuur> buildings and students. 
H- rriman has chartered his new ship, now 
no-. :t'. ( av’er’s yard I" load deals at Pangor, 
! icerpool, Lnglai.it. The cargo i- to he shipped 
-! June first. 
withstaieiing :.;e i. rd thm .Mathews .v < o. 
king a large crew of men at their factory, 
lat » ord r 
na:d-wood doors 
ha -soutliworth, the w>.;L known milkman, died 
eii.y last week of pneumonia, He was u very 
itizen, l.iit a sterling g.md man, utiu will he 
h missed and regretted 
,v. twenty lamp po-ds in dolereut parts 
."in a Inch, on dark night-, the guiding 
.ght i.r shed, it i: only about live years 
tii«- iir-t one was erected. 
J h- .learner Cambrel' .• came upon the route last 
•. .-.king it trim h- m w spring bonnet. Die 
t'ahdin will haul oil' fu repairs pr* paraim to en 
.tjg upon Lite summer ermpaign. 
P-sli'a-; i..(if (To f Ik-i/.plars at its meetiiig on 
i-d.i venire of i :••! week, chose officers for tlie 
.iic o '< ■ 1 Jjrackett, \V. <i. and .Sarah 
M'- i.h-i W V J w, r. the principal officers 
offi. tio .t .‘it* G. -iild Lodge -A odd l elioWS 
O' to re last \vo k, were lavish in their praise of 
•••' ha of Pm fast Lodge, and pronounced it 
•d k n hi t.h;- ’Ht*• It i indeed a credit to 
'•iy wt f' gulat i h-n ou.Jit to be able to 
-'ti o- ing -luring the warm spring day* 
•• idonally favored. Put 
-A th* la* ger amt uiilV...tbered 
'*’• 'Hiii. : !.j -ii in \icinirv was 
r'-: t t-ve »,;.•»_» by -Mr. Harrison Mnali, oi 
: 'Md to Mr. ( B. Hazeltine. ft 
■ pouij*it* UV- is -oine tvv .- weeks 
ii on uvji' .'! g lit ];t't vear. 
•*; be l'l;ici 1 over the entrance io the 
.vi'! bu p. rmis-iou Irani the 
! before if can Ii*- placed 
1 *' that ic will require a 
1' a: last in platSi.. 
M r ■" a -"i.i. tin,.- >i:uv purchased 
v 1 be Hr Motiroe lump on 
u a house 2S 
Vv>" 1 !>.- -1, ! •.■ddcs outbuilding-. Mr. 
intend- t" occupy th< premi-cs himself. 
;t‘ the l Church next Sunday eve. 
1,,'nr. l.iy l’.\ Mr. Bixby in the 
on Physical 1 .u•«jri• -* and Jteligious l-'alth. 
> n -l Ileiigioa a-j A Hit s. Serv ices will 
,"'lilV ,n «nd ::i,< r that evening at 7 1 .g o’clock. 
is i.',w no steamer on the roue- between 
*! -*C 1111 ‘--tine, ami the sailing packets have it 
ir own wa> .Since the opening of the Penobscot 
iiie M y- 1 ivi'i has gone upon her old route to 
1 eastward, and the Pim* ■•■•r is still at Portland 
iergoing repairs. 
earner May Field on Frida;, brought a large 
-1' el tin4 .soriuai School scholars from Cu-tine 
h:» v!i ■ Were on tiieir way honn-,.th«* term 
g clos« d (>n Saturday she towed a raft of one 
0 :n. d tons of juniper kneed IVcun Bangor t«> iieo. 
-•ttrcll’a ship yard In this city. 
day last week a family of Indians from the 
eh-cot put m an appearance. After a gloom; 
shivering look at the old camping ground in the 
ir -Bay View s:reef a significant I’gh! was ut- 
toe tent shouldered, and a march was taken 
neighboring wood in the suburb-. 
0 -ouug man in this city, who i- something of a 
1 I;*nci( r, recently tried the experiment of hatch- 
-- eg?s in an incubator. One hundred and forty 
of a choice breed v>. ye placed in the machine 
ne ate< 
;i'H*h heat that 5 •••■ egg- wer«- cooked, lie is now 
-.ing for tie man w*.., -ugge-:ed ti.i- itnuutural 
> 1 hatching poultry. 
1 ied. oy artendanre at ihf >n,iiti Primary schoo^ 
"je old Academ; building i- about 12b scholars. 
*ho school iJ S crowded that the agent lias 
n-d to snake two -cliools of it. l'he second story 
fhe building lias been fitt»-.i up to accommodate 
u’v scholar-, and in about two weeks the di- 
Oi will be made. The rchool In the upper n»_-in 
be u.i 1« r the charge- of Mi-s Wiggiu. 
llUdl 
t Ln-.“. if whi-be; is s -!!. i with or without 
••c The Journal i- not authority on whiskey 
u; the dictionaries -e.. either way is correct. There 
me who prefer it straight, while others take it 
h the v We would advise our friend to have 
hing to do with it, for it i« equally dangerous 
.her way. For further infnrrnatiou enclose n three 
nt stamp to Babcock. 
1-’ -unday oho oi the re'pecteu citizens cl Bel 
retired to hi:- room to put on a clean suit ot un 
'thing. Ai r getting into hi- undershirt he 
•oiue difficulty in finding his unmentionables, 
when liscovered they presented new and 
r.««: features, the most marked of which were 
When he appeared be lore his better half 
i; re-M-zabh-.i livin'; Don Juan after his ship 
e k, when 
furni'ia d h.in. entire, » mine titche-, 
Ji n dean shirt, and \ cry spacious breeches 
ft meeting of the Belfast Military company at 
rm ry on s' at uni ay evening, William H .San- 
:s elected Captain, ami Joseph C. Townsend 
'-Cut, in place ofCapt. Fogler and Lieut, (iilbert 
-'i. J.it-ut. A. ]). French has also resigned 
'uves-sor will be elected at a future meeting. 
■ ■ to jut the company in thorough train* 
h and for this purpo-- twenty more men 
■ ;;* .h*d it is poa-ible that tin.- company may go 
Bhi.ii.j.-iphui during the season. 
J mu 11 !•' ah y who was arrested by deputy sheriff 
■ .c gO".l*froin the -tore of Mr. dial- 
was on 1 hurs 
h*C ■' ■' > Jn >■•!• J uni Libby Jr-, for trial. 
■ j’ *:tie: all bt h-ng a ire. Lralev was found 
and ordered to r cognize in tin- sum of $500 
biff appearance at the October term of court, 
•'•mb he failed to do, and on Thursday evening was 
mmnted to Belfast j i.'l. A j.^rriou of the goods 
us discovered. 
Detective lleald, of the Maine Central, lias been 
'C.ig after other obstructors of the track. Two 
hi the north part of the city were last week 
oited up by him, ami owned up to placi ng a sle epe 
the rails. Their names are Harvey S. Crook- 
;ed 11, and Clarence b. Gilmore, aged 11. Jleald 
them a lecture on the enormity of their offence 
told them that a man had just been sent to pris- 
1 lor ten years fora similar act. The boys were ter-r 
•ly frightened, begged bard to be let off, and are 
n probation 
rhe prizes to be trotted for at the Belfast Park, on 
1 .me nth and lot Ji under tire auspices of tlie 31 nine 
eutennial Circuit, amount to 4 1200. The classes 
.1 consist ot horses that have never beaten 3 min- 
t's, 2 50, 3.13, 2.30, 2.35 anti 2.31, or six in all. Tor 
•3e lirst and second classes there trill be prizes of 
■■ >at to tue lirst, $30 to the second, and tifteen 
tiie third. Tor the third class a purse of 4*150, 4*00 
the lirst, $10 to the second, and $20 to the third. 
1 m tile fourth class a purse of $200, $110 to the lirst, 
"0 to the second, $30 to the third. Tor the fifth and 
-ixtli classes purses of $300, $17., to the first, $75 to 
'se second, and $5o to the third. 
lh iij. O. Hall of Frankfort, was arrested by U nited 
'tates D' puly Marshal Marble on board tile steamer 
ura Clari.a, at Kocklnnd, on Friday of lust week, 
uder an indictment found against him in the U'nit- 
d States Court for passing couniorleit money, llall 
as previously arrested for the same otf -nce in 
Trunkfort, brought before a trial justice and bound 
er for trial at the Supreme .Judicial Court and 
gave bail. It seems that Hall manufactured a few 
lh e cent pieces which be gave to some boys, and not 
m jcli was thought of the matter. Some family ditfi- 
1 allies are supposed to have been the cause of the 
I’uipluiat. The indictment on which he was arrest- 
d was found at the recent session of the (fraud 
fury in this city. Hall last season passed three or 
four months in Belfast jail for debt. 
Accident. On Friday afternoon, Cornelius Ila- 
l,;y. nn old man, 05 years of age, and employed at 
the New England House, was knocked down and 
run over by the milk team of A. (i. Jewett on Its 
Wav to the Portland steamer. The milk team was 
'ate in reaching the wharf and was furiously driven 
b> a small boy. Haley was met in the narrow pas- 
-a*rt between Hayford’s building and Pitcher’s store- 
house, and being unable to get out of the w ay was 
run over without ceremony, the team not even stop. 
Idng to ascertain the extent of the damage done, 
both wheels of the team passed over Haley’s body, 
and he was also struck on the head by the horse’s 
foot. The wounded mini was taken to the New Eng- 
mnd House and examined by a physician, when he 
"as found to he most seriously bruised bnt no bones 
were broken. How he escaped from being crushed 
a mystery, as there were three persons in the 
team besides the driver. 
I Did you get a May-basket Monday night? 
The launching ways have been placed under Capr. 
Ilorriman’s new ship. 
.1. I). Tucker, Esq. has been licensed an auctioneer 
in the < ountv of Waldo. 
lfazie.tine & Bickford have shipped three cargoes 
of ice to southern parts, during the past week. 
There has been no shipment of hay during tin past 
week, and what little has come to market has been 
I stored. 
E E. Pill.-bury, E-q., edi.or of the Augusta Stand- 
ard w'U' in this city fuosduy. a business relating to 
tli* Court. 
Mr. G. E. Foss, the new station agent in this city, 
has entered upon his dutie-. and is giving excellent 
satisfaction. 
Conductor Mace, of the Bella-d railroad, was con- 
siderably jammed between two freight cars at Burn- 
ham, on Tuesday. 
The llev. Mr. Boss, of the North Church, occupied 
the pulpit of tlie Methodist church on .Sunday last, 
during the absence of Mr. Pratt. 
The slock of Ephriam Maddocks, consDting of 
hoots and shoes was attached on Monday by out of 
town creditors and his store cl to d. 
1 he Bev. David F. I '■ -. Liie *f Manchester, Ver- 
mont, has accepted a cull ft om ilic Baptist society in 
this city, and will enter upon Lis labors the last of 
this month. 
1 he friends of Mr. and Mr- *.eo. W. Cottrell deny 
the statement that their son Judson, kicked or tram- 
pled on Ernest Cottrell, after knocking him down, 
a< reported in the Journal last week. 
The Berger Family with Sol. Smith Bussell gave 
an excellent concert at 11 uyford's Opera House last 
1 hut -day evening. The uu die nee was very small— 
reason,—The Bergers did not advertise. 
The readers of the Journal will be favored by some 
graphic and Interesting letters from the \ en of the 
« dttor. while lie is at the Centennial. We would ad 
v, that they be preserved for future reference. 
.'street Commissioner Ellis lm: commenced vigor- 
uu.3 work on the .-tre.-ts. On Monday lie- ploughed up 
and leveled off Union St. near the- residence of Sim- 
eon Earrabee, and made a decided improvement. 
Atwood Gilmore, whose hou-c- in *r the line be- 
tween this city and Sear-port \vn- destroyed by tire 
last week, will immediately commence the- building 
of another residence on the .site of the one- burned. 
The officers elect of Belfast 1 >dge of Good Tem- 
plars will be installed this Thursday; evening, 
flu-re should he* a lull attendance as the new pass- 
word for the* ensuing quarter will be communicated. 
Mr. \xel II ay lord will, the- coaling season, build a 
wliarl between Lane’s ami .Simp-on’s starting from 
the line of the railroad. That portion of the shore 
crossed by the railroad < vleis-mu will be tilled in, 
thus enlarging his lumber yard. 
('■A. and Mrs Philo Hersey utiended the Govern- 
or’s r--.o ption and ball at'!’>r:l:tjid on Tuesday eve- 
ning. 1 he Colonel i- one <•! the Governor’s start, he 
i- in route h r Philadelphia t be pres-ut at the 
opening "f the Centennial 1. ehibilioii. 
'Tin- M' -r> l'neker of tin-American llou-i-extend- 
ed imi* o ions to dinner Wednesday to some of their 
| friend*, there were present the Court, Par and mem 
boss oi the Pres-. The bill-offare contained sal- 
’Hiion. n« w cgetable- am! otiier delicacies. 
A par-y ot iwei.iv ot* our citizens went to Bangor 
Monday. in -team*-. May Pield to witness a display 
of the new waterwork- of that city. Owing to some 
disagreement between the water board and the city 
government the )»erlorntam*e did not come off, and 
the Belfast party returned the same evening feeling 
about the wav di-appointod people usually do. 
Ah wi'.l 1.m- u in another paragraph, Mr. Bixby 
will (leiiv- r the second of his popular lectures on 
>ei' m*e and Religion on .Sunday evening next. The 
hr st lee: are was remarkable fertile research of which 
ir gave evidence, and for the very able manner with 
which an abstruse subject was treat* d. 1 hose who 
list* ned to the opening lecture will not fail to hear 
the remainder of the series. 
There has been a change in the running *>t trains 
on the Belfast railroad, to conform to the new time 
table on the main line. The morning train now 
leaves Belfast at ? :40 o’clock, and on returning ar- 
rive* at n ..JO a. m. The afternoon train leaves at 
A and arrives in return at 7 :b0 p. m. By this ar- 
rangement a person can leave Belfast in the morning, 
slop two hours in Bangor and get hack the same 
IPo Mr Pratt, a- clerical delegate, and Irvin 
(Adderwood, as hr. delegate, to the Methodist Gen- 
eral Confer* nco, left on the 27th for Baltimore, to at- 
tend the meeting. This conference occurs once In 
four years, and is an important and interesting oc 
casion to the denomination. 1 Hiring the absence of 
Mr. Pratt, his pulpit will be supplied as follows 
May 7 by K<\ W. L. Brown, ol Bangor; May 11, 
liev. W. 1. Jewell, of Sear-port: May 21, Rev. The- 
odore Hill, Watervilli 
The dancing s-i-on was probably ended on May 
night with llavm r’s masquerade ball. The attend- 
ance was good among the new features were gym- 
nastic and acrobati. feats by local performers, these 
created considerable in Wrest. The v»stuincs were 
in good variety— 
“From grave to c.<y, from lively i<> seven 
but they were not r Markable for good taste -r rich- 
ness of materials. 
Attention is called to ih.j millinery notice of Mrs. 
Richards and Miss Souihvv»..rth, who have just re- 
turned from Bo-ton withunew stock—T, VC. Pitcher 
& Co. oiler a rich assortun-nt of shawl- and fancy 
good — Hor-e Hay Rake, by Colby, Emery & Co. 
Bueksport—M. It. Cooper’s new lumber yard, foot of 
Main street.—II ouse for sale in Winterport by 'Tim 
othy Mayo—Thomas Storer of Morrill calls the atten- 
tion of farmers to his Kentucky Jack—New goods 
by Geo. G Wells. 
Tin- drop curtain f^r Norembega Hall, Bangor, 
painted by Percy Sanborn and Hart Woodcock of 
tliid city, ii finished and is a line painting, and re- 
flects much credit upon the young artists. The scene 
represents the St. Mark l'iacc, Venice, with its 
graceful columns and with numerous gondolas moor- 
ed at the brink of ite streets of water. The shading 
and coloring of the sky and water are both excellent. 
Under the rays of the footlights in ifayford Hull 
Monday evening the picture showed to good advan- 
tage It i3 an excellent advert i-_nr*nt of Belfast 
talent. 
The Waldo County M.-dicai A :eiaticn held its 
annual session in this city on Wednesday. This as- 
sociation was formed in ISO?, but tite interest has 
been allowed to di« out, until recently when it was 
revived, The forenoon session v. u.= devoted to busi- 
ness and the election of officer.-. The following is 
the organization for the ensuing year—Dra. A. J. 
Billing--, president, J. G Brook', vice president; 
J.lmer Small, Secretary; i*. s. Haskill, Treasurer. 
In the afternoon papers were read on puerpeal con- 
vulsions by Dr. J. G. Brooks, and diphtheria by Di- 
ll. Hamlin. The subject of cerebro spinal-meningi- 
tis was discussed by Dr. J'< ndieton and the members. 
i he small steamboat of 0. II. Yennc r spoken of 
last week, has been launched and pronounced a suc- 
c< The hull i- a whale boat thirty feet in length, 
and ha« been enlarged by the addition of a top streak 
upon the u hole length, which increases the carrying 
capacity. 'I he machinery consists of an upright tu- 
bular boiler, and an engine of four ltor.se power, 
which revolves a propeller twenty-live inches iu di- 
ameter. On her trial trip Saturday site steamed at 
the rate of eight miles an hour. Mr. V. proposes to 
take out sailing parties, and to make three trips per 
week to Sear-port, lie will aUo carry parties across 
the bay, and to the islands. 
Cnv On r.KNMiiXT Mki.ti.ng. The most impor- 
tant mutter a <>l the meeting—the report of the com- 
mittee on the accounts of the late liquor agency ami 
the establishing of the agency—were postponed to 
Monday evening next. The regular routine business 
of pac ing accounts, &c. was gone through with. 
1 !h- bill appropriating 803,700 for the annual expen- 
of the city was passed. Fifteen cents per hour 
" ::v the wages established for laborers on the high- 
ways. The committee on sidewalks recommended 
that walks be built on Bay View, Union and Grove 
streets but an unusually large batch of new petitions 
coining in, rather alarmed the city fathers, and the 
report was tabled. I he usual 7 per cent discount 
from all taxes paid on or before the 15th of August 
was allowed. 
At the city government meeting on Monday eve- 
ning, a recommendation from Gov. Conner was 
read, advising all cities and tow ns to celebrate the 
Centennial Fourth ol' July in a becoming manner, 
and to have a local history of each locality written 
and read on that occasion. It is hardly necessary on 
the part of Belfast to cause its history to be written, 
inasmuch as a very exhaustive History of Belfast 
will be published this year by Hon Joseph William- 
son. We would advise if any thing is to be done in 
this direction, that it be extended to the work men- 
tioned. It seems to be the minds of a large part of 
the city officials that some demonstration in this 
part of Belfast toward a proper celebration be had, 
and they would like to hear from the citizens on the 
matter. 
Pr.ospr.< t. On Saturday afternoon, the dwelling, 
barn and outbuildings of Timothy McMahan, to- 
gether with a quantity of hay and a portion of Ids 
household poods were entirely destroyed by fire. 
Foss about 8800; partially insured. 
There is living in Whiteiield in this state, a Mrs. 
Fvans who w as born in that town on the 7th day of 
July, 1?;0, or three days after the Declaration of In- 
dependence was declared. Her maiden name was 
Johnson, and she was married to Joseph Fvans 
who died in 1852. For 85 years she has cut and made 
her own dresses, .8he is now living with the sixth 
generation, is smart as a lady of fifty, and bids fair 
to live another decade of years. She ought to go to 
the Centennial since her life spans the space from 
the notable year of the nation’s birth to its hun- 
dredth anniversary. 
Miss Anna Dickerson’s approaching engagement at the Globe Theatre, Boston, is already the subject of much comment and speculation. She will appear 
as “Anne Boleyn” in a play written by herself; en- 
titled “A Crown of Thorns,” and will be supported by the full strength of Mr. Cheney’s admirable com- 
pany. 
Centennial Notes. 
Tli*' grand musical festival of the Franco- 
American Union in aid of the proposed Centen- 
nial Statute to Liberty in New York Harbor, 
was held on the evening of April 25th, at the 
Grand Opera House, Paris. M. Labovlaye ad- 
dressed the assemblage, and in concluding said : 
"The proposed monument symbolizes Ameri- 
can freedom, which bears peace and enlighten- 
ment everywhere. It will be an eternal monu- 
ment of tin; friendship of France and America, 
ever recalling the united names of Washington 
and Lafayette and the union of peoples who 
formerly united to found independence and 
now unite to cement fraternity.” 
The hotel proprietors of Philadelphia will 
not advance their rates more than fitly cents or 
a dollar a day. Hut why, asks the New York 
Herald very pertinently, should they make this 
advance ? The fact that these hotel's will have 
large crowds is a reason for reducing their 
rates and not raising them. There is not a hotel 
in New York that would not gladly guarantee 
to reduce its rates a dollar or fifty cents a day 
if it could be assured of full bouses for any rea- 
sonable time by so doing. The advance in the 
hotels in Philadelphia is an extortion and will 
in the end do harm. 
France sends a delegation of workmen to the 
Exhibition, where they will learn the possibil- 
ities of progress under republican institutions, 
and be encouraged to uphold the new order of 
things iu their own country. 
Mr. Editor—Please give notice that the 
hotel headquarters of the Maine Centennial 
Commissioners, in Philadelphia, has been 
changed from the United States Hotel to the 
Grand Exposition Hotel, at the junction of 
Girard. Lancaster and Monroe avenues. The 
headquarters Inside of the main building will 
he as previously announced, at the extreme 
eastern end of the building. Letters addressed 
to cdther of us at the Grand Exposition Hotel, 
Philadelphia, Pa., will be promptly answered, 
lours truly, Joshua Nyk. 
ClIAs. 11. HaSKKLL. 
U. S. Centennial Commissioners for Maine. 
The new Atlas Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., i~ 
eonducted upon the European plan, and will 
accommodate 4000 guests at ??1 per day. 
Mbs Sarah Foster of Portsmouth has pre- 
pared for tlie Centennial live old-flisliioued din- 
ner plates, iu tlie centre of which she has paint- 
ed the ancient iiistorie houses in the vicinity of 
Portsmouth, tlie number including the old Jack- 
son house, built in It;44: Garrison house, at 
York, Me.. ltit-S; Underwood house, in Ports- 
mouth. 1700; Peppered house. Littery, 1720: 
and the Tobias Lear house, Portsmouth, in 
1.50. 
A n-u route to Philadelphia from New York 
inis ivivuily been opened it i- composed as 
follows : 
Milts 
Central Railroad of Netv Jersey. ires 
Delaware and hound lirook Railroad, er 0 
North Pennsylvania Railroad, a, 
Through distance between New York and 
Philadelphia, .S8.1 
The roads will be operated as one line between 
New York und Philadelphia under the joint manage- 
1 in ii of the New Jersey Central and the North Penn- 
sylvania companies. 
The steamer Maryland will commence run- 
ning: May Sth from Mott Haven wharf to the 
depot of the Pennsylvania .Railway Company. 
The intention of the owners is t<> make the 
route continuous between Boston and other 
points in New England and the South and 
Southwest, particularly with reference to the 
accommodation of Centennial travellers and for 
ladies and families desiring to go through with- 
out change. The Maryland is to run in con- 
nection with the New England the New York, 
New Haven and Hartford and Pen ns vs vania 
railway.-?. She is the property of the New Eng- 
land Transfer Company, of New Haven. Sin* 
is 235 feet long and 65 feet wide, and carries 
eight Pullman ears. Last fall she was entirely 
rebuilt and remodelled, at Boston, for her pro- 
posed trips as a transportation steamer. Her 
hull i.-? of iron, her engines are powerful and 
the woodwork i> now. Instead of carrying the 
cars on tie* upper deck the tracks are placed on 
the main deck, while overhead are the refresh- 
ment saloon and promenade,which run* around 
the entire upper deck. 
The Centennial Commission has provided 
thirty aquaria for the display of the fi>li of oui 
rivers, lakes and seas. The fresh and salt wa- 
ter will be of about equal quantities, the ag- 
gregate approximating to fifteen thousand gal- 
lons. Full preparations have been made for 
thorough filtration and aeration, and when 
necessary, for refrigeration. Tin expenses at- 
tendant upon the fish display, will he assumed 
by the Centennial Commission, and it is ex- 
pected that fish will he contributed by the va- 
rious state fish commissions, by associations, 
and by individuals interested in fish culture. 
Parties so desiring may exhibit fish in tanks of 
their own construction, the care of which will 
r>e gratuitously assumed by the commission. 
In addition to the display of living fish, will he 
exhibited, the processes of hatching fish, and a 
full series of all the apparatus used in hatch- 
ing and transporting roe and young fish. 
The Centennial Exhibition will he closed on 
Sundays. 
The Philadelphia North American says the 
discussion by the Centennial Coinmis>ion in re- 
lation to the question of selling liquors within 
the enclosure reveals a degree of narrow bigotry 
that is surprising. Apart from the utter ab- 
surdity of attempting at this late day to entirely 
change the privilege for which thousands of 
dollars have already been paid to the Board of 
Finance, and in the provision for the exercise 
of which many other thousands have been 
spent in the erection of handsome buildings by 
j the people who have bought restaurant con- | cessions, it must strike the liberal public as a 
I fanatical attempt to turn a great International 
Exposition into a temperance show. That 
there will he any evidence of excessive liquor- 
drinking inside the enclosure is most unlikely; 
that it should by any chance become offensive 
| is made impossible by the thorough provision 
for complete police supervision. 
Charges Against Morton. 
Washington*, April 29. 
Senator Morton is being informally in- 
vestigated by correspondence and Con- 
gressmen in connection with the payment 
to him in 18G2, of a quarter of a million of 
dollars from a fund appropriated in 18C1 
to pay the expenses of transporting and 
delivering arms and munitions of war, to 
the loyal citizens of States of which the 
inhabitants were, or might ho. in rebellion 
against the government of the United States 
and to provide for the expense of organiz- 
ing them into companies, battalions, regi- 
ments, or otherwise, for their own pro- 
tection against violence, insurrection, in- 
vasion or rebellion. 
Two million dollars were appropriated 
under this act. Among the list of war 
expenditures iuconnectiou with the above, 
is this item : “For supplying transporta- 
tion and the delivery of arms and muni- 
tions of war in states in rebellion against 
the government of Ihe United States, <). 
1‘. Morton, Governor ot Indiana, $260, 
000.” 
Indiana was never in rebellion and it 
was a query why Morton should have had 
$260,000 when there was no purpose un- 
der the statute for making an appropria- 
tion for which money could have been le- 
gally expended. 
The correspondent recalls the fact that 
a quorum of the Indiana legislature was 
broken by republicans bolting to prevent 
some party legislation, aud no appropria- 
tion bills were passed. Morton was then 
Governor, lie did not call the legislature 
together again, hut made a trip to Wash- 
ington. On his return, the paymaster’s 
office was reopened and the expenses of 
the state government promptly met, no 
one hut Morton’s intimatusknowing where 
the money came from 
I ne inends ol Senator Morton express 
confidence Hint ho is fully able to meet 
the recent charge against his integrity in 
connection with the 8250,000 lie received 
from the government in the spring of 1862. 
Of this amount he expended as Governor 
in behalf of the state $133,320,91 for mil- 
itary purposes, for which the State settled 
with him, and this amount was paid hack 
to the government setting oft a like 
amount lrom the payment of the entire 
sum due to Indiana for advances made to 
the government in the beginning of the 
war. The balance of the $250,000, name- 
ly $117,697.06, lie did not use, hut return- 
ed to the government. The settlement 
was entirely closed with the government 
Nov. 18, 1866, and Senator Morton has now 
the original paper which shows this fact. 
It appears that a few days ago Repre- 
sentative Spencer called at the Treasury to 
examine the war accounts of Senator Mor- 
ton while he was Governor of Indiana. 
The Secretary declined to permit such ex- 
amination unless Mr. Morton or some 
friend for him should he present, and in- 
formed Mr. Morton of these facts. Mr. 
Morton called on Mr. Spiiugerand said he 
had no objection to examination of his en- 
tire war expenditures, hut desired to be 
represented on such examination by a 
friend. Mr. Morton immediately telegraph- ed to General Sturm, who was chief of 
ordnance, and to General Terrell, who 
was his military secretary, to come to 
Washington and both of these gentlemen 
are now here. Mr. Morton will take ear- 
ly occasion in the Senate to fully explain 
the transaction, regarding it lawful, and 
will afford all the necessary facilities fora 
complete examination on the subject. 
From the Toledo Illade. 
Specialties in Medicine. 
We publish on our eighth page a lengthy article describing the system of the noted spec- 
ialist, Dr. I{. V. Pierce, of Bufl'alo, N. Y„ in 
which he sets fortli with considerable force and 
clearness bis reasons for devoting his whole 
time and attention to a single department of 
medicine—the treatment of lingering chronic 
diseases. The same article aisu tuk».* i.p tu. 
subjects of diagnosis, methods of consultation 
and treatment, etc., and will be found to con- 
tain many valuable hints to the invalid. Dr. 
Tierce is the author of a work which has al- 
ready attained a large circulation—“The Peo- 
ple’s Common Sense Medical Adviser-'—con- 
taining some nine hundred numerously-illus- 
trated pages, and devoted to medicine in all its 
brandies, a work well calculated for the guid- 
ance and instruction of the people at large, and 
which may be bad for §1.50 (post-paid) by ad- 
dressing the author. I.)r. Tierce lias now been 
before the general public long enough to enable 
the formation of a careful estimate ofthcelli- 
cieiicy of bis treatment and his medicines, and 
the verdict we are glad to know, has been uni- 
versally favorable to both. 
Your life can be saved by Hi n ts Rkm r.nv, 
Hunt’s Kj'mt'DY cures Dropsy and all Dis- 
eases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary 
Organs. Hundreds who have been given up 
bv their physicians to die have been saved by 
Hunt’s Re.mkijy, and are now living wit- 
nesses of its value. 
PREMATURE LOSS OF TIIE JI.VIR, which L SO 
common liow-a-days, may be entirely prevent- 
ed by the use of Burnett's Cocoaine. It has 
been used in thousands of cases where the hair 
was coming out in liandsfull, and has never 
failed to arrest its decay, and to promote a 
healthy and vigorous growth. It is at the same 
time unrivalled as a dressing for the hair. A 
.single application will render it soft and glo-sy 
for several days. 
Important to Persons Visiting New 
York or the Centennial. 
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite 
the Grand < Vntrai Depot, has over 350 elegantly 
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- 
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is 
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot 
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. 
Guests can live better for less money at the 
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel. 
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all 
parts of the citv, and to Philadelphia Depot. 
1 yr 
The People Want Proof. 
There is no medicine prescribed l»v physi- 
cians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such 
evidence ot its success and superior virtue as 
Bo$ciii.E*3 German Syrup for severe Coughs, 
Colds > ttled on the Breast, Consumption, or 
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof 
of that fact is that any person afflicted, can get 
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior 
effect before buying the regular size at 75 cegts. 
It has lately been introduced in this country 
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are as- 
tonishing everyone that use it. Three doses 
will relieve any cii'-e. Try it. Sold by it. II. 
Moody, Belfast. 0mos32 
Remember This. 
Now is the time of the year for Pneumonia, 
Luii:* Fever, Coughs, (olds, and fatal results 
of predisposition to Consumption and other 
Throat and Lung Disease. ISoschke’s German 
Syrup has been used in tliis neighborhood for 
the past two or three .years without a single 
failure to cure. Jf you have not used this med- 
icine yourself, go to your Druggists, JL u. 
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success 
I among his customers. Two doses will relieve 
the worst case. If you have no faith in anv 
medicine, just buy a Sample Pottle of Posehee’s 
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular 
size Pottle 75 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to 
save T'» cent*. Cmo$32 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
< ■ -iirage! Don’t despair when the doctor says 
your lungs are diseased. The worst case* given 
up as hopeless lm\e been cured bv Male's 
IlONEY or llORKHOUND AND TaK. 
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute. 
“For a long time I have been a great sufferer 
from Proncliitis, for which 1 have tried your 
Forest Tar. The first bottle brought no appar- 
ent relief. After using the second, my cough 
was very much relieved and my sleep was tree 
from that choking sensation which made breath- 
ing dillieult and distressing. Now, after using 
a few bottles, 1 uni perfectly free from every 
trace of my trouble, I believe it to be all you 
claim tor it and much more.” Thus writes Mr. 
J. W. McIntosh, of Portland, Me. A-k your 
Druggist for the Forest Tar preparations. 
West Fairlee, Vt., Jan. 11th, IS71. 
Dear Sir:—For seven or eight years past 1 
have been in poor health, and for the past year 
or more very feeble. Mv health continued to 
decline, and my flesh and strength wasted 
away, until 1 was unable to work or even go 
up stairs without great exhaustion. 1 suffered 
from frequent and distressing attacks of palpi- 
tation of the heart, my food distresses me, caus- 
ing acidity and pain in the stomach; and l suf- 
fered from extreme nervousness, constipation 
and debility of the system generally, iny blood j being thin an.I poor ami sluggish in circulation, : 
and 1 was for years suffering"all the tortures of 
a confirmed dyspeptic. About six months since 
T concluded j would try a bottle of Peruvian 
Syrup, and received so much benefit from it 
that 1 purchased five bottles more, and have i 
continued the use of the Syjkup until quite re- 
cently. It has restored my health to such an 
extent that I feel myself as good as new. My 
digestion is good and my weight has increased 
in the past four months from one hundred and 
twenty to one hundred and thirty-eight pounds; 
my strength has returned,and my general health 
is thus wonderfully improved, and I can truly 
say I owe it all to the use of your Peruvian* 
.Syrup, i earnestly recommend all sufferers 
from dyspepsia and debi.ity to give it a trial, 
hoping it will do them as much good as it has 
me. Yours verj truly, 
Mrs. S. IS. Pi mis. 
CiULDiti::; C'uy For Castoeia. It is as 
pleasant to take as honey, anti is absolutely 
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind 
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and 
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting 
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, 
and for Costiveness in young or old there is 
nothing in existence so effective and reliable. 
3 mil 
Tilt: i.atf-Si, GititViT.sr, and most reliable 
remedy ever put together by medical science 
for Rheumatism, "Wounds, Swellings, Ruins, 
Caked Iireast, &r,, is the Centaur Liniment. 
There are two kinds. 'What the White Lini- 
ment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen- 
taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained 
horses and animals. 3ni41 
To uii, particularly invalids, spring is a try- 
ing season. Indications of sickness should at 
once he attended to. Fatal diseases may lie 
caused by allowing the bowels to become con- 
stipated, and tlie system to remain in a disor- 
dered condition, until the disorder has time to 
develop itself. An ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure, is an old and truthful saving. 
Therefore, we adyise all who are troubled with 
tlie complaints now very prevalent—headache, 
indigestion, disordered liver, want of appetite, 
nausea, or feverish skin, to take, without de- 
lay, Schenck’s Mandrake Rills. We know of 
no remedy so harmless and decisive in its ac- 
tion. It at once strikes at the root of the dis- 
ease and produces a healthy tone to the system. 
People never need suffer from any disease aris- 
ing from a disordered condition of the liver If 
they would take this excellent medicine when 
they feel the first indications of the malady. 
Families leaving home for the summer months 
should take three or four boxes of these pills 
with them. They have an almost instantane- 
ous effect. They will relieve the patient of 
headache in one or two hours, and will rapidly 
cleanse the liver of surrounding bile, and will 
effectually prevent a bilious attack. They are 
sold by all druggists. 
Wo ask attention to advertisement in special 
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF 
and TROCHE POAVDER-a reliable reme- 
dv. tf 
Never Known to Fail, 
Hit. Morris’ Strut of Tar. AA'ild Cherry 
and Horehocxd has never been known to fail 
in permanetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds, 
Croup, AVhoopiug Cough, nor any disascs ol the 
respiratory organs—and it does it too at once ! 
It is not necessay to take it for a long time be- 
fore you can discover its beneficial effects. Its 
sale in tills eommunitv is immense, and its pop- ularity universal. It is positively guarranteed 
to be composed or the purest and best materials, and prepared in a scientific manner ami to al- 
ways give satisfaction. It will not and cannot 
disappoint von. Try it once. Ask for Dr. 
Morris’ Syrup of Tar, AVild Cherry and Uorc- 
liound, and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents 
W. O. Poor & Sox. sole agents for Belfast. A. 
J. Jordan, agent for Orland. R. B, Stover, 
agent for Bucksport. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Fifth District Convention. 
The members of the Democratic party of the Fifth Congressional District of Maine arc hereby notified to choose delegates to attend a Convention to be 
held at Norombegn llall, Bangor, June 13, 1876. at -1 o'clock, P. M,, to select two delegates to attend the 
; Democratic National Convention to be held at St 
Louis, the 27th of June, 1876. The basis of repre- sentation will be a delegate for every City, Town and 
I Plantation in ttie District, undone delegate for everv 
| seventy-five votes cast for the Democratic Candidate ior Governor in 1872, and au additional delegate lor 
a majority fraction. 
Russell A. Treat, Chairman, AValdo. 
Arthur Moore, Washington. Pkltiah Moore, IlaucocK. 
Edwin Rose, Knox. 
Hamiltoo Joy, Hancock. 
Democratic District Commute. 
A CARD. 
The members of Aurora Lodge No. 10, Daughters 
of Kebekah, of the l.o. O. F., desire to tender their 
thanks to the ladies (who are not members of the 
degree) for their geneious contributions and assist- 
ance in making the eolation at Peirce's Hall, on the 
20 th ult., a success. Per Order, 
HATTIE A. 15L KKETT, Kec. Secv. 
Belfast, May 1, InO. 
JAUM)ICE and IilLIOlWm 
these disorders? We are assured ATH OOO'li 
VeyHaIHe, Pitjitkal, lauiulice Bitten 
will effect a speedy cure. 1 hey have never fau,- 
I I) TO >ATIM v AM. WHO HAVE fSKD THEM for 
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, etc. Beware of 
imitations. Tin* genuine has private proprietary 
stamp of John F. Henry over the cork, Sold by all 
dealers. Manhattan Med. (’o., proprietors. JOHN 
F. HENRY. ( 1 KKAN CO., New York, Whole- 
sale Agents. lwlv 
MARRIED. 
In this city, April 'J'Jth, by Rev. s, Goodenough, Mr. J. E. Davis and Miss Marv E. Lewis, both of 
Belfast. 
In Liberty, April Pv*th, bv Rev. H. M. Ifeywood, 
Mr- Frank L. Davis and Miss Hattie M. Spiller. both 
of Belfast. 
In Unity, April 2'Jth, by Itev. A. J. ClilTord, Albert 
D. Bumps and Julia I). Whitney both of Thorndike. 
In Searsmont, April 2t»th, by Hiram Wing Ksq. 
Mr. Warren McKellar and Miss bora L. Thomas 
both of Searsrnont. 
In West Camden, by F,. G. S. Ingraham, Esq., Mr 
J W. Fames of Lincolnviile, and Mrs. Anna M. 
Ames of Brownville, Pa. 
lu Deer Isle, April loth, Mr. William II. Moore 
of Gouldsboro, and Miss. Annie E. Fitield, of Deer 
Isle. 
InPortlaud, April 20th, James M. Hall, Esq., of Richmond, and Mrs. Abbie M. Cochrane of Portland. 
In Rockville, April loth, Mr. George L. Brewster 
and Miss Mary E. Shibles, both of Camden. 
At tin* residence of the bride’s mother, at Bucks- 
ville S. < ou the 2«ith of April,by the Rev. J. J. An- 
derson, of Bryan Co. <ra., Cape A. A. Springs, of 
Georgetown, S. (;., to Miss Alice B. Buck, youngest 
daughter of the lute Hon. lienrv Buck of Bueksvliie, 
S. 
In this city, May !-t, by Rev. J A. Rosa, Mr, John 




Obituary notices, beyond the Vatu. \ ami at,d Age must unpaidfor. 
111 this city, April 29th, at the residence of If. J. 
Locke, MBs Martha Haynes, aged 70 years and 9 
months. Kennebec papers please copy. 
lu Waldo, April 21th, (yrene, wife of .Samuel 
Kingsbury, aged 51 year.-. 
At Owls Head, April 22d, Mrs Rhoda Smith 
In South Thomaston, April 2,d, .Jeremiah Phll- 
brook, aged 05 year*, 9 months. 
In South Thomaston, April 23d, Sidnev H. Pierce 
aged 27 years, o months, -0 davs. 
In East Bluehill, April lsth, Howard D Greene, 
son ot John A. and Harriet Greene, aged 23 rears, t- months and 18 day-. 
In Sedgwick, April 17, Mr- Mary Ann Snow aged 70 years. 
1'n Mariaville, April 13th, Miss A. JellBon aged 33 
years. 
In Ellsworth, April 21st, Addie M. Clienev, aged 20 year*, and 8 month*. 
In Ellsworth, April 22d, Allen Potter, i.ged 83 
year-, and 0 month?. 
lu Sedgwick, April 21th, Dea. Daniel Morgan, aged 8.5 year.?, 5 months and 13 days, >alein papers please 
copy.) 
lii Tremont, April 0th, Mr*. Emvi.a King, wife of David King, aged 0<> years, 2 months and 7 davs. 
In San Bardiuo, Cal.. March 23d, Hiram H. Has- 
kell, formerly of Ellsworth, aged H ears. 
In Boston, April 29th, Mrs. Abigail Griffin, for 
many years a resident of this eitv. aged 2l years and 




April n'.th, Sch. Rockhill, Kaler, Castine. 
April 27th, Sch. Sunbeam, Torrev, Tremont. 
April 28th, Sells. Brunette, Searsport, tor City Point ; Volant, Smith, Vinalhaven. 
April 29th, Soli. John McDonnell,McKinley, Phil- adeiphia, to loud for Virginia. 
April 30ih, Sch*. Empire, Ryan, Boston; Forest 
Queen, Robbins, Bangor; Banner, Pattershall,Saco; 
Eva Ii. Stevens, Bangor; A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, 
Ellsworth; E. L. WiBon, Patterson, Rockland; 
Boaz, Coombs, Boston. 
May 1st. Sclis. Mary Farrow, Fo*.«, Savannah for 
Bangor. Paragon, Shute, Waldoboro. 
.May 2d, Lizzie Lane, (of Searsport,) West, Rucks- 
ville and Thomaston, to load for Charleston ; Peirce, 
-, Bangor 
SAILED. 
April 2lth, Sch. Florida, Gilmore, Iiucksport, to load for Jacksom file, and <dd for J. 2SU1 ult. 
April 27th. Sch. E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rock 
port. 
April 28th, Schs. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carvers’ 
Harbor; G. T. Washington, Towle, Bangor, Cameo, 
Cunningham, Bangor. 
April 29th, Sch. Tyro, Hart, Bangor. 
April 30th, Sch. D. K. Arey, Ryan, Boston. 
May 1st, Schs. James Holmes, Ryder, New York; 
Mary, Magee. New York; Earl, Cnnningharn, New York, (not April 20th, as bclore reported;; a. W. 
Ellis, Ferguson, New York. 
May 2d, Sch. Lillian, Ryan, Boston. 
May 3d, Sch. John McDonnell, McKlnlev. Peters- 
burg, Vii. 
MEMORANDA. 
Ar at Boston, April 30th, toh. Etta M. Barter* 
Barter, Cardenas, April 11th. 
Ar at .New York April 25th, schs. Geo. P*. Fergu- 
son, K-rguson, Bella't; Orion. Palt«*rson, do; Mala- 
bar, WeNii, do; Fauuit and Edith, Bartlett, do ; 2Sth, 
Ada W. Could. I.ansil, Port f.iinon; Kv<dine, White, 
Jacksonville: 2‘Jth, Almon Bird, Drinkwarer Car 
den as ; .Oth, bark Josh* Mildred, Ginn, Caibarien. 
< Id. from Baltimore, April 27th, sell. 1 E. Ale- 
Donald, McDonald, Boston. 
Ar. at Baltimore, April loth, sch. William Stevens, 
El well, Belfast. 
Ar. at Petersburg, Vs., Aprlil 25th, sch. Alary E Rankin, Fuller, Belfast. 
Ar. at Charleston, April vf.th, sells. Yankee Blade, 
Parker, Belfast; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, do. 
and sld. 28th, for Brunswick, Ga.) 
Cld. from Brunswick, Ga., April 27th, sch. James 
W Brown, Kane, Berbico. 
sld. from Queenstown, April 13th, ship McXear, 
Carter, from Astoria,) Newcastle, Eng. 
Cld. at Cardilf, April 12th, ship Alice Buck, Jlerri 
man, Hong Kong. 
_ 
>ld. from Sunderland, April 27th, bark Sarah A. 
Staples, Nickerson, Boston. 
Ar. ar Dublin, April 25th, bark Alice, Dyer, Port 
land, ordered from Queenstown. 
Sld. from Trapani, Sicily, April 23th, sell. William 
Frederick, Ames, Gloucester. 
Ar. at Bombay, previous to April 23d, ship William 
McGiivery, Nichols, Liverpool. 
Ar. at Hussein, no date, ship Premier, McGiivery, Liverpool. 
Ar. at Anjier, April 23th, bark Evvor Littlefield, 
New York. 
Ar. at Hiogo, March 0th, bark Courser, Kiilman, 
Philadelphia. 
Sld. from Yokohama, previous to April 10th, bark 
Escort, Carver, Manila; at Yokohama, April 10th, bark Willard Mudgett, Dikey, unc. 
Ar. at Hong Kong, March 18th, bark Wealthy 
Pendleton, Blanchard. Rejting, (Borneo.) 
Ar. at New Bedford, May 1st. sell. Lois V. Chaples, 
Chaples, Jacksonville, lost foretopmast on passage, 
Shi. from Cardiff, April 29th, bark James G Pei. 
dieton, Gilmore, Rio Janerio. 
Ar. at Jacksonville, April 27th, sch. Annie L. Me- 
Keen, McKeen, Belfast. 
Ar. at New York, May 1st, sch. Louis Wilson, 
Holt, Jacksonville. 
Ar. at Charleston, April 30th, sch. Florence N. 
Tower, Adams, Belfast. 
Ar. at Bath, Mav 1st, sch. Charlie Buckl, Foss, 
Salem, to load for Wilmington, N. C. 
Sld. from Cadiz, April ltftli, schs. Fred A. Carle, 






In every Style and Quality from 
87 1-2 Cts. to $50.00. 
For Ladies and Gents 673 Dozen 
HANDKERCHIEFS! 
With slight Imperfections at 
Half their Value. 
ENQUIRE FOR OUR 
JOB LOT OB 
CORSETS! 
THAT BEATS THE WORLD. 
ENORMOUS STOCK OF 
Prices Will beMado at the Counter. 
Goo. G. Wells 
JJAS just received a large and fine lot of 
OIG-ARS, 
Different brands, which he is selling for 
five CENTS EACH ! 
1 he same has been selling for ten. A good asoit- 
ment of 
TOBACCO. 
A Fresh Stock of FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY, 
hv every boat. All kinds CANNED GOODS and Jr.LI.IES, sardines. PICKLES, KETCHUPS; all kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live libls. onr 
Country CIDER bv the gallon or barrel lor family 
use. 
GEO. G. WELLS, 
No. 13 Phenlx Row. 
Monday, May 1. 
GREAT SALE 
—or— 
Spring’ & Summer 
D--R--Y 
Ever offered in this city at such Low 
t igures that the closest buyers wiil be 
well sat Is tied. 
Time and Money Saved 
By coming directly to 
81 Street, 
and purchase your 
New Spring Gullit. 
All acknowledge our GOODS and 
PRICKS to be a FEAST for the EYES 
uaj a SA VI.VO to the POCKET. 
c :o: 
| DRESS GOODS ! 
In ail the New and Desirable Shades 
unci Qualities. 
For Ladies Garments mid Suits in 
Casbmeres. Drapdete uretons, Berritz 
Alpacas and Brilliantines. 
BLACK SILKS 
A SPECIALTY. 
WOOL E XT S 
For Men and lioys Wear. 
We have Just added a Large Stock to this depart 
mem for Spring 
which we sell at prices lower than the lowest 
GENTS AND BOYS SUITS 
Got up at Short Notice. 
A complete line always to be found in 
AND CRASH. 
I.AKGi: ASSORTMENT OF 
Hosiery. Gloves Underclothing 
and Knitting Cotton in all Colors. 
Meek Wear*! 
The Largest Stock ever shown in thU city. 
To Cask Jobbers, 
^ on would do well to call on us before purchasing 
your SP1US<; STOCK us we shall sell for Usii 
at Boston prices. 
«5TA11 are invited to c::il and examine our Goods 
and purchase it sati.dactorv. 
T. W. PITCHER & CO., 
SI Main St., Belfast. Me. 





Cordially invite tlie Ladies of Belfast and 
vicinity to inspect '.licit' 
Trimmed Bonnets and Hats, 
Which they will have constantly on hand 
that customers may try style" before 
purchasing; and having taken 
advantage of tho 
Rei>ki:s> Prices 
In selecting our Full Stock of Millinery, 
ami with our Popular Milliner, we 
I'eel assured that we oiler very 
Choice Articles 
A T 
Very Great Bargains! 
MBS. RICHARDS IN THE 
DRESSMAKING DEPARTMENT. 
Is always ready with NEW STYLES 
and good advice. 
cstdont FORGET THE PLACE 
MRS. RICHARDS. 
MISS SOUTHWORTH. 
No. 11 Main Street, Belfast. 
tfH (Over Forbes’ Store.) 
1ST E W 
Lumber Yard 
DU. R. Cooper, 
HEREBY Informs his old customers and the public, that he has opened a 
NEW LUMBER YARD 
At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot, where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed Timb- 
er of all dimensions, Fine, Hemlock and Spruce 
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities. 
Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair. 
M. R. COOPER. 
Belfast, May 1, 1STG. tl-U 
The Celebrated Spanish Jack 
KENTUCKY BOY! 
ATT'n.I. STAND AT TH F. STABLE OF 
l£nr\ IT subscriber, in Morrill, during 
f1 O \ toe month of May. Kentucky Boy weighs faiI r ■ ■ &00 pounds and is a very superior Jack. 1 hose who consider mules more protitable lor farm stock than horses should improve this opportunity. Terms $10 to warrant a foal; $1<I for the season. 
All mares disposed of considered with foal. Cash or 
conditional note at time of first service. All mares 
left with me, will be well cared for, but at the own- 
er’s risk. Board $:i per week on hay; pasture $1 
per week. THOMAS STOKER. 
Morrill, May 1, 1S7G. 4wT* 
'Rowers 
1STO My Tlla.trar.d Floral Catalognofor  19 now ready. Price lOCents, leas than half the cost. 








k W. Burkett l Co., 
Havejust arrived from Boston with a largo 
Stock of NEW and DESIRABLE 
GOODS, purchased at the 
LOWEST MARKET VALUE. 
S\ e are enabled to show the trade 
some rare bargains, and propose 
selling our goods at 
LOWER PRICES 
Than have ever been quoted before. 
Bress Goods! 
| We have an elegant assortment of 
Plaid 1 PlainDressGoods 
i ileautiful shades, selling a' ii'c, ”5e, 
33e, and 50c., per yard. These 
Goods are about 20 per cent 
lower than have e’ er 
been sold before. 
Brown & Bleached Cottons. 
Having bought largely of Cottons in 
the present depressed state of the 
market, we are prepared to 
soil at 
I!ATHENE LOW I’RICEN 
-»-- 
PRINTS! 
We can show the largest assortment 
•■•f Prints ever seen in tki. city 
We have secured three cases 
of very desirable styles, 





ASSO R T MENT. 
Gents iMershirts & Drawers 25c Each. 
Uemvwt IMmvts ! 
We are always prepared to show a large 
assortment of the best quality of 
Remnant Prints. 
Domestic Fashions! 
Our Spring Patterns have just arri 
cil. Catalogues Free to all. 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 










HATS & BONNETS 
OF ALL THE LATEST 
STYLES 
And everythin.!; in the Millinery Line which 




Hayford Block, Church St. 
BELFAST. 
Wringers. 
qpHE IlAir.Y BEXCII WRINGER. The beet X clothes wringer in the market. Call and see be- 
fore purchasing elsewhere. For sale at 
E. J. M OKI SON it Co’s. 52 Main St..‘Belfast. 
3m0343 
IPiano Lessons. 
j^f£I5S CALVINA HERVEY, 
Will take pupils for instruction on the Piano- 
forte. Reference, Junius W. Hill, Boston. 3w43 
HENRY H. GRANT, 
(With late lion. Wm. McGilvery for past tea years) 
MARINE INSURANCE BROKER, 
Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company, 
For Sears pout and Vicinity, and Agent for the 
sale of PITCH PINE LUMBER and TIMBER, for 
Ship Orders, Bridges, &c. From W. L. BUCKS’ 
Mills at Bucksville, S. 0. 
Searsport, Me. April 26, 1876. 7nii2+ 
House for Sale. 
A LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE situated on a very sightly spot at Winterport, lower village, in full 
_view of the Bay and River, with a 
small orchard and land enough for a large garden, 
a good well of water, and a cistern. The above 
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley's 
residence. For sale by TIMOTHY MAYO, 
April 29, 1875.—tIH Monroe, Waldo Co., Me. i 
Farmers of Hancock Co. 
Get the Best Thirty Dollars 
Horse Hay Rake! 
COLBY, EMERY & CO, 
ARE the licensed manufacturers and sole Agents for the sale of the Neal Horse Hay Rake In 
Hancock County. We invite the attention of the 
Farmers to our stock of Rakes before making their 
purchases. 
SHIP-BUILDERS. 
We still continue to manufacture Boats, Water 
(’asks, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship Carving, See. 
Stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also, Sloop 
Rigged Yacht, for sale, centre board, 24 feet long, 
10 feet wide, half decked over, cabin contains four 
berths. Correspondence solicited. 
COLBY, EMERY & CO., 








Ik \l Burkett & Go. 
I ~~ 
At the solicitation of many of 
our Patrons, we have been 
induced to add 
CARPETINGS 
To our Stock. These Goods 
are entirely new, and 
of the latest de- 
signs. 
As we propose to Sell them 
at a very LOW margin 












Please give us a call, and we 
will guarantee Quality and Prices 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
H.H. Johnson & Go. 
Have just received their Spring Stock of 
Hats, Bonnets, 
FLOWERS. 





In the most Desirable Shades. Ail of 
which we offer at the very 
LOWEST PRICES ! 
We intend to give all of our customers 
perfect satisfaction. 
Gome and Try Us 
Before purchasing elsewhere. 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 
Belfast, April 25, 1876. 43 
Great Reduction 
IN’ PRICES or 
ClothinC! 
I have Just returned from Boston where I bought u large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC 
Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings 
Hats, Caps and Gents Fur- 
nishing Goods, &c., 
Which I bought at PANIC PRICES. I am selling 
them at Prices to meet the times. 
Chevoit Suits at $7 50. 
All Wool Pants, 3.25. 
All my Ready Made Clothing arc my own manu factur, which 1 warrant to give satisfaction. 
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the beet 
manner at SIDNEY KALISH, 
4S Main Street. 
Belfast, April 2d, 1S7C. 3m 13 
EYES FOR THE BUND! 
Be Careful of Your Eyes! 
IN selecting Glasses be sure they are well adapted to the focus, and condition of your sight. 1 aiu 
constantly adding to my large stock of 
Spectacles and Eye Glasses, 
Making It us complete as can be found in the State. 
Gold, Rubber, and Steel Dows. 
It you are near sighted, old sighted, or troubled with 
weak eyes, dive me a call, you cannot fall to be 
suited. CALVIN HEBVEY, PhenU Row. 
(Original.) 
May Flowers. 
To you, dear Molly, more than all 
1 ever felt or pictured dear,— 
J send the first sweet buds oi May, 
A type of love sincere. 
A gift to me from manly hand 
In mute expression of regard. I send them doubly consecrate, 
A gift from your true bard. 
The First Letter from Papa. 
Papa sends bis love to her,— 
1 in].' u a\ «• ol noise and siir,- 
Darling baby-girl Oorinne— 
1 kmcing eyes of bluest sheen,— 
Papa thinks them very blue 
Very much he loves them too. 
Lo\ «*- her sinning hair of gold, 
More than may i:i words be told; 
Loves her little- dimpled hand, 
More than house and more than land. 
Knows his heart will most rejoice 
When he hears her tiny voice; 
Hears her little wordlets say,— 
•Had, bad, cars take Papa ’way .” 
Will she read what Papa writes ? 
Or, neglect her toy-delights, 
felling Mamina, she must read, 
While she nestles near to heed? 
Will she keep these leaves with care; 
Keep them nice and never tear? 
Keep into the future far— 
This tirst letter from Papa? 
Little Dreamer! Life, as yet, 
Wreath-* in smiles its lines of fret. 
Hides from mischief-lighted eye*, 
What before her Papa lies. 
Will siie have a Papa then— 
»»ider—graver—sadder— when 
Past the sunshine of her youth 
>).e is wed to stern browed Truth 
Will she have a Mamma, less? 
Missing all love’s tenderness? 
»*r will other tie- more near, 
Lender those of kin less dear !' 
>ad Experience holds the gla^* 
Loud AUocliou sighs,—1“Alas 1 
Hut her Papa will not preach, 
>oon enough the hours teach 
1 heir own lessons as the* d* — 
Preceptors of Eteruit) : 
1 s his little girl awake' 
Lying like a starry Hake— 
Lightly fallen to its rest— 
< »n her hianuna’s loving brea-t ? 
i >o< s she think her Papa dry, — 
Hored with dull soliloquy ? 
* n- 1ms she, with thoughts so deep 
» losed her wandering < yes in sl<-« p 
Well, her Papa loves hi* theme 
Hz will weave for her a dream 
Mie that, waking, may abide, 
As a Lay -gift, by her side. 
lihby romps with dancing hour-, 
hi'!, ami !>*ck, among the flowtr- 
Presently tin* light play tires,— 
baby's heart lias new desires. 
Mu- has found one, like herself. 
Mur-t yed, j ink cheeked little elf: 
something that her heart may claim.- 
Nursling of n new-born flume* 
Doubting if it be her own, 
oue.-tion> she in anxious tone. 
Wondering lews the chance could fall 
Jins anybody lost a doll7” 
Hrake and stream succeed the tlower- 
1.ending years the dancing Itourn 
ilnhy Ls Oat for In r oicu 
Questions she in sorrowing tom- 
Dazed 10 learn the chance could fall— 
"Has anybody found atfloll?'1 
“Lost and found,’ the angels sing, 
liahy h«ars, awakening; 
finds that Heaven lias claimed its own 
Murmurs .-he, in joyous tone,— 
(>lad to know the chance could fall 
“flod has y >1 Him a new doll1'' 
Win P Mi wart, New York, April, 1M'* 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
1 -tand before thy gate, 
«'lo-o* barred, and in the darkne-s Mindly groju — 
Hast thou no word of pity or of hope, 
W Idle wearily J wait > 
Where will this darkness end, 
i :u- Ja<lue-s, all too -ail for tears and -ighs 
W i: m t -<>ine angel tioin the upper skies 
A blessed \i=iou send: 
M it hour thy gate 1 stand, 
Ami !• above a fairer ijne appears, 
A godlike form, through all the mist of year.-, 
Holding out a shining hand. 
Portland Transcript. 
Generation after generation have felt a- we 
do now and their liv were as active as our 
own. The heavens w ill be a» bright over our 
grave- us they ar- around our paths. Yet a 
little while and all tie- will have happened. 
The throbbing le .it will be stilled, and we 
shall be at re-t. Our funeral wid wend it- 
wav, and the pray,-r- -hall be said and we 
shall be left io tin* darkm-s and sih-nce uf the 
tomb. And it. may that for a short time we 
shall be spoken ot, but the things of liic creep 
on and our names shall be forgotten. Day s 
shall centime to iin»\e on, and laughter and 
song shall be heard in the room where we 
died: and the eyes that mourned for ns be 
dried and animated with joy, and even our 
child will c ase to think of us. and will remem- 
ber to lisp our linin'-- no more. [George D. 
Prentice. 
1 m: 31ki»i«;jm: « 'l.vsiiivi.. i'he world 
wants more smishiiK in its disposition, in its 
business, in its charities, in its theology. For 
ton thousand of the aches and pains and irrita- 
tion.- of men and women we recommend sun- 
shine. It soothes better than morphine. It 
stimulates better tiian champagne. It is the 
best plaster for a wound. The Good 'Samari- 
tan poured out into the fallen traveler’s gash 
more of this than of oil. I- ioreuce Nightingale 
u-ed d on Crimean battlefields. Take it into 
all the alleyv, on board all the ships, by all the 
>u k beds. Not a phial full, not a cup full, not 
a decanter lull, but a soul full. It is good for 
spleen, for liver complaint, for neuralgia, for 
rheumatism, for falling fortunes, for inehm- 
choly. We suspv; that IIea\en itself is only 
more sunshine. 
We must patiently nib r tin- laws of our con- 
dition: we are born to grow old, to grow weak, 
to !»e sick, in spite of all the physic. -Tis the 
first lesson t he Mexicans teach their children. 
As soon as ever they are born they thus salute 
them : "Behold, thou art come into the world 
to endure, sutler, and say nothing.v iW injus- 
tice to lament that that lias be I alien any one 
which may befall every on .1. I Montaigne’. 
Of all tlie agonies in life, that which is the 
most poign nit end liarrowing- that which for 
the time annihilates reason, and leaves our 
whole organization on* lacerated, mangled heart, i- tie* convict ion that we have been de- 
'■* ived where we placed all the trust of love. 
[ Bulwer Lyttou. 
While \vc feel that the mightiest must yield 
to tilt- stern law of necessity, we know that the 
very monuments which record the deeav of their 
outward frame, ar<- so many proofs and sym- 
bols that they .Audi never reullv expire. iTal- 
iburd. 
Our ! like the harmony of the world, is 
compo-'-d of contrary things, of various tones, 
sweet and har-h, sharp and tlat, spright.lv and 
soiemn. And the musician who should only af- 
teet one of th. -!•, what would he be able to do? 
[Montaigne. 
Ir i- hard for an old man to fall, and very 
much harder to step down and out of posses- 
si 'ii and positions to which he has become ha- j bituated. It is easy to lling the shafts of ridi- I 
• i.le at the su«-eesstul millionaire, blit his mis-1 fortune should sofn-u the judgments of even his 
enemies. 
iih piety, temperance, health,cheerfulness, 
fri«*nd>, a chosen task, one pays the cheapest 
!• • > lor living, and may well dispense with 
otheriphyMdaus. [A. Bronson Aicott. 
Ke-l.-t every false doctrine; but call no man 
heretic. The false doctrine docs not necessa- 
rily make the man a heretic; but an evil heart 
• an make any doctrine heretical. [Samuel T. 
Coleridge. 
Prayer with the whole soul is the highest en- 
ergy of which the human heart is capable, and the great mass of worldly men, and of learned 
men. are absolutely incapable of prayer. Sam- 
uel T. Coleridge. 
The Dumb Lover. 
Ai the time that Frances 1 of France was 
taken prisoner at the battle of Pavia, one 
of his officers, the valorous Chevalier 
Beauregard, smitten by the charms of an 
Italian lady of noble family, named Aure- 
lia, declared to her his passion. Aurelia, 
though ilattered by the declaration of the 
gallant soldier, refused his suit on the 
ground of the levity of the French charac- 
ter, and the natural indiscretion of that 
people. But Beauregard was not to be 
put oil so easily. The depth and fervor of 
his love led him to propose to tlie ladv to 
put his constancy to any proof she might 
think proper. Aurelia at length accepted 
the terms of the proposition, and agreed 
to marry him if for the space of six mouths 
lie would remain utterly and entirely 
dumb. 
The chevalier promised, and then, with 
a silent bow withdrew from the lady’s 
presence, and from that moment lie open- 
ed not his lips with the sound of human 
speech lie returned to Paris, where his 
friends and relatives were stricken with 
sorrow at the terrible infirmity which had 
iallen upon him—for his had been a voice 
musical and entertaining. Beauregard ex- 
pressed all his wants by dumb signs, and 
seldom smiled. The best physicians were 
sent for, but lie refused to see them. 
The captive king was at length set free, 
and restored to his people; but his joy on 
his return to his capital was diminished 
by the sad misfortune which had befallen 
the chevalier, who had been the monarch’s 
chief favorite. Francis sent his best doc- 
tors to the stricken soldier, who, out of 
respect for his royal master, took the med- 
icines prescribed, but with no effect. The 
King even went so far as to enipoly the charlatans and necromancers, who then 
as now, professed to hold specifies of all 
sorts of diseases. 
The news spread abroad and great was 
the sorrow. The court and the people 
had become hopeless of his cure, when a 
fair Italian maiden, professing to be a 
fortune-teller, appeared before the king 
and informed him that she would under- 
take to restore the chevalier to his speech. 
The king would not cast away an oppor- 
tunity. lie summoned Beauregard to his 
presence, and told him that a physician 
had come who promised to cure him; but 
the chevalier bowed low in silent discred- 
it. 'The king nodded to the fair stranger, 
and asked her what she would do. 
“Beauregard, my tried and cherished,” 
she said, turning to the chevalier, “this 
must er.dure no longer. Speak to me ?” 
'! he chevalier instantly recognized hi- 
beloved Aurelia, who had truly loved him 
and whose heart had been deeply touched 
b; the proof of his constancy and devotion, 
and Ik pronounced her name in rapturous 
ljues as ho flew to take her outstretched 
hand. 
Francis was sensibly altected by the ro- 
mantic event, and lie presented his restor- 
ed favorite with a rich estate at his mar- 
riage. 
Stringency in finance will drive the 
United States into economy and a higher 
view of the common duties of life. Her ! 
road to prosperity is not inflation, hut 
economy, and the law and logic of com- 
mon sense and hard money. 'The Cen- 
tennial will prove her people no dilet- 
tanti, hut, besides showing the stupen- 
dous results of social and industrial prog- 
ress, prove that they have discovered tiie 
secret of national glory and power in the 
free press, school, pulpit and pew, and 
astonish the universe with the evidence of 
the purifying power of legislation and the 
mighty power of the English-speaking 
races. Americans have no more reason 
to he ashamed to their origin than the in- 
habitants of Great Britain, mother of em- 
pires and progenitor and proud compan- 
ion of the great republic. [Henry Vin- 
cent. 
It is a great year tor old men. tiraml- 
fathers who have been neglected and made 
to feel that they were in the way—who 
wished they were dead—who have long 
been thrust away in the kitchen, and lett 
to mumble to themselves in the chimney- 
corner—are astonished at being rushed 
up ot an evening and brought into the 
pallor, where they are shown off to the 
company as Centennial relics. tirand- 
father.you knew Washington—didn't you ? 
screams a granddaughter in his ear—for In- 
is very deal. “Yes ! yes !” says grandfa- 
ther, “The Ciu'rel borer'd a chaw o’ ter- 
haccer of me many and many a time !” 
UNIVERMLLY 
RECOMMENDED. 
\V< have just received October, W.V ;t eommuni 
cation from nearly every druggist in \**\v Fngland, 
and the testimony is universally in favor of San 
lv.AIM<AL Cl'IiK 1 OK OaTAKKH. We be : 
lieve there never was a remedy so popular wherever 
known, and certainly we feel that never was one 
more deserving of praise. Founded upon correct ! scientific principles and calculated by the most ac ! 
cornplished physicians to meet the severest forms of 
Catarrh, the cures made by it have not only been 
numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public at- 
tention and cause the sale to exceed tenfold that of 
any similar remedy ever before compounded. 
While many are anxious to make public their tes 
timony in favor of the IIauk ai. ('em:, others—and 
among this number may be found many uf our nms! 
respected citizens—dislike to become publicly idea j tided with «o loathsome a disease. Hence,'in tin 
following case we an unable to give the name, but 
are permitted to state tin* severity and condition of 
the case before and after using tlii- K.vnu ai. < 1:1:, 
and also that the gentleman occupies a responsible 
oliice in one of our State institution' We ijuote 
-,I would not for the world permit mv name to be 
d, although 1 have no doubt it would be of bene 
lit to in.-, uv now suffering as 1 have suffered ; but 1 
gi' you a brief statement of my case 
“For two year9 I have taken bromide of 
potassa and bromide of ammonia every 
day. I never passed a single night without 
getting up once or tw.ee to free my throat 
from the matter that had dropped into it 
during sleep, and finally I coughed during 
all this time. Since taking the RADICAL 
CURE I have taken no potassa or ammonia, 
have slept soundly every night without un- 
easiness or distress; not a particle of mat- 
ter has dropped into my throat during 
sleep, and every symptom of a cough has 
left me.” 
A wonderful result truiy, all will say, who know 
or can realize the extent ami severity of this ea-e. 
1 he gentleman lms had eighteen bottles. This must 
satisfy the sceptical that there is great merit in the 
li'DK w. ( Li'.i.. It- inode of preparation is new 
and original. Ignoring the old practices and reme- 
dies, Dr. Sanford selected a new held, and has de- 
monstrated ids method to be tin* only proper and 
m er failing treatment. 
1 he following recommendations are ln.m 
DRUGGISTS. 
who are competent witnesses to the work it G daily 
.> an ford's Radical Cure has proved the best remedy 
for relieving Catarrh. \> M. FELLOWS. 
Haverhill, Mass. 
I am selling large •ptatititie* of your Sanford’s 
Iladical Cure. 1>k. WENT WORTH, 
liiddeford, .Me. 
Sanford's Radical < ure is having a good sale It 
i-_ j'l-t what the people haw been wauling. 
A. M. DERRY, 
.So. Paris, Me. 
I have kept Sanlord’s Radical Care on hand since 
its first introduction, ami the sale and satisfaction 
in its use have been unequalled by any other similar 
preparation within nr; knowledge. 
w. i: willis, 
Reading, Mitv. 
I have c«»ld Sanford's EelDa.! Cure lor a year or 
more, and it stands the test the m >-t of anv similar 
remedy 1 have ever sold WILL li. OWEN, 
Milo. Me. 
H e recommend no other cure, ami have no trouble 
in selling it. L. P. EVANS & CO., 
Garland, Me. 
S:.nford’s Radical Cure has given universal satis, 
faction to ill my customers, and above all other 
remedies is a success. E. F. CAREY, 
Haverhill, Ma«. 
Sanford’s Radical « nre -oils well, and is verv 
much liked. .Mrs. s. P. WING. 
Sangcrville, Me. 
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE. 
I- a purely vegetable distillation, and is bv insuffla- 
tion taken up into the nassal passages, ami also 
taken internally, thus acting upon the stomach, 
liver ami kidneys. Cuder it- influence the system 
immediately braces up and the first thorough dose 
gives evidence that it is a powerful and effective 
medicine. Give it a single trial. 
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and 
Dr. Sanford's Improved Inhaling l ube. Price ?l.0o. 
for sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS He 
POTTER, Koston, General Agents. 
mart'sE SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER. 
rb> Delicious Family Medicine for cramps and pains, 
colds and chills. 4 w-Ei 
Uctu ^bbxrtiscmcnts. 
“The greatest Novel since Uncle Tom's 
Cabin,” »Saya the Boston Globe of 
THE NEW AMERICAN STORY 
ACHSAH: 
A Now England Life Study. 
By Bet. 1*ETEK PENXOT. 1‘Jino, doth.§1.50 
The manly, whole souled, and devoted roung cler- 
gyman is no fancy sketch; Deacon Sterne, the sanc- 
timonious hypocrite; the plain-talking cld maid sis- 
ter ; the sneaking, spying aunt, are life like and real, 
while the heroine, Achsah, is a lovely character, 
with whom the reader is in deep sympathy. These, 
with the various other characters ot the’store, are 
so combined as to produce a book full of interest 
from beginning to end. 
*** Beady at all the Bookstores, and sent, post- paid, tm receipt of price by the publishers, 
LEE & SHEPARD, 
41-45 Frankliu Street, BOSTON'. 
“Outfits FOOTPRINTS of the AGES. 
,—> fcour Government and History. Good- 
»—i FREE. 1 speed's Pub.House, Xi.w Your and 
Chicago. 
gfu ■■ WM rt'R WEEK G U A It AN TE ED to M M Agents, Male and Female,in their 
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit 
^1  free. Address P. O. VICKEKY' & 
CO., Augusta, Maine. 
OR f COO ppr day at home. Samples worth §1 QO IU free. Snxso.> & Co., Portl I' rtland, Me. 
M I'll) READING, PSYCIIOMAACY, FASCINA- TION, Soul Charming. Mesmerism, k Marriage GUIDE, showing how c ither sex may fascinate ai d gain the love and affection of any person they choose 
instantly. 400 pasres. By mail 5o cts. limit & Co.. 
130 S. ?th St., Philadelphia. 
A WANT SUPPLIED 
Agents wanted to sell an article (just patented) | that fills a long felt household want. For terms and 
circular send 3ct. stamp to Chas. O. Stone, Augus- 
ta, Maine. 
ADVERTISING IN 
Religious and Agricultural 
WEEKLIES. 
HALF-PRICE 
SEND FOR OUIt CATALOGUE 
ON THE LIST PLAN. 
For Information, address 




The Quickest, Surest & Cheap- 
est Remedies. 
Physicians recommend, and Farriers declare that 
no such remedies have ever before been in use. 
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these arti- 
cles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis, 
as a guarantee of what they say. 
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper, 
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Scia- ; 
tica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet, | 
Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary j 
FLESH, BONE OH MUSCLE AILMENT. 
We make no pretense that this article will cure j 
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whis- 
key soaked carcass. But it will always reduce In 
flammation and allay pain. 
It will extract the poison of bites uud stings, and 
heal burns or scalds without a tear, Palsy, 
Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache, 
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to its 
treatment. 
Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says: 
“My wife has had rheumatism for live years—no 
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor. 
.She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur 
Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recom- 
mend your wonderful medicine to all our friends.” 
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Cen 
taur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.” 
Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one 
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved 
my leg. 1 want to distribute it, &e." 
The sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
i- for the tough >kiu, flesh and muscles of 
IIOI’SKS, MULES AND ANIMALS. 
We have never jet seen a case of Spavin, Sweeny, 
King-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Poll-Evil, which 
this Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we 
never saw but a few cases wliicli It would not 
curt*. It Mill core when anything can. It Is 
folly to spend $20, fur a f arrier, when one dollar’s 
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The fol- 
lowing is a sample of the testimony produced 
W. 1’. Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says: 
"Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every 
time." 
"Yelvkp.ton. O., March 2,1874. 
"The < entawr Liniments are the best selling medi- 
cine" we have ever had. The demand is very great 
for it, and w eunnot afford to be without it. 
"P. H. HUSKY & SON. 
.Jr.i EUSON, Mo., Nov. 10, 1873. 
"Sum,. time ago 1 was shipping horses to St. Louis. 
I got one badly crippled in the ear. With great dif- 
ficulty I got him to tlie stable. The stable-keeper 
gave rue a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I 
u>ed with such success that in two days the horse 
was active and nearly well. I have been a veterin- 
ary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats 
anything 1 ever used. 
“A. A. M’CABTY, Veterinary Surgeon 
I-or a postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Al- 
manac, containing hundreds of certificates, from 
every state in the Union. These Liniments are now 
sold by all dealers in the country. 
Laboratory of J. B. Rose & Co 
i«. Dky Sr., Xi:w Yokk. 
Castoria. 
J*r. Samuel Pitcher, of lfyannis, Mass., experi- 
mented in his private practice for twenty years to 
produce a combination that would have the proper- 
ties of t'a*tor Oil without its unpleasant taste 
and griping effect. 
His preparation was sent for, near and far, till 
finally lie gave it the name of t astoria, and put it 
up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, par 
ticulariy with the disordered stomachs and bowels 
of children. It a."3*iiibilate* the food, cur‘*s 
sour stomach and wind colic, regulates the bowels, 
expel* worms, and may be relied upon in croup. 
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly »»#* ca- 
thartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cor- 
dials and Syrups. It does not contain aichohol, and 
is adapted to any age. 
m reguiaung the stomach and bowels ol ( ro»« 
uu<l «it-kly children they become good-natured 
and healthy. 'J hey can enjoy sleep and mothers 
have rest. The Castoria is put up at the Labora- 
tory of J. R. IN.si: & Co., 40 Dev St., New York. 
?*inos41 





Will change the skin from a swarthy or sallow 
hue, to the freshness and beauty of youth. 
JCxT Warranted not to injure the skin. Prepared 
by MILS. M K lie A NT, only. Price, 60 Cents 
SOLD BY 
RICHARD H. MOODY, Belfast. 
4w4i* 
We Have Heard of it!! 
■4 » «S- 
Large Decline in PriceB of 
EVERYTH I NO 
USUALLY KEPT IN A 
Furniture Store 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
J. (I THOMPSON <fc SON’S 
AND WILL BE 






rpiIIS certifies that T have this day given to my .L minor sons—Charles W.t and Koland V. 
Follett, the remainder of their time during their 
minority. I shall claim none of their wages nor pay 
any debts of their contracting after this date, 
< HAKLESV. F( >LLETT. 
Scarsmont, April 27th. 3w43* 
Sloop Excursion 
FOR SALE. 
WELL found, sails fast, and carries a good load, mostly on deck, is about 50 tons olu measure- 
ment and 35 new. Will be sold cheap for cash or 
approved credit. F.nquire of DAVID LI Bit Y or 
JOHN PEIRCE at the Dollar Store. 
Belfast, April 24, lb?6. 3w43* 
HENRY H. GRANT, 
f\\ ith late Hon. Wm. McGilvery for past ten vears) 
MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Agent nr tlie Boston Marine Insurance Company. 
For SK.tnsroKT and Vicinity, and Agent for the 
sale of FITCH FINE LUMBER and TIMBER, for 
Ship Orders, Bridges, &c. From IV. L. BUCKS’ 
Mills at Bucksville, S. C. 
Searsport, Me., April 2G, !87fl. 7m4‘," 
■ 1876 ^'r^^^ce^Wf^Mrthe-eost: William £« £owditcjs,G45 WarreaBL, Boston, Mass. 
Spring Goods! 
Have Come ! 
And some of the Finest that; 






Also a Splendid Line of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
Consisting in part of Fine While 
SHIRTS. 
LIM.X AM) l’AF'i.K 




Ml ALL KINDS 
SUSPENDERS 
GLOVES 
U XST ID H) R. 
W K A. R ! 
And anything yon Want in 
ITECZS TIES! 
I intend keeping a 
Full Assortment 
or nils class or 
G- O <=» X> S , 
and Solieit Trade to Sustain it. 




A. B. MATHEWS, 
No. 70 MAIN STREET, 
is offering one of the Best Selected Stocks of 
FURNITURE 
Ever offered in this city, at the Lowest J ,i\ inii 
Prices. Walnut Goods, sud? 
Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor 
Tables Marble & Wood Top, 
Rat Trees, Whatnots,Writ- 
ing Desks, Looking Glass- 
es, Extension Tables, 
Side Boards, Ash and 
Painted Setts. 
('onstiinllv nil lnitnl :di kinds of 
Cl IA UiS, REDS TEA l)S, R CUE A I'S, 
<£•(’.. <6(7. A GOOD ASSORTMENT 
STRING REDS, MATTRES- 
SES AND FEATHERS 
■ 
PICTURE FRAMES 
Always on hand and made to ordor. Mould- 
ings of tlio latest patterns, such a- 
Walnut. Rosewood and in Colors, 
1 would call particular attention to my "tuck of 
Metalic Cases, Caskets & Coffins 
Which I :iiu prepared to trim in a manner 
not to he exoedhd liv any one, ami at prices 
warranted to suit. Remember the plan 70 
Main street. Granite Black, Belfast, Me. 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE, 
The Great Spring Tonic! 
OSGOOD'S 
INDIAN BITTERS! 
An Old and Reliable Medicine. Try it. 
EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED! 
For all Bilious Diseases, Dyspepsia, I.oss 
of Appetite, Jaundice, and every trouble caused 
by a disordered Stomach and Liver. 
Carefully prepared from the original liecipie by 
WM. O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson Block, 
Where you can find a LARDE STOCK of 
Drugs, Medicines. Trusses, &c. 
Millinery I 
Millinery! 
WELLS and our popular Milliner Miss 
TtJL BltOWN, have just returned from Boston, 
where they visited several 
Extensive Millinery Openings, 
and are now prepared to MAKE, TRIM or SHOW 
as pretty styles of HATS, for about one half of the 
money as can be had in Boston, and at prices that 
can’t be surpassed in Belfast, Please give us a call 
before you purchase elsewhere. 
4S~01d Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned. 
Remember the place. 
b. r. WELLS, 




S T E A M E It 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
Leave- PORTLAND every Monhav, WntNESDAV 
Mini 1 icidav evenings :ti in o’clock, (commencing 
M«*\n.v\, April, 10, I'-:.'., lor 11 YNooR, touching at 
Rockland, C.umien, Belfast, Hearsport, Handy Point, 
Rueksport, Winterport and Hampden, arriving in 
ilangor about 10 o’clock next morning. 
RETURNING. 
Leavis upi>er Steamboat Wharf, Bangor, every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clk 
for PORTLAND, touching at landings as above, ar- 
riving in Portland at 5 o'clock, P. M. 
For further particulars inquire of 
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agt. 
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me. 
CYRUS PAT 1 F.RSON\ Agent for Bella-t. 
* » ! i: STEAMER 
KATAHDHT, 
Capt. W LI. ROIX, 
Will make two trips to Boston per week, comment- 
ing MON 1)A V, April 17. Lea' ing Belfast Moinlav 
and Thursdays at 2 o’clock P. M. 
Leaving Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 o’clock 
P. M touching at, the usual laudiugs, ticketing 
throu\;h 1.' .veil and New York. 
D. LANT, Agent. 
Belfast, April 15, 
Maine Central llailroad. 
Commencing Oct. 25, 1875. 
Trains 1* ave Belfast ait 8:00 a. m. connecting di- 
rect t<» Bangor. iHxter, skovvhegau, lurmington, 
Lewiston, Danville .Junction and (irand Trunk 
liailu ay, and via Pastern and Bo.-tou .Maine Bail- 
roads, arriving in Boston ait 7:55pm- 
Leave Belfast 3:30 p. in connecting to I>- \ter ] 
and Bangor, and wit IT night Pullman Train, for ; 
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. in. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Snpt. 
Portland, .June 22, t.'dl 
Carver's Harbor Packet. 
ramp packet l*. M. Bun.nkv, (a]>t. 
}. 1 Thomas Bukokss, will make 
weekly trips between this city and 
(.arver’s Harbor alter this date. 
''*■ t.'ountry produce of all kinds will be 
purclia.-ed at the going prices. May be found at the 
store of Wood*, Mathews & Baker, or on board the 
packet at 11 ai.idea’s wharf. Pare tor passenger", 
si.00 ( apt. THOS. BlBLiP^S. 
Belfast, March 27, W5. tilth 
Something New 
BOTH ORNAMENTAL .V t SL1TI. 
an a xi t e 
Iron Ware! 
O A LL A N 1) S K K I T 
-A T- 
MAD IAN & MERRILL’S 
08 MAIN STREET. 
d A * FIRST CLASS 
Morse Rake ! 
•end i'oi «. ircular. 
if ;7 
Agents Wanted. 
FUKD A 1 WOOD, Wintcri.ort, Me. Oen. Agt. 
Pit OB ATE NOTICFS. 
j lo tiio Hiinorabli Judge oi Probate ibr the County [ oi Waldo 
l \ IM.psii.i i<, Cuunlian of George A., A. Uncled l\, A(-try I,, and Mir a A. Hum, minor 
j heir* of Klims Ij. Hunt, hue of Thorndike, in said 
! ( Mint;., deceased, re.-pecnully represents that said 
minor* are *ei/ed and possessed of cerrain real estate 
situate in 1 h -rttdike. con*isting of about lifty acres 
| and known as the Boilotf lot, and conveyed’to the deceased by one Nathan Nawver; that an advantage- 
ous otter of three hundred dollars has been made by 
lotriu' Philbrick of said Thorndike, which otter it 
is for the interest of all concerned immediately to 
accept, the proceeds thereof to be put out on interest 
for the benefit of said minors. 
Wjii:ui;foki; your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant her u license to >ell and convey said real 
e-tate oi said minor, including tin- reversion of the 
H idow s du\v«-r tln-reon, to s:ii*i Philbrick, for said 
shin. Lu \ 18 A if. HUM. 
At a Court ■ t Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
lor the County -it Wuldo, on tlie second i ucsduv 
of April, A. 1>. 1 lj. 
Lpou the foregoing Pel it ion, ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested I v 
causing a copy of said petition,with this order there- 
on, to be published three wc**k$ successively in the 
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the sec- 
ond Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and -hew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should nut be granted. 
WM. M. KL ST, Judge. A true copy. Attest— B. P 1 n n, Register. 
lo the Honorable Judge of Probate lor the County 
of Waldo. 
HAP PICT Y\ !.- ! Administratrix, with the will annexed, ol the estate of John West, late 
ot Belfast, in said County, deceased, lespectfully re- 
presents that the goods, chatties and credits of said 
deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts 
and charges oi Administration, by the sum of eleven 
hundred and fifty dollars. 
\\ it i.kki oi:k your petitioner prays your honor to 1 
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of j the real estate of said deceased, 'including the rover- j 
siou i»t the \\ idow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy i 
his debt* and incidental charge*, and charges of Ad- 
miuiMrati ui. HAPPIKT WOT. 
By JOSl'PU \\ II.LIAM-o.N, her Atty. j 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor 
1 
the County of Waldo, on the coml Tuesday of 
April, A. 1). 1870. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to ail persons interested by causing a copy of said petition, with this order there- 
on, to he published three weeks successively’ in the 
P> publican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the 
Probate oiliee in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of May next, at ten o'clock in the tore- 
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
WM. M. RUST. Judge. 
A true copy, Attest —B. P. J 11:i i», Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
tin* Countv of Waldo, on the .second Tuesday ul 
April, A. 1). WG. 
J ANE liUV AM Administratrix of tin Estate of David Bryant, late of Thorndike, in said County 
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her second 
and final account of Administr: tion for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this 
order to be published three weeks successiv ely in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- 
fast, within and for said County, on the second Tues- 
day of May next, and shew cause if any they have, whv the same should not be allowed. 
WM M. lit s 1, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
April, A. D. 1S70. 
SUSAN D. COOMBS, widow of Joseph 0 Coombs late of Searsport, in said Countv of Waldo, de- 
ceased, having presented a petition for an allowance 
from tin personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Susan 1). give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order t<» be published three weeks successively in the Republi- 
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of 
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol' said petition should not be granted. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. A true copy, Attest •—B. P. Fii:li>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
April, A. D., lt>70. 
r) EBECCA W. BUMPS, widow of A. K. Bumps V late of Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition lor an allow- 
ance from tiie personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Rebecca give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Repub- lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they nmy ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within 
and lor said County, on tlie second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, If any they have, why the prayer of said petition should not be granted. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
npHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that she has been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix 
of the estate of 
RODNEY R. CARVER, late of Searsport, 
in the County ol "Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per- 
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to 
make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her._JANE CARVER. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that she lias been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of 
the estate ol 
JOSEPH C. COOMBS, late of Searsmont, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make 
immediate payment, and those who have any de- 
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her. SUSAN D. COOMBS. 
House for Sale. 
-o- 
A one and a quarter story house with one story Ell, wood-shed 
and small barn, with one and three- 
quarters acres of good land, a good 
well of water, with a small orchard 
svhich bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of 
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at 
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by 
TIMOTHY MAYO. 
Monroe. Feb. 3, 1870. tf32 
For Sale or Rent. 
HOUSE with an Acre and a half of land for sale or rent. One 
of the new houses on It e 1 rn o n t 
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of 
GEO. G. WELLS. 
Belfast, Feb. 20, 18?f>. tfO 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale! 
rpm: HOMESTEAD of the late 1_ .John Haradeu situated on 
( hurch Street, Is now offered for 
sale to close the estate. 
The property consists of over 5,000 
feet of Land, 100 feet on Church Street, and more 
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon In good 
condition. 
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted. 
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied 
by I.emine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass laud 
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn. 
From *J to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the pre- 
mises. A good Orchard upon the premises, l or 
further particulars apply to the subscriber. 
DAN’.. HAIFA DEN 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1870. tfl3 
Farm for Sale. 
rpm: SUBSCRIBER offers for sale a very X. desirable farm In N'orthport, one mile 
r-ftsl from the. Camp Ground. Said farm contains 
—30 acres of laud, good house and two barns. 
It is a most desirable location for a watering place, 
on the shore of the ltay. Will be sold cheap lor cash. 
Apply to J. C. BOBBIN'S 
Northport, April fi, 1670. tf4o 
Musical Notice. 
Miss ABBIE E. FELLS, will receive a few pupils tor instruction upon the Piano and Cab- 
inet Orgun. Special care taken with beginner*) f or 
term® inquire at 143 Main Street. 
.Nov. 25, 1875—tl2l 
Lewiston Business College. 
Admits students for in- structiou in Hook-keening, Penmanship, Ma- 
thematics, Languages a*d all the collateral studies 
pertaining to a complete Business Lducation. 
pays Hoard, Tuition, and Stationery Vi week-. Lite 
membership, Students enter any time. Ad- 
dress for catalogue giving terms without hoard. 
Lewiston l‘*u-ine-s College, Lewiston, Me. iitu.c,' 
Piano for Sale ! 
\ N V XCF.LLLN i' 1*1 \\<>. OF Cool) M.VKF. 
XlL and in fine order. Will be sold at a bargain. 
Apply at the Journal Office. 
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870, ti'M 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Hoyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIARMIB BLOCK, Belfast, Ale. 
-$*rAll business entrusted to him will receive 
romp! attention. 
W- P. THOMPSON- 
Attorney? Loutiselk at Law, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
K. J. MOKiSON ~&G0. 
Successors to Carle A Morison, 
I'M-:AI.EUS IS 
Hardware, Iron, Steel, House, 
Ship and C arriage Trimmings, Agricultural Im- 
plements, Paint-, oils, olu--, &c. No. :>! Main 
Street, Belfast, Me. 1131 
HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS, 
Mast, Spar &Blockmakers, 
JOINERS, &C 
OFFICE: 9 Waterloo Road. ^ 
WORKS: Barton Stri ct. S 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own- 
ers of ships that they’ have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of shipwork, for both wooll- 
en and iron ships, In a manner guaranti ed to give 
satisfactu n. tfJG 
G-. T REA D , 
MACHINIST! 
DEALER IX ALL KINDS OF 
Sewing Machine Attachments. 
*, Particular attention giv en to Sewing M achfm- 
Repairing, j>hot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot 
clo-e. No. 46 MAIN STREET. 
Jail. 1st, 1*70—tf 
BUY YOUB 
A- B MATHEWS. 
HE NTISTEY! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Dr. Moore, corner of ( hure-h and 
Spring Streets, lias nil the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon tilth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON S DENTAL ENGINE ! 
by which the process is rendered much L" painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. I'eeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or C elluloid Base, as persons prefer. 
He has the country right lor the use of 
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making audinserting 
artificial teeth. U4<> 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing your goods. There you will 
find General HARDWARE, PAINTS, U1L> 
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and 
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and 
for sale at LOWEST PKKT.S. Don’t l'orgit 
the place, ANGIEK’S, No. 1 Phenix Row. 
April 20 187a. tf42 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH’S Steve Store. 
Paints, Oils & Varnishes 
PURE LEAD AND OIL- 
J. X, MASritY & SONS Heady Made Colors for 
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Barns, 
Fences, &e. < all and see before purchasing else 
E. J. MORISON & CO., 





VERY LOW AT 






A NEW LOT 
Just Received ut 
Jas. W. Clark’s, 
No. 18 Phenix Row, 
To be Sold at 
REDUCED PRICES 
To Suit the 
HARO TIMES! 





Gents’ Thin Boots. 
COME AND SEE 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician and Surgeon. Late from 
Boston. 
Office, 58 Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
N. B.—< AT.ir.HH, Si ugical unci CiiuoxiC Dis- 
eases, with those peculiar to WuMAN ami Cllli- 
dkkn, will receive his Stkciai. A rTENTioN. 
Electricity used iii all its forms—where this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
4f*‘lle will Visit 1* vtien s at their house-), who 
are uuable to call at his rooms. 
Office Hocus—From 10 A. M. until 1 I*. M. 
From 2 1’. M. until 5 I*. 31., and from 7 I'. M. until 
yp.Ji. tm 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J. D. TUCKLKK. 1». F. Tl’CKKK. 
Loaches to convey passenger-* to and from the ears 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guest'. 
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 23, l«75.—tfl3 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAYF. RKM.OVLI) to tin ir nett’Banking l!o,,m in Custom House Square, are prepared to re 
ceive deposits, placing the dame on interest on the 
first days of dune, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed ou same, the hist Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 1j A. >[ and 2 to J 1* M 
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 v, noon. 
John H Qci.wbv, Treas. FALX' L, Brest J 





This stan lard article is compounded with the 
greatest can 
Its e fleets an u- wonm-rfai and -ai:-factory u 
It restore- gray or laded hair to its youthful dor. 
Ir removes all eruptions, Itching and dandruff; 
and the scalp by its use becomes white and cl«-an. 
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary 
glands to their normal vigor, pre\eating baldness, 
and making the hair grow thick and strong. 
Asa dressing nothing has bee n ldund so ual. 
or desirable. 
Dr. A. A. 11 :t\cs, Stall- Assayer »>f MussuoLu'ett', 
=ay< of ii "I consider ir (he <t />/>paratio'i lor it 
intended purpose.-'' 
Buckingham’s Dye, 
FOR THE WHISKERS. 
This «bgunt preparation may be rilled on to 
change tin- color of the beard from gray or any other 
undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion. 
It is easily applied, being in one jireparati<n, and 
quickly and effectually produce-! a permanent color 
which will neither rub nor wa-h off 
M AM .\i I'l’J:I I» l:\ 
R. P. HALL & CO.. Nashua, N. H. 
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in .M- dh 














FOR THE CURE OF 
RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA 
This remedy is the result of tlie re-march of one of 
the Proprietors who had been a greut suilerer for 
years and who had tried all the advertised reim ln-- 
aad skill of many physicians without obtaining re- 
lief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous -in 
ilar cures effected among his friends ami ucqtiaiu: 
itnces without an e\-c< ption, induced him to put \: 
before the public. 1 hut it will cure the most vert 
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony 
to show, which may be tonnd in our circulars. All of 
which proof is bona line and from those who have 
been bem-tited bv it us.-. 
»■ A. HOWES & CO., Agent*, 
Belfast, Maine. 
! or sale by all Druggists, price one dollar pm 
bottle I ,bi ral di-count to the trade. 
PIERCE BROTHERS, 
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 





AND OTHER ILI.s 01 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SORES <: V All. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
H&-W itne-- the names of Gem b un who r« ~tii 
to its extraordinary merit.-, 
A. Hayford, Esq., Ev-Mayor, !’. li'u-t, M< 
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison Hayford, Farmer, *• 
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S.,1. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland •• 
Ebeu W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No >eat>port. 
Robert G. Ames, Teamster, 
J \V Black, Deputy sheriif, 
J. M. Hale & Co., Stag* Props., 1 I!-wortI 
W. E. Clear* -, Prop ol Ei\. .stable >t«.cki«»j., 
Wli M \NV OTII F.ltS. 
l’rqiart'il Bt KMElil SAM Eli. I’niqi. j 
SKAliSFORT, MH. 
RICHARD H. MOODY. 
Pruggi.-t and Apolheear> General 
* If! Itl.l.l .\sl M f. 
BUY YOU BY 
FEATHERS 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
Twitchell, Champlin & Co,, 
wiioi.LSAI i: Gnori.i: 
Non. 175 4% 177 Commercial Street, 
FORTRAN 1 >, M K. 
SPECIALTIES. 
Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses and, 
Coffees. 
Coifoe* Roasted Daily with ihe Burns' Patent Roaster. 
Wholesale Agents lor 
Globe Mills Standard Spices 
J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman 
A CARD. 
"I TT E nr** now prepared to show mir n^Kiim r-i W ami the public generally, the lim-t and most 
thoroughly made stock of CLOTHING ever ottered 
lor sale in this citv, at prices never before seen. We 
have conceived the idea of doing a business at re- 
tail for CASH ONLY, as the largest jobbers does 
on credit, and the way we propose to do is by oiler 
ing our goods to the public at retail as LOW as tlu 
lowest w holesftle price, and this we pledge ourselves 
to do. 
Tills is not mere advertising talk as anv one can 
convince themselves of by calling and examining 
our stock. We are the manufacturers of our own 
goods and will sell as LOW as any dealer in the 
country, and will sell a single garment at retail as 
LOW as the dealer can purchase ol the jobber, 
therefore, by purchasing direct ot us, the customer 
saves the u>ual retail protit. 
We shall keep constantly on hand PANTALOONS 
manufactured from nearly all Wool Cass 1 mere at 
$ J.OO and $2.50 per pair, usual price $4.u0 to $5.00. 
ALL WOOL PANTALOONS $3.50 per pair, u^ual 
retail price $4.50 to $0.00; good Business Suits $10.00. 
Every garment we sell is fully warranted as repre- 
sented, and guaranteed not to give away in the 
sewing, and are all of the latest and most approved 
styles. 
We have also a fine assortment of WOOLEN for 
Custom Trade, Furnishing Hoods, HATS, CAPS, 
and CARPETINGS. 
Remember the place at the Store formerly oc 
cupied by Arnold Harris. 
ANDREWS BROTHERS, 
Phenlx Row, High St., Belfast. 
MARK ANDREWS. JULIUS ANDREWS. 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
F»r Inventions. Trade Harks or Designs. 
No. 76 Stats St..opposite Kilby St., Boston 
AATEK an extensive practice of upward** of year.-*,continues to secure Patents in the Unit. ,| 
States; also in Great Britain, France, anil other for 
cigu countries. < aveats, Specifications, Assigu 
meats, and all papers for Patents executed on reason 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de- 
termine the validity and utility of Patents of Invei, 
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in ui; 
matters touching the'sume. Copies of the claims «,j 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. A 
signiuents recorded in Washington. 
A'o Agency in the I'nited States possesses superi 
facilities for obtaining I'aUntsor ascertaining th. 
patentability of inventions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro 
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, in- 
here saved inventors. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“I regard Mr Eddy as out ot the most capable ami 
successful practitioners with whom I have had 
tidu) intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
Com’s’r of Patents. 
“1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors tha 
they ounnotemploy a man more competent anti trust 
worthy ami more capable of putting their appli. 
tions in a form to secure for them an early and fa\ 
able consideration at the Pateut Office. 
EDM IN D lit KK E, late (JomVr of Patent-. 
“Mr. K. If. Edi>v has made for me over THiKi 
applications for Patents, having been successful 
almost every case, such unmistakable proof of gn 
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend 
ali. Inventors to apply to him to procure their p-t 
tents, as they may be sure of hav iug the mo-t fait1 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at er 
reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART" 
Boston. Jan l*Co. lsr‘47. 
PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
(.’hum-mi b> un act ol’ tin- I.egl-datur t.l Mali. 
15,7a. 
KoK ill h 
3afe Keeping of Valuables 
Hu.i tin- F9 f v f In iM Ki.-k Pkooi 
hv.t <;lak i'l.oof \ ai i.ini 
97 Exchange Street. 
PORTLAND 
l-H-.M T<»US AM* MI.WtKHol.NhKS 
John Mussey, If. .1. I.ibby, 
F. K. >\van, .Jacob McTellan, 
William t.. ijmil'l, l'hillip il. brown, 
William Davi>, William llauuuuini, J 
\V. H. Anderson, Frank Noyes 
1.. I*. \f. Swear, A. W. ( wombs, 
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, 
Austin 1*. Morrill, KeadnelJ, 
Joseph Dane, Kenuebunk 
L. D. M. SWEAT, I‘ri-»Uc:. 
A. W. COOMBS. > turv 
a# 1 .*! v .rculars <>i information a hires* 
iio A W. COUMISS, Secretary, Portlui, 
To the People of Searsport. 
II1 A V 1-, ;uk* n the Agency of the ItKi '! ui Wmi.k v lark & Kernahl, Proprietor*. 1* 
sons wishing to purchu-e Marble Work of any 
seription can «lo >o of me as cheap as they can b 
any where in this mhI**. 
A T. QUIMB^ 




A. B. MATHEWS. 
HOUSE OF 
BAKER & CO. 
1780 established in 1780 
MAM A a* :i'Ul.i:s <•! 
Cocoa,Chocolate and 
Broma, 
IN' VI.I. 1 OKVIS KNuVVN i.» 
MODERN COMMERCE 
HIGHEST MEDALS received ut 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS 
in PARIS and VIENNA and at LO 
CAL EXHIBITIONS in all part, ot 
the UNITED STATES. 
NEW SPECIALTY 
BiSIAKIAST COCOA. 
Jt^-Send ,‘i.r ( •utenui.il Book t* oui Mm- 
Boston and New ^ ork. 
THE BOSTON 
PAPER COLLAR WAREHOUSE 
WARWICK COLLAR, 
DEEP POINT, aim, 
ELMWOOD COLLAR, 
idg. all : di i*. .V V < tr L-f I'oMt-J edg* 
Point u. vc'f turn up. ■- i: 
suit* and s*-e that it is made by the 
Narragansett Collar Company 
Mho are sole owners of the Patent. 
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE. 
11 Man ‘.i Du ru it o i,l 1 :: -, .-I vti: 
GENTS’ NECK WEAR 
mid Agents for the 
BURLOCK DIAMOND SHIRT. 
ilmprsoii Ivlaml A. Co. 
Sole Agent** for New England. 
I? Mint 19 1> v Is toil Stuooi 
BOSTON. MASS. 
NOTICE. 
r|MJi -uliMfilM-s, surviving partner’* of the in; l tii in ot BLu k. Mallo ws X. to, lim ing be» n ui> 
rhorued by the Probate Court to clone up the aflair 
of the said Company hereby give notice to ull p* 
-ons iudebted to -aid firm t-* inak'- immediate pa 
lm nt to tli• in. All claims not adjusted forthwit 
will be lei; with an attorney for collection. 
JOHN B. ItLAUv. 
till HP.P 1 .MATH KWs 
>••ar-port, \pril l'.’, 1n»>. -1 vv 
DISSOLUTION 
rpilL r.u; I N!J:>iiIl‘ heretolor* e\Dtlng 1 1 tween dame- "•prague, 1 itni v l. Crock* 
Clearer Kingsbury, I" d m Sprague, Meplo 
Sprague, N.t'ou Pendleton, Howard 1' .Ma-> 
(ha-. A. Luo. Iiuinui- » lark, >eldon Morton an 
William s. ^ ork, under t!.<- lirin name i>t the Lit-i 
eru (irauire Company, D dis-olved bv Henry 1 
Crock* tt. Lleu/er king.-bury, Jr., John C. SprHgut 
•'lephen Sprague, \a-on IL Pendleton, William > 
Yoik, Howard 1 M:o*n ainl llmmas » lark bavin, 
retired from said partnership. The business ot said 
firm will he settled SeUion Morton and ( has. A 
Luce MORTON 
'll A ItLKS A LUCK 
N Y>ON K. l’KMH.KTON 
I. LI. A/.Lit k I M.SBIK'i 
,H >H N SPRAGUE 
HLMtV I CROCKETT 






HOl< I M W MO|.A»L- 
I -ei, inner “Laura II. don* '. 
If mi aibarieu, tor sab* by 
April 




A. B. MATHEWS. 
AXiL and SEE 
A-* ^ood an assortment of 
WOOLEN GOODS! 
of all grades usually found in a 
First-Class Tailoring Establishment 
A Do Trimmings to correspond, which are belli* 
manufactured to order by first class workmen at u- 
low prices as the times will afford. 
PUTT I Nfi attended to in all its branches by my vu iiiVJ self, l have also a tin*- assortment ol 
FURNISHING GOODS 
Dl all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in all sizes, and 
ill the other better grade ol Collars. l*7 
EC. L. LORD. 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. 0. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
